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^The ‘N?xorr>pan©
A new invention which makes
it possible for you to play

The kind of music you enjoy
A new method of control which
is an integral part of every

Emerson Electric Player
It enables one to regulate and phrase
the music from a distance.
As shown in the illustration, the singer
is playing her own accompaniment. With
very little practice the accompaniment
can be played in this manner with far
better effects than if played by hand.
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Or, you can sit at ease and without
conscious effort bring into vivid
glowing life your musical conceptions.

d Little Roy (Vocal)

Is It Noise or Music?
The May ETUDE will be a

Modernist-Futurist Issue
It will deal with the subject from the milder(?)
innovators—Debussy, Ravel, Strauss and others
—to the most rabid revolutionists. To many
futurism in music is not so very different from
futurism in art,—that futurism which tries to
make us believe that “Sunset on the Hudson”
looks like a clam chowder. Others see in the

CIRCUS
Painted by Edward V. Brewer for Cream of Wheat Co.

DAY
Copyright 1916 by Cream of Wheat Co.

music of the futurists the real music of to¬
morrow.
You will surely be immensely in¬

Dealers in Principal Cities and Towns
Send for Catalog

terested in reading articles by men who are
entitled to give their opinions: men like Sir
Charles -Villiers Stanford, James Huneker,
Cyril Scott, Percy Grainger and others.

merson Piano Company
BOSTON

ESTABLISHED 1849
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Immortal Accomplishment

VALUABLE REWARDS FOR ETUDE WORKERS
ANY OF THESE PRESENTS OFFERED BY US YOURS FOR BUT SLIGHT EFFORT
The success-r.„.,_—
_
you to get out among your friends and secure
they may know through a yearly subscription
Given for FIVE yearly subscription.
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The Metronomes offered
here are of the finest
quality made, being sold
regularly by us at 32.25
and 23.25. They are
fully guaranteed against
any defect of manufac¬
ture. Furnished with
hinged or detached
door. Sent prepaid.
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This is the very latest edition, in five volumes, identical
with the latest London edition, but with a more attractive binding
hi red cloth. Sir George Grove’s great masterpiece of musical
scholarship demanded the work of 184 renowned specialists over
a period of 16 years.
There are over 4000 pages and over
5,000,000 words.
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Athenic Bronze Clock

subscriptions.

Given for FIVE yearly subscriptions
This clock is unique in its design, the Athenic
Bronze finish having been inspired by the classic
decorative art of __^...
a neient Athens, there
being incorporated
in its design, two old
ivory cameo figures
on a French Statuary
Bronze finish. One
of our most useful
and ornamental ar¬
ticles.
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At a New Special Price
Dictionary now being-put out by the Theodore-Presser
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Florence Toilet Mirror
Given for TWO yearly subscriptions
Ebony finish, latest style shape,
6 inches by 8 inches, highest
quality beveled plate glass. A
useful and ornamental article
worthy of a place in any home.

Florence Toilet Set
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Special Monthly Payment Plan
$3.00 Down—$1.00 a month for only 12 Months
Send Three Dollars Now and we will open a
special account with you, permitting you to
pay the balance in twelve months at the rate
of one dollar per month, making the total
cost $15.00.

The Empire Syrup Pitcher
and Platter

ONE-QUART

Vacuum Bottle

ONE-QUART
Given for FIVE yearly subscriptions
This Vacuum Bottle is one of the
highest quality made, the filler is silver
plated, while the case is made of best
metal with the popular Gun - metal

BrJ
The Peerless Manicure Set
B9|

■
Given for FOUR yearly
This beautiful VANITY CASE is
of a warranted German Silver case,
heavily silver-plated, finished in
French Gray, with compartments
for holding nickles and dimes,
memorandum tablet, powder and
puff, compartment for holding
cards and bills on opposite side as
well as a high-grade beveled mir¬
ror. The case is hung on a beauti¬
ful Boston soldered link chain.

Few teachers will hesitate to take advantage of this
exceptional offer when they remember that the house of
Theo. Presser stands behind the transaction every way.

Send your order direct to the

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Send Orders Only to

presented to you for FOUR
yearly subscriptions. This is
an article that should be in
every household. Darkness is
made into light by the mere
pressing of a button. The
DeLuxe Electric Candle is of
quadruple silver plate, guaran¬
teed, with battery and bulb
complete. An article regularly
retailing at 23.50 and up.

In One Year you will own the great Grove Dictionaries you
have always wanted, but possibly have felt were beyond your
reach at the old rate of $25.00 cash.

"j Save$1.25

THE ETUDE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The De Luxe
Electric Candle

SOLE AGENTS

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Candle - Stick
Holders
SIZES
!■ Height 6 inches. Width 4« in
7 Height 654 inches. Width Sin
Height 8 inches. Width 654 in

Cut Glass Bud Vase L>l™'Fad
This is something new, being a cut
glass vase, attractive frosted flower
design. 10 inches high,and given for
only TWO yearly subscriptions,

rs; Cuticle Knife; Nail
Cleaner; Buffer and Button
Hook, each handled with best
quality imitation ivory; packed
in leather satin lined roll. A
al companion when traveling.

THE ETUDE, THEO. PRESSER CO., Publishers, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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with over 30,000 square feet of floor space
are devoted to our business—with an incomparable stock, unequaled in variety and completeness.
All is placed at your command
through the services of over 200 thoroughly
trained music clerks. No order is too small ;
to receive our most careful attention and
none too large to overtax our facilities.
No matter where located, this big mail order :
music house offers precisely the same facilities and ;
economies as though the purchaser came to us in person.
The parcel post bridges all distances from your studio

THEO. PRESSER CO. “ON SALE” PLAN
guarantees satisfaction. A stock of music on hand
at all times to select from, for every purpose, the same
large discount as though the music was purchased out¬
right, and a guarantee of satisfaction if you will but
name a few pieces or studies, so that our information
will be of a comprehensive nature. Send your order,
no preliminary correspondence is necessary, You pay
for only what you use and return the remainder. Music
not used is returned to us but once a year. Settlements
are to be made at least once a year, preferable in June
or July.
NEW MUSIC AND NOVELTIES ON SALE
select°mot"!bmttL fp'Mes * new m£slc®ornovc“n^ 6Vdr? “onth “
Ml
compositions8!!)?
VslcS.'oM&Vo,'
0™n am^vfolln™ Mention
which
branch vou areplana
interested
in.

] progressive music teachers
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for all demands. Primers, methods text books, sheet
music, (including teaching roc.ul snd exhibition
pieces) exercises, studies and technical works.
In addition our stock includes all that is best and most
available from other publishers, as well as everything
used in music teaching—metronomes. sstcheU snd
rolls, musical pictures and post card, rew.rd card.,
blank music paper and books, record tablet, music filmg cabinets, music stands, jewelry for muse lovers.etc.
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LANDON.C.W. Method (or Piano. Board bii

PRESSER BUILDING

PRIMERS—RUDIMENTARY WORKS

Piano. Part 1. 1

CLARKE, H. A. Theory Explained to Piono
Student*... -..... f 50
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of musical works, including Singer’s Hand Book,
C>an? ShKfy Guide, Hand Book for Violin Music.
Hand Book for Pipe and Reed Organ, Choir and Chorus
Hand Book, Hand Book for 4, 6, 8 and 12 Hands,
Catalogue of Juvenile Musical Publications, Thematic
Catalogues and complete Catalogues of Vocal and Instrumental Music will be sent to you on request, with?ut obligating you to buy. Our Octavo Catalogue
ls extensive and comprehensive, continually increasing
Wlth mat>y notable accessions. We publish anthems,
c*}°Jr“ses and part songs, all styles, and in all degrees
difficulty. We aim to assist in every way possible
the busy organist and choral director.
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SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

OUR USUAL LIBERAL DISCOUNTS APPLY
PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES— Continued
KOHLER, L. Fir.l Stadia*. Op. SO.
“ 12 Little Studies, Op. 157
“ 12 Preparatory Les.on., Op. 151
“ Very Ea.iest Eiercises, Op. 190.
“ Small School ol Velocity, Op. 242.
- - - Two Hundred Short
ins, Op. 14
d pupil*, in practical

I CATALOGUES THAT ARE
| CLASSIFIED GUIDES

USED WORKS IN MUSIC EDUCATION

A SELECTED LIST OF THE MOST
PIANO INSTRUCTORS—Continued

For Music Buyers Everywhere

PIANO COLLECTIONS

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUPIES-Continued
PRESSER. THEO. S4«iad
ROGERS. 1. H. Oct... VaUcity SWt, tewlinf, musical •tudie. al |T**l lechaiul »*lo* 1
•' Double N.ta VeUcit.
I
SARTORIO, A. It ln.iru<ti..
la Melody
PI.,in, and K*nro»*io«. Op Mt
I
“ 10 Molodioo* siudie. in VJacM,. Op M4.
DalightluJ melndiei
‘
“
Muoical Fairy 1

PI ANO COLLECTIONS—Cor tinned
MODERN DANCE ALBUM
MODERN DRAWING-ROOM PIECES.
modern sonatinas
MOZART, W. A. Sonatas 2 ,ol. each
PIECES
POPULAR HOME ALBUM
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM
POPULAR, RECITAL REPERTOIRE
ROWE. DANIEL. Tone Stories lor Boys and Girl.

PIANO COLLECTIONS—FOUR HANDS—Con.
teacher and pupil. Words
$ 75
YOUNG DUET PLAYERS (Harthanh...
.!
SO
VOCAL METHODS AND STUDIES

PRESSER ANNEX

MUSICAL THFORY, REFERENCE BOOKS.
GENERAL MUSICAL LITERATURE Continued

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES
BACH, i. S. Little Preludes and Fugues
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F you enjoy wholesome, creamy, sweet
milk chocolate, look for this display
stand on your confectioner’s counter for

ZATEK
Milk Chocolate

D

The Highest Choice

The World of Music

O not let it be merely a question ot initial cost when
you make your choice of pianos. I he matchless music?
of the Steinway has lifted it above the “price atmosphere

EATMORS
These dainty star-shaped pure chocolate morsels are
just what big and little folks like so well.
They
furnish a generous amount of nourishment.
Give your children ZATEK Milk Chocolate Eatmors
as a reward for good behavior.
They’ll also have a
world of fun using the empty tubes for toy mega¬
phones and building blocks.
Retailers can secure them from

PENNSYLVANIA CHOCOLATE COMPANY

thi:

STEINWAY

&

SONS,

STEINWAY

HALL

SS™ HE™ SSSS 1352!

107 -109 EAST FOURTEENTH STREET. NEW YORK

PITTSBURGH, U. S. A.

Si%£ '£ J^VStyTS'

> JSTKSj Symphony ^^March
' of Leopold Stokowski
hs,■ which
redounded to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the Philadelphia
Philadelphia OrchestraE
Orel
.,
, g,
,
f
--1
the Philadelphia artists
and the city itself. At first only four performances were planned.
Three in Philadelphia and one in New York. These four perform¬
ances cost approximately $27,000.00. Over one thousand performers took part including an orchestra of 110.
Owing to the immense
demand tor admission hve extra performances were given.
The work was interpreted with the greatest artistic finish and beauty.
The first part of the symphony is a choral setting of Veni, Creator Spirilus, the second a setting of parts of the second section of Goethe’s
Faust.
Great credit was due to the soloists, Florence Hinckle, Susanna Dercum, Adelaide Fisher, Inez Barbour Margaret Keyes
and Reginald Werrenrath, as well as to the assistant conductor. Mr. H G. Thunder The works MahleX
Eighth
nin Munich in 1910.
The Philadelphia performances made the city a Mecca for many o the mosJ
One extra performance of this work was especially given for the public schools.

for all time.
It is true, the Steinway does cost a little more. But no one
who owns a Steinway has ever a shadow of regret for the
price paid. It is but little higher than the cost of other pianos,
and the Stein way carries within its perfect mechanism the
guarantee of a satisfaction beyond all price.
For more than three-score years it has been the ideal of
the greatest music masters of their day.
So the Stanway
must command your respectful attention before your
choice is made.
We shall he glad to send uou. free^.
j/rerfeJTrtrra-

<rXshis Is Sore

'sft'sys'ss

^^dHE expert, the finished player, the beginner—
(J everyone who delights in tone purity out of the
ordinary owes it to themselves to investigate this
magnificent instrument. The

Jesse French & Sons Grand
represents an honest and successful endeavor to produce
an instrument as near artistic perfection as is possible
of attainment.
The Grand is the ideal instrument for all artistic

f I VEACHERS, singers and public speakers are urged
A to get the S. B. Cough Drop habit, especially during
damp, cold weather.
These little drops will prevent coughs and hoarseness,
keep the throat soothed and the air passages clear and
refreshed. One or two before “forty winks” will loosen
the phlegm. Carry a box with you all winter and spring.

SMITH BftOTHERS’
SJi. COUCH DROPS
Pure Cane Sugar and
Medicinal Oils
SMITH BROTHERS
of Poughkeepsie
Your Grandpa Knows Us
Makers of S. B. Chewing
Gum and Lasses Kisses
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The Secret of Self-Control
Self-control in public performance is a physiological and
psychological achievement which translates itself into all other
phases of life endeavor. It is one of the most important advantages
of music study. Music hearing, significant as it is in the apprecia¬
tion of the art, cannot bring about that self-control which comes
only with music performance.

Victor Records
have familiarized millions
with the masterpieces of music
A comparatively few years ago the soul-stirring arias and
concerted numbers that have immortalized the names of the
great composers were hidden mysteries with only an occa¬
sional opportunity, at rare intervals, to hear and become
familial with them.
* Today millions of people are familiar with them through
the wonderful achievements of the Victor.
The Victor
Records of these musical treasures have revealed their
sublime beauty to music-lovers in every part of the world.
They are presented in all their grandeur by the world’s
greatest artists whose exquisite renditions are the standard
by which the artists’ actual performances are judged.
They are noteworthy achievements in the art of recording

that have established Victor supremacy on a basis
of great things actually accomplished.
Any Victor dealer in any city in the world will gladly play any
music you wisH to Hear and demonstrate to you tHe various styles of
the Victor and Victrola-$IO to $400.
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., U. S. A.

The average student of music could feel no more dread in
appearing before an audience of ogres and dragons than in facing
the gathering of ordinary parents, sisters, cousins and aunts at a
pupils’ recital. The long practiced Godard Mazurka, the patience
taxing Waldesrauschen, the carefully mastered Bach Gigue, all melt
like April snow in the memory of the pupil under the scorching glare
of a few dozen pairs of eyes in the audience.
How can the nervous timid pupil achieve self-control with the
least anguish? There is only one way and that is told with fine
effect in a bulletin upon debating published by the University of
Wisconsin. Read this thought-compelling paragraph.
“In Harvard College several years ago there was a ’varsity
football player who desired to participate in an inter-collegiate
debate. He entered the contests through which the members of
the ’varsity debating team were to be chosen. When his name
was called to mount the platform in the first contest, this young
man who could dash fearlessly into a mass of Yale interference
on the gridiron was so overcome by nervousness that he fainted
in the aisle and had to be carried from the room by his friends.
He returned, however, revived by the fresh air, gritted his teeth,
clenched his hands, ignored his trembling knees and blanched
face, and by sheer will power forced himself through the first
contest. On through the tryouts he went gaining courage,
poise, self-reliance at each trial. Finally he won a place on the
Harvard team which later won a decisive victory over Yale. The
victory from Yale though it may have been especially pleasing
to the Harvard football man, was of comparatively little im¬
portance. The real value to him lay in his victory over him¬
self.”
Why spin out words when the secret of self-control is yours if
you have read the foregoing reflectively? Keep at it, no matter
how many times you fail. The editor once had a pupil who failed
dismally at the beginning of a season with Mendelssohn’s Spring
Song. Two years of persistence enabled her to make a triumphant
public performance of the Polonaise in E Flat (Opus 22, Andante
Spianato) of Chopin with its intricate and tricky passages.

Vibrations
All life is vibration. Yet death is not the antithesis of vibration
since the very music of our great orchestras comes to us from parts
0 . .
*"orests an(l dead animals.
But vibration is the greatest
principle of existence. We are conscious of but a few of vast numbers
an„ . lnc^ °f vibrations.
Sound, light, color, electricity and an
infinity of things are only various forms of vibrations.

MASTERS VI
The Famous Revtette from Lucia
by Tetrazzini, Canuo, Amato, Jouraet, Jacoby, Bada (96201)

!•!«!» oantioD THE ETUDE when idimsin* am- idvertUen

certain things that show us that the human being is capable of
recognizing certain vibrations and developing the perceptions for
those vibrations. It is said that the Quakers have the largest per¬
centage of color blindness of any sect. Those who have made this
contention hold that it is due to the very flat colors to which the
Quakers have always accustomed themselves.
They hold that the
good people of the society of Friends have permitted the sense of
perception of colors to wither as it were. Is this really so or is the
color blindness due to other causes? We would like to know. That
there is some great truth hidden in the mystery of vibrations every¬
one will concede and all effort to fathom it should be encouraged.
A new book by the editor of The Arena, Charles Brodie Patter¬
son, has for its title The Rhythm of Life and deals with the subject
of vibrations in manifold forms. It contains many striking state¬
ments. The author has one conviction which he expresses as follows:
“I firmly believe that a time will come when the world’s ills,
whether of a mental or a physical nature, shall not only be helped
but actually healed through the scientific use of music and color.
. . .
I am fully aware of the fact that in a desultory way, music
has been used and is being used in institutions in different parts, of
this country with varying results. It is my sincere desire to see the
whole question taken up in a thoroughly scientific way, and every
phase of the subject not only investigated, but the results tabulated
to the end that a real system of scientific therapeutics may be estab¬
lished that shall meet the needs and requirements of every form of
disease, whether it be a disease of mind or of body.”
Such a statement would have brought Mr. Patterson to the
pillory in witchcraft days. Twenty-five years ago, before the dis¬
covery of Radium, X-Rays, Finsen Rays, the use of music with the
insane, it would have brought ridicule. To-day science meekly savs.
“Who knows?”
^
* *

Sunshine Everywhere
Sun hunger is primeval. Small wonder that when savages choose
a god for themselves they first of all set upon the great golden sun.
Life begs for more and more life, and life is the sun. The long Arctic
nights are the signatures of death upon the world,—the death that sci¬
entists tell us will come ages hence when the sun grows cold. The call
of the world is none other than Oswald’s Prayer in Ibsen’s Powerful
Ghosts, “Give me the sun, mother, give me the sun.” The whole world
wants the sun, and your importance here depends upon how much sun¬
shine you have stored up in your soul—how much radiance you can
give forth to make your work light the way for others.
Musicians, the world asks great things of you. Your greatest
privilege is to bring the sunshine of your art to all who need it. I)0
you wonder that millions of people the world over give up their money
to listen to some golden voice, some song that will bring new sunshine
to their lives. What is money compared with the light that comes
from the soul with beautiful singing. As years creep on the need
for sunshine becomes stronger and stronger. Don’t forget the aged

with your music. Let the sunshine of your art brighten their twilight
days. The night must come. Shall you let it come before you have
In recent years there has arisen a new cult of men and women spread your sunshine?
who are conscientiously seeking the inner meaning, the purpose, the
It s the songs we sing and the smiles we wear
p dosophical design of these phenomena. We have come to know (
That make the sunshine everywhere.”
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An Important Musical Educational Innovatioi

ETUDE DAY
What ETUDE DAY is and How to Conduct It
T T

.1

The Etude will contain every month a series of questions sim
ilar to the following with sufficient space for writing the answers right
in the issue itself. Answers to the questions will be found
the
reading text.
This enables the teacher or club leader to hold an Etude Day
every month as soon as possible after the arrival of the journal.
The pupils assemble and each is provided with a copy of The
Etude, or, if the teacher so decides, the copies may be distributed in
advance of the meeting.
On Etude Day the answers are written in The Etude in the
proper place, thus giving each issue the character of an interesting
text book, insuring a much more thorough and intelligent reading o
the journal itself, giving the student a personal interest in his work
and at the same time providing the class with the occasion and the
material of a most interesting monthly event. The questions may
be taken all at one meeting or in groups at separate meetings.
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with little effort or
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your letter to the Editor of The Etude, Philadelphia, 1 a.
Some years ago when The Etude started the G.U«rof Mudcal
Celebrities we were immensely helped by friends wh
ing us what they thought of the idea. Will you not kindly write us
and let us know how you propose to use this page and how it could
be improved to better suit your needs.
Make your letter short and
to the point. We shall appreciate it. State particularly whether
you like the idea of having this page a regular feature of 1 HE Etude.

ETUDE DAY—APRIL, 1916
A Monthly Test in Musical Efficiency
The answer to each question is to be found upon the page indicated
in parenthesis. Write answers in pencil.

4.

Name ten important factors in successful practice.

(Page 202-)

Where was the first music center in the Southern States?

2.

Who is generally looked upon as the greatest composer the South has
produced? (Page 263.)

What is meant by sympathetic vibration?

(Page 263.)

3,

What New Englander did much for music in the South before the war?
(Page 263.)

4.

Name four celebrated singers born in the South.

(Page 264.)

How fast does sound travel?

What famous composer said of Beethoven, “There is a young man who will
give the world something worth listening to ? (Page 260.)

7.

How may one gain an idea of how the old ecclesiastical (church) modes
sounded? (Page 261.)

8.

When was the pianoforte invented, and by whom?

9

Give three historical steps in the dvelopment of pianoforte technic, and tell
how they were influenced by instruments. (Page 255.)

10.

(Page 261.)

Name a famous song written entirely upon one tone.

(Page 268.)

(Page 254.)
s necessary in communicating sound?

8.

What famous Austrian musician made a setting of a beautiful bird song by
Shakespeare? (Page 257.)
6.

How should the hand n

a making skips to distant notes?

(Page

(Page 264.)

Ill—QUESTIONS ON ETUDE MUSIC

2.

Who first used the idealized waltz form, and what famous composition is
the precursor of all idealized waltzes? (Page 266.)

3.

In what time is a gavotte invariably written, and upon what portion of a
measure should a gavotte begin? (Page 266.)

(Page 256.)
What is meant by the tarantelle rhythm?

(Page 266.)“

jl_QUESTIONS in general musical information
1.

What is the secret of self-control in public performance?

(Page 249.)
5.

Howdoes a parade ma^Tii^l^T^dern military march?

(P«

6.

In w^o^the smaller-pieces do~we find some startling changes of k

■£' Name.the three primary touches in pianoforte playing, and state what part
of the arm is characteristic of each? (Page 256.)

8.

How many centuries elapsed before a satisfactory way of writing music
■was invented? (Page 260.)
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The above diagram shows how the octaves in the Chopin
Polonaise should be figured out mentally and grouped in
tours, going round like a half circle for each group.
Again, in the enormously difficult octave passage for
the right hand in the Sixth Rhapsody of Liszt, it will be
found to be of assistance to keep changing the position
of the wrist from being high to becoming low. Thus:

This very small action of the wrist gives respite for
a second from the tension, and sets the momentum
of the nervous contraction going again. This same
movement can apply to most continuous octave
sequences of any length, provided they are in scale-like
progressions, or in the form of reiteration. But for
octaves which move in arpeggios, this same action
would not answer. Because here the mind has to be
occupied with the matter of judging the distances, or
I should rather say, feeling them. For all jumps are
very uncertain quantities, and no eye judgment can be
possible where a high rate of speed has to be obtained.
Therefore in arpeggio-like octave passages only a men¬
tal device will be of any help in the difficulty. This
contrivance is to imagine the octaves in groups of
threes in the mind, no matter what the rhythm is in
which they are written. I take an example out of the
Hungarian Fantasia of Liszt for piano and orchestra
to show the idea.

The Practice of Octaves

I—QUESTIONS IN MUSICAL HISTORY
j.

I propose here to discuss briefly the higher or advanced
technic of pianoforte playing, as is to be found in the
study of Thirds, Sixths and Octaves. Of course this
is really a highly complicated subject about which in¬
numerable books and treatises have been written with¬
out nearly exhausting all the material for discussion
to which it gives rise. But the few remarks that I
am going to make now are chiefly intended for the
practical help of working students, and I shall confine
myself more or less to explaining one or two of the
methods which I personally find useful in mastering
the difficulties that occur in these complex stages of
virtuosity. For as modern pianoforte technic requires
great development of double note playing and such
like independence of the fingers, so it must be the aim
of every student to discover the easiest and shortest
cuts which may bring him to proficiency in this branch
of his art.

Let us study Octave Technic for which every sort
of studies have been and continue to be written. Now
the real octave wrist combining great strength with
high nervous tension, and suppleness, is a gift of
nature, like the capacity for playing staccato bowing
on the violin. But those who do not possess the power
can develop it to a limited extent. There are several
methods of playing octaves, one being with a loose
wrist and the fifth finger slightly stiffened. This is a
good way for octaves in a slow tempo, but when speed
is required, it can only be secured .by nervous con¬
traction of the arm, the wrist being kept stiff mean¬
while. To accomplish this needs much muscular
strength as the advantage of the loose wrist has to
be discarded, and whenever the rapidity of the tempo
increases, the stiffening of the wrist must increase
also. As far as the practice of octaves goes, I do not
think merely playing them in scales is efficacious, and
as I have already said, there are so many studies de¬
vised on this most difficult branch of piano technic
that it is best to work with them. Those of Kullak
are, I find, especially excellent. It is very unwise ever
to work at octave playing for more than ten minutes
at a time, as it is so fatiguing and may injure the arm
if overdone. But there are ways of helping oneself
to relieve exhaustion during long sequences of octaves.
Some of these devices are useful for all, though
generally each player finds out means for himself
according to the structure of his own particular
muscles. To illustrate what I mean by these helps
against fatigue, I will give an example from the A flat
Polonaise of Chopin. The great octave passage in the
second part for the left hand, lasts 34 bars, which is a
tremendous length as all pianists know; and the strain
may become almost unbearable.
Here it is a considerable relief to think of the passage
as in semi-circles from left to right as in Diagram
No. 4A. Thus:
Extract from Polonaise in A flat, showing the com¬
mencement of the octave sequence in the left hand,
which lasts for thirty-four measures.

The above example, although written in groups of
four, is made much easier if the performer thinks of
them in triplets, as indicated by the slurs under the
notes. It is an entirely mental conception, and the
execution as regards sound must remain in groups of
four, as it is written.
It must always be remembered, of course, that the
device is only a creation of the imagination and must
in no wise be allowed to become evident or interfere
with the proper rhythm. But as a mental measurement
it will always facilitate the negotiating of rapid jumps
correctly and continuously. The last passage in the
Concerto in C minor of Saint-Saens for piano and
orchestra also serves to illustrate the method of reduc¬
ing the difficulty by this calculation of the mind.

The above illustration shows a mental device through
which the octaves are considered in groups of threes,
as indicated by the slurs below, though the effect of the
rhythm must remain in three-four measure.
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Still more hard than so-called simple octave technic
is that where intermediate notes between the octaves
have to be struck together with them, as in successive
progression of rapid chords, such as are to be found in
the opening Cadenza of Liszt’s E flat Concerto. This
starts with a tremendous sequence of grand chords in
C major, which is extremely difficult to play accurately,
and can only be mastered by unceasing practice. In
such a passage the wrist should be kept loose and the
intermediate notes (in the chord of C major it is the
second finger on G) should be struck with rather a
stiff finger, so as to form a sort of point of support,
the thumb ’and fifth fingers, however, falling loosely on
the two octave notes, C and Octave C. The hand
should be arched and form a cup-like position. Thus:

OCTAVE PLAYING

INTERMEDIATE NOTE.

The stiffening of the intermediate finger must be very
slight and almost imperceptible; in fact, here again it
should be little more than a mental impression. For
very rapid octave scales with intermediate notes, it is
of assistance, instead of striking the middle note with
the finger in its natural position, which interferes here
with speed, to strike it upon the key only with the first
phalange joint of the finger, in the following passage
out of Saint-Saens’ C Minor Concerto. Thus:

the hopes that it may help some who r
with that particular cadenza.

,y be struggling

Cadenza grazioi

What are termed broken octaves are also continually
to be met with, especially in adaptations of pieces from
orchestral scores and in the works of Beethoven and
Mozart. These have to be played with great skill if
they are to sound really well and make a good effect,
therefore they must be patiently studied. For practicing them I advise using the first and fifth fingers
with equal strength, the wrist being kept stiff and the
hand oscillating to and fro as if it and the fingers were
made of one piece with the forearm. There are excel
lent studies for the development of broken octave
technic in Czerny’s Kunstfertigkeit.
And now for a few words about individual chord
playing, as it is so important to discover the right way to
produce a fine and noble sound when striking these.
The first essential here is to find how to obtain strength
without hardness of touch. Strength there must be,
of course, tempered by judgment, for without it the
pianist will be unable to give out enough and grad¬
uating increase of tone when necessary. I* or especially
in a dramatic piece where one often meets with an
ever-growing crescendo of tone culminating upon a
given point, if the performer lacks accumulative force
he cannot achieve this effect, and so the piece may end
in an anti-climax and the whole artistic meaning of the
work be missed. Now one way to produce strength
of tone is to throw the hands down on the chords, by
lifting them high above the keys before striking. I
do not advocate this, as it is so uncertain, and disaster
may easily overtake the player at any moment by his
falling upon the wrong notes. For it needs great pre¬
cision of eye to strike many notes together correctly
from a height. How, then, can extra force be applied
without sacrificing the accuracy of notes or the tone
quality? With abrupt chords I find the following
method efficacious, namely, a quick contraction of the
forearm, accompanied by an action of the fingers, as
though they were trying to dig themselves into the
keys.
For final chords at the end of a great passage, the
same digging of the fingers and contraction of the fore¬
arm should be supplemented by a motion of the hand
turning round upon the notes with a sort of jerk, as
if it was trying to lock or unlock a key in a door.
The fingers at the same time having finished their
digging action should contract slightly towards the
palm of the hand. Passages ending with a single note
that has to be struck with great power or vehemence,
can also be manipulated by this same action of the
hand, which I call the “lock-the-door motion.” It is
most effective in adding extra strength when necessary,
and even in pianissimo chords, where distinctive accent
is required, it will be found to apply successfully,
though with these, of course, the turning and contrac¬
tion of the hand will only amount to a slight pressure
abruptly administered.

The Spirit of the Piece

In the above example, from the Concerto in C minor
by Saint-Saens, the sequence of octaves with intermedi¬
ate notes in the right hand are struck by the first
phalange joint instead of the second finger ball. This
device facilitates lightness and speed in the execution
of the above passage.
But this last is a technical hint for helping rapidity,
to be used only by those who have already reached a
considerable stage of virtuosity and also possess a wide
stretch of the hand, and it should in no case be adopted
by the student even of advanced technic! I merely
mention it as a curious instance of the little ingenuities
that can make the greatest difficulties become possible.
I give here the fingering which I use in the aforemen¬
tioned passage in chords out of the Liszt concerto, in

There is an Arabian Night’s story of a fisherman
wandering on the seashore who came upon what looked
like a perfectly innocent brass bottle.
When he
opened the bottle, however, he released the spirit of
a djinn, a huge monster possessing amazing powers.
A piece of sheet music is very much like the fisher¬
man’s bottle; as long as the pages lie idle on the
shelf,- the piece might never have been written for all
the good it is; once it is placed on the music rack, how¬
ever, it is ready to spring to life under your fingers.
And it is a genuine spirit—-the spirit of some human
being who imprisoned within it something of his own
personality, his own individual thought, when he com¬
posed it.
When you release the spirit which the composer has
sealed in his piece, have pity! Give it such life as
the composer would have wished; not the maimed and
halting existence which comes of clumsy fingers and
a sleepy brain.
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Practical Ideas in Teaching, Culled
^
from a Famous Authority
book is intended for »
- bearing <r he ■—
psychology 01
teaching6'which "admits "of* application In Ppractical muslca
pedagogyA teacher shoufd never try to make the pupils do
a thing which she cannot do herself. “Come and
let me show you how” is an incomparably better
stimulus than ‘Go and do it as the book directs."
Children admire a teacher who has skill What he
does seems easy, and they wish to emulate ,t. It
is useless for a dull and devitalized teacher to exhort her pupils to wake up and take a, mterest.
She must first take one herself; then her example
is effective, as no exhortation can possibly be.
The wise teacher will use this instinct (nvalry)
as he uses others, reaping its advantages, and ap¬
pealing to it in such a way as to reap a maximum
of benefit with a minimum of harm; for, after all,
we must confess .
•
• ‘hat the deepest spring
of action in us is the sight of action in another.
The spectacle of effort is what awakens and sus¬
tains our own effort. No runner, running all alone
on a race-track, will find in his own will the power
of stimulation which his rivalry with other runners
incites, when he feels them at his heels, about to
pass. When a trotting horse is "speeded," a run¬
ning horse must go beside him to keep the pace.
Pride and pugnacity have often been considered
unworthy passions to appeal to in the young. But
in their more refined forms they play a great part
in the school room and in education generally, be¬
ing in some characters, most potent spurs to effort
We have of late been hearing much of the
philosophy of tenderness in education; “interest"
must be assiduously awakened in everything, diffi¬
culties must be smoothed away. Soft pedagogics
have taken the path of the old sleep and rocky path
to learning. But from this lukewarm air the brac¬
ing oxygen of effort is left out. It is nonsense to
suppose that every step in education can be inter¬
esting. The fighting impulse must often be ap¬
pealed to. Make the pupil feel ashamed oi being
scared at fractions, of being "downed” by the law
of falling bodies; rouse bis pugnacity and pride,
and he will rush at the difficult places with a sort
of inner wrath at himself that is one of his best
moral faculties. A victory scored under such con¬
ditions becomes a turning-point and crisis of^ his
character. It represents the high-water mark of his
powers, and serves thereafter as an ideal pattern
for his self-imitation.
Psychology can state the laws: concrete tact and
talent alone can. work them to useful results.

The Flush of Nervousness
By C W. Landon
What is the flush of nervousness? When one is
called upon to play at the piano there is a certain ac¬
celeration of the heart action, a quickened circulation
of the blood to the brain and, often as not. cold ex¬
tremities. In this flush of excitement, owing to the
anxiety to please during the few short moments in
which to make good, the player naturally can not be
in the best mood to excel. What is the normal thing
to do? Just wait a few moments until you are accus¬
tomed to your position. Compose yourself by relaxa¬
tion. Wait for the blood to be distributed again as
it must and will. Take deep breaths but do not take
them so deeply that the audience will think that you
are gasping with fear. During this time the attention
of the audience will be directed toward what you have
to play instead of toward your own personality. Center
your composed attention upon the art work which you
expect to interpret. It is worthy of your attention and
all your attention. If it is not,’ all the time you have
spent in study has been a mockerv. You are not nearly
so important as the masterpiece of Mozart or Chopin
which will probably live for hundreds of years after
you are gone. Think of that and of all the foregoing
instances and you will not be nervous when the time
comes for your imaginary ordeaL
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The Marvels of Sound
Some Wonders of Acoustics with which Music Lovers Should be Familiar
By ARTHUR ELSON
In the old Biblical days, we may read, an army
once gathered around the historic city of Jericho,
intent on attacking it. Doubtless an arduous con¬
flict was expected, but when the trumpets sounded
for the charge the walls of the city suddenly top¬
pled over, to the intense surprise of all present.
The scoffer may claim that this was merely an¬
other case of graft in the building trades, but mod¬
ern science has a better explanation of this socalled miracle.
The accident probably resulted
from what we now call synchronism, and explain
as a coincidence of vibration rates. Given two
substances that vibrate at the same rate, then the
sounding of either will cause the other to vibrate
in sympathy with it. When the second object is
large, its vibrations may become of sufficient am¬
plitude to cause startling accidents.
Even when the vibrations are transmitted through
the air, breakage may result. Thus in the St. Louis
Exposition the playing of a certain note on the
large organ employed there resulted in the shat¬
tering of a glass skylight. The omnipresent re¬
porter attempted to explain the accident by claim¬
ing that the regular organist was probably not
responsible, and that someone must have been play¬
ing harsh notes on the instrument during his ab¬
sence. But, as a matter of fact, the harshness (if,
indeed, this effect could be produced) would not
have influenced the skylight at all. What really
happened was the playing of a smooth, full tone
whose vibration rate coincided with that of the
skylight, and caused an excessive sympathetic vibra¬
tion on the part of the glass. The writer remem¬
bers another similar accident, in which the first
strong note in the refrain of Larboard Watch. Ahoy
shattered a gas-globe into fragments.
That synchronism is a very delicate affair is
proven by the fact that when two tuning forks
vibrate at exactly equal rates, the tone of one will
cause the other to vibrate at a great distance, even
a mile if the pitch is low and the sound powerful.
If the two vibration rates are not exactly equal,
the sympathetic motion is less marked; and a very
small difference in rates will do away with the syn¬
chronism altogether.
Sympathetic Vibrations
Such sympathetic vibrations were formerly in
use on musical instruments. The old viol d’amore
had catgut strings for the performer and steel
strings to vibrate in sympathy with them. That
the tuning was rather difficult is shown also by the
old lutes, which had paired strings like our man¬
dolin. Mattheson once said that if a lute-player
lived to the age of eighty, he had probably spent
sixty years tuning his instrument.
When vibrations are transmitted directly from
one object to another the effect is often very
marked. Thus when soldiers march over a bridge
they are usually ordered to break step, as the
rhythmic tread of their customary marching might
cause the bridge to sway dangerously. Mill, en¬
gines often communicate their vibrations to the
buildings containing them; and one cotton mill
swayed so noticeably that the engineer had to avoid
certain engine speeds in order to avert an accident.
Not every building will vibrate to any special rate,
but those structures that do happen to vibrate to
a given tone may easily become dangerous.
The transmission of vibrations may take place in
solids or liquids, as well as gases; but we ordina¬
rily think of sound as a disturbance in the air. This
disturbance is caused by the motion of some sub¬
stance. When the motion is irregular, as in the
crash of a breaking window-pane, we call it noise;
but when the motion gives rise to rhythmic and
regular swayings of the air-particles, we call the

result a tone. Sound is transmitted through the air
by the motion of the air-particles, each particle
transmitting its impulse to the particle beyond. In
this way a sound travels onward, at a rate (in air)
of about 1,120 feet a second. As light travels very
much faster (nearly 190,000 miles a second), and
traverses ordinary distances without any appre¬
ciable interval of time, it may be used often to
measure the distance of sound. Thus the time
elapsing between a flash of lightning and the result¬
ing sound of thunder will show the distance of the
flash, each interval of five seconds meaning a trifle
over a mile for the sound to travel. Similarly,
Chladni records the flash of a meteor explosion,
which was followed by a detonation heard nearly
ten minutes later. This showed that the explosion
was over a hundred miles away. Sound can travel
to even greater distances than this. A ship's crew
in the South Atlantic once heard bells quite plainly.
Later investigation showed that these bells were
rung for a Rio Janeiro festival, and were heard
when the ship was 120 miles at sea. The cannon
shots of battle have been heard at distances exceed¬
ing three hundred miles; but probably the vibra¬
tions were transmitted through the earth. The
same is true of the noise of volcanic explosions,
though Humboldt heard the report of the St. Vin¬
cent eruption at Demerara, 750 miles off, in which
case the sea may have acted as a carrier. The ac¬
tual motion of waves from volcanic disturbances is
felt at great distances, the waves resulting from,
the Krakatoa eruption having traveled three times
around the world. Very often a volcanic impulse
will travel up through the sea, causing such an
effect on ships that their crews will speak of hav¬
ing struck a rock in mid-ocean.
Tones and other sounds are made audible to the
ear by the striking of the air-particles on the ear¬
drum, regularly or otherwise. These strokes are
reported to the brain, which recognizes a tone by
the regularity of vibrations, and determines the
pitch by their number. Like the eye, the ear has
its limits. Its perception usually extends from a
rate of sixteen vibrations a second to a rate of
38,000. Vibrations slower than the first figure are
heard as separate puffs. Some organs have sixtyfour foot pipes that can go below the limits of hear¬
ing, but the value of such pipes is doubtful, even
when they are used merely to reenforce others.
The higher limit of hearing varies greatly with dif¬
ferent people. Some can Hear a shrill locust, or
the tones of the high-pitched Galton whistle, which
are wholly inaudible to others.
Sound Re’enforcement
In musical instruments synchronism plays its
part by allowing sounding-boards, sound-boxes, or
tube to reenforce vibrations that would otherwise
be too feeble for practical use. The violinist can
lessen the vibration of his sound-box by the mute,
which clamps the bridge, and lessens the force of
the vibrations that it carries from the string or
strings'to the sound-box. A violin string by itself
would give a very weak tone. The same is true
of piano strings, whose tone is reenforced by a
sounding-board. Such a board or box is of so com¬
plex a structure that it will vibrate in sympathy
with any tone produced by the instrument in which
it is used. In tubes, such as are used for the wood¬
wind or brass instruments, the size of the air-col¬
umn in the tube causes it to reenforce vibrations
of one special pitch, when the air-column vibrates
as a whole. Keys and finger-holes for the wood¬
wind, and valves (ventils) or slides for the brasses,
are used to alter the length of the vibrating column
for an alteration in pitch. If a tuning fork is
sounded near a flute, and the flute is manipulated

until its air-column is of the right length to re¬
spond, the vibrations of the tuning fork will be
greatly amplified in volume. This shows also that
the vibration of air-columns in tubes is not due to
any air-current passing through them.
Before leaving the tuning fork the student should
be familiar with its use in showing that sound can
neutralize sound. As a tone is transmitted by reg¬
ular pulsations of air, it follows that an equally
strong set of pulsations in an opposite direction will
offset the tone and leave silence. The two prongs
of the tuning fork will do this, neutralizing each
other in certain positions, which the student may
find for himself by turning a vibrating fork about
a vertical axis.
An interesting experiment in synchronism, show¬
ing the necessity of sounding-boards or boxes, was
performed by Wheatstone. He had a pianist per¬
form two flights below his lecture hall, in a closed
room. From the sounding-board of the piano a
rod extended upward through the two flights into
the lecturer’s presence. The vibrations that the rod
brought from below were too feeble to be heard,
but when the lecturer held against the top of the
rod anything that would act as a sounding-board,
the music at once became audible. A violin body
was thus used, and a plain wooden tray, either of
which amplified the rod’s vibrations to the point
where they became clearly audible.
Tones and Overtones
When a string or air-column vibrates, it not only
moves as a whole, but subdivides into fractional
parts (halves, thirds, quarters, etc.), which vibrate
along with the chief, or fundamental, tone. Since
a shortening of the string or column raises the
pitch, these faint high tones blending with a note
(overtones, harmonies, upper partials) are to be
found at definite intervals above it—an octave for
the first, a fifth more for the second, etc. Taking,
for example, any C, its overtones would 'be, in
ascending order, C, G, C, E, G, B-flat, C, D, E,
F-sharp, G, A, B-flat, B, and C. The first B-flat!
and some of the last six overtones, are out of tune
with our scale, but the others are very nearly in
tune, and their presence may be shown on the piano.
If the student will cover the wires of each piano
key with little strips of paper, raise the dampers
by holding the pedal, and play strongly a low note,
he will see that some of the upper notes vibrate in
sympathy with the overtones, and shake off their
own pieces of paper, while the other pieces remain
unmoved. The violinist makes use of these har¬
monics, producing them by themselves without any
fundamental tone, by touching the string lightly at
some desired fractional part of its length. The
piano maker places his hammers at a definite dis¬
tance along the wires, to prevent as much as pos¬
sible the formation of the sixth overtone, which is
out of pitch with the scale.
Wind instrument
makers rely upon the fact that increased force of
breath on the performer’s part will make the aircolumn divide, and sound the octave of the lower
note, this octave being used with the keys to form
a second scale. In instruments of the clarinet type,
with heavy mouthpieces, the odd numbered har¬
monics do not form; so the maker provides keys
giving a scale- to the twelfth, instead of to the
octave, of the lowest note on the instrument. Play¬
ers obtain still higher tones by "cross-fingering,”
the opening of certain holes in the tube which
causes the air-column to divide into still smaller
segments.
Ordinarily the hearer does not perceive the over¬
tones blending with any note until his attention is
called to their presence.
Debussy, however has
such a sensitive ear that he can hear them easily
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even to some of the faint upper ones. In his music
he often reenforces the overtones of a low note by
added instruments in high positions. Such effects
strike many people as discords, but seem perfectly
natural to him.
The presence of the different overtones in vary¬
ing amounts gives to each tone its own distinctive
quality. In vocal tones, this quality, or timbre is
caused by the resonance given to a tone and its
overtones by the mouth and nose. It has been
proposed to analyze the voices of singers, giving
the relative proportions of different overtones, so
that future generations may be able to reproduce
famous voices mechanically. As far as the actual
quality of tone is concerned, this would be per¬
fectly practicable, but an artist s individuality con¬
sists also of his methods of expression.
The very slight imperfections sometimes ob¬
servable in the sound-reproducing machine and
other instruments of its type arise from the fact
that the material used in the cylinders or disks is
not sufficiently delicate to record the minute vibra¬
tions caused by the higher overtones. The incisive
violin tone, which contains a large proportion of
these, is mellowed down by the sound-reproducing
machine to a quality resembling that of the flute.
In other respects, though, the machine is accurate
enough, reproducing voices and brass bands with
striking fidelity. In the various machines the rec¬
ord is taken by having the cylinder, or disk, in a
receptive condition of softness, pass under a needle,
which vibrates to whatever is being recorded, and
leaves a line in the revolving disk or cylinder. In
performance the process is reversed, the cylinder
or disk causing vibrations in a needle, which are
made audible by a megaphone if necessary.
Acoustics in Buildings
The subject of architectural acoustics has re¬
ceived a great deal of attention, but is not yet thor¬
oughly investigated. Sound may be reflected, like
light, in which case, if the reflecting surface is far
enough away, an echo is produced. But when cer¬
tain French architects built the Trocadero on this
principle, they made a failure acoustically. The
hall of the Paris Conservatoire, on the other hand,
is excellent for hearing; and, although it is old and
stuffy, the authorities will not allow any change to
be made in it, for fear of injuring it’s acoustical
excellence.
As a matter of fact, sound waves are more sub¬
ject than light waves to what is known as diffrac¬
tion. In other words, they will bend around a cor¬
ner. Thus when powder mills explode the windows
of neighboring buildings are blown in. not merely
on the side facing the mill, but on all sides. Sound
waves have also some analogy with ocean waves,
and will rush along a gentle slope while rebound¬
ing back from a direct obstacle. For this reason
buildings of the Salt Lake City Mormon Temple or
London Royal Albert Hall type, which are semi¬
egg-shaped, produce the best results.
The prevalence of the so-called whispering gal¬
leries shows how little the architects really know
about the sound-producing qualities of their build¬
ings. Such a gallery is found in St. Paul’s, in Lon¬
don, a whisper carrying from one point to another
hy reflection from the dome. The dome of our
own Capitol, at Washington, is able to reflect com¬
paratively soft sounds with much clearness. It is
evident that such domes act as condensers, reflect¬
ing the sound waves to a given point below instead
of diffusing them. In a Boston church, the archi¬
tect (Richardson), obtained a still more marked
effect; for when the service was started, it was
found that a most perfect echo existed in the build¬
ing, making it useless. The congregation finally
sold it, and the buyers did away with the echo by
various experiments, but the tentative nature of
these experiments only served to emphasize our
lack of knowledge on the subject.
Outdoor echoes are easily traced to their sources
—the reflecting power of a cliff, or a wooded hill¬
side, or walls of buildings. Tyndall, in experiment¬
ing with fog signals, found that there was some
reflection of sound from an imaginary plane divid¬
ing two air-spaces of different density. Thus the
presence of “holes in the air,” so dreaded by avia¬
tors, diminishes the intensity of sound.' Humboldt
found the falls of the Orinoco less loud by day
than by night, because in the daytime the sun’s
rays caused hot air in the vicinity of rocks, and
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thus made the atmosphere less uniform tha
very
by night. Changes of this sort may occur ve y
rapidly, and even the different strokes of a beU
tolling the hour may come to the hearer
;ssjon
ing intensity. Such hindrances to the
of sound are called acoustic clouds
The use of submarine bells as fog sign
proven very effective. The speed of soun 1
water is about four times as great as in air.
present each of our lightships rings its num
der water in foggy weather. Any boat equipped
with receivers can pick up the sound some
away. With two receivers, one on each side of the
boat, a navigator can tell when he is pointing to¬
ward the lightship, which he can thus approach ai
use as a new point of departure. It has been pro¬
posed, also, to have bells at harbor mouths one on
each side, which will enable boats to tell when t ley
are in the proper channel. Further experiments are
being made with electric buzzers, which will give
submarine reflections from icebergs or other ob-

instrument known :
the type-reading
fected
no*>c, which can convert a line of printed type
optophone.
into sounds based on the shape of the type, and
” iU therefore enable blind people to read print by
the ear. This instrument depends on the fact that
a few substances, notably the element selenium, are
sensitive to light. The reflection of the printed letters is cast by proper means upon bridges made of
selenium, which are included in what is known as
a Wheatstone's bridge, and connected electrically
to a Brown telephone relay and a telephone re¬
ceiver.
Under different conditions of reflected ,
(diffused) light, the selenium will cause different
sounds in the receiver, which the hearer can learn
to identify with the various letters that are re¬
flected in turn. The light is furnished in a group
of dots, and the interference of the printed letter
with one or more of these dots causes such dot or
dots to fail to influence the selenium. The instru¬
ment has also an attachment by which the size of
the dot-group may be varied to suit any size of
type. The book or paper to be read is moved along
an outside slab, and held in place by guide bars.
A Wonderful Recent Invention

Sound Facts for
Busy Readers
Put an alarm clock under an air pump,
exhaust the air. No sound will be heard
when the bell sounds. This shows how
necessary air is in communicating sound.
Just as the invisible ultra violet ray
will make a record upon the photo¬
graphic plate, there are sounds that are
literally inaudible, but which can be in¬
dicated to the eye. Charles Kellogg, the
“Bird Man,’’ in his public demonstra¬
tions extinguishes burning gas jets from
a distance by setting in vibration tuning
forks, giving forth vibrations so high
that the ordinary ear cannot distinguish
any pitch.
It is reported in the newspapers that
the sound of the battle of Verdun was
heard 150 miles away. That being ad¬
mitted, these sounds were not heard
until over eight minutes after the mighty
guns were discharged.
“Billy” Sunday’s voice is such that in
the open air it could be heard by only
two or three thousand people.
His
sounding board enables him to address
fifteen to twenty thousand.

The applications of sound to electricity (or vi
versa) have been decidedly important to civiliz
tion; for among them is the telephone. The tel
phone is constructed upon the idea that an electr
current may be varied in intensity by the approa<
or withdrawal of a piece of magnetized iron wi
relation to another electro-magnet wound with wii
The variation of the current thus induced is tran
mitted faithfully along the telephone wire to t
receiver, where the process is reversed, the curre
acting on the magnetic armature on the diaphrae
of the receiver, and making that diaphragm repr
duce exactly the vibrations originally imparted
the diaphragm of the transmitter by the voice T
telephone systems of the present, with relays f
long distance talking, have become both intrica
and important.
The telegr’.phone is an instrument that recor
sounds successfully on a magnetized disk of stl
Under proper electrical conditions the voice m
be recorded perfectly on such a disk, and rep,
duced accurately when desired.
p
A French scientist, D’Albe, has recently p,
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The so-called audion lamp, worked out by Dr.
Lee De Forest, is now playing a large part in te¬
lephony, and has even helped to make wireless te¬
lephony possible. One of it* chief uses it to am¬
plify the effect of the voice. When the filament of
an incandescent bulb is in use. giving light, it also
gives off a stream of infinitely small particles,
known to scientists as ions. In the audion lamp
the streams of ions arc intercepted by two nickel
plates near the filament, one on each tide. The
stream of ions is so constant that an electric cur¬
rent can pass through it. the current being sent
from the plates through the filament. When a lamp
on a telephone circuit is lit there will be a notice¬
able hissing sound in the telephone receiver, caused
by the showers of ions. But to make the lamp use¬
ful another modification is necessary. This consists
of wires isolated between the plate and the filament.
If these wires are charged they repel and deflect
the ions on their journey front the filament to the
plates, and thus cause changes in the current al¬
ready flowing through the ion-streams. A slight
change in the wire current will cause a great
change in the ion-current; and the value of the
lamp depends on this fact. In long-distance wire
telephony, the lamp is pm into the circuit wherever
desired. The voice comes in over the telephone
wire, and is connected to the nickel wires. The
current alterations, due to speaking into the trans¬
mitter, thus cause greater changes (six to ten times
as great) in the filament-plate current, which takes
the magnified message onward from the point
where the lamp has been put into the circuit. All
this is very technical, but the layman may get an
idea of it by imagining that the lamp contains
levers instead of ion currents. Pivoted at the fila¬
ment, the levers extend out to the plates: and a
little disturbance in the middle, where the wires are
located, will cause increased motion at the outer
ends. This is not an accurate parallel, but it «ih
«rve to suggest the increase in current variation
that the lamp causes.
In the wireless telephone experiments an enarged type of audion lamp was used at the receiv¬
ing end. It would seem to the layman that a battery of audion lamps, properly connected, would
magnify and remagnify a slight signal to any des,.;ed .forceThe wireless sending station used
w at is known as the "vacuum-trigger tube.” <L
_ised by Dr. I-angmiur. and named the Pliotron
1 hree hundred such tubes were connected, all’
■ng acted upon at once hy the microphone tn
mitter used. The vacuum tube, as its name implies
>s a tube from which the air has been exhausted
when a current is passed through such a tube
(traversing the space from a connection at one et
to a connection at the other), the tube is filled *«
showers of incandescent ions and i< very sensitff
to any change in the force of the current, such »
• transmitter diaphragm will cause. But the e*«
d/sTribeVr: printaPPara,,,S h" n#t ^ ^

*

laml!OSeaWho drsire a Wlw account of the andk
u/n,P end ,ts ach,evements will find it in the ftl
Nnv Sf***c* Monthly and World's Advance W
» wTser’ or in the

Ut*rmry tx**

for Kovefflbtr

The Need for Practical Instruction
“When one contemplates the vast number of things
that have been said about piano playing and piano
study one is tempted to be silent upon the subject, but
as a matter of fact there is still a great deal that one
may observe and a great deal that one may say. The
tendency just now is away from theory in piano peda¬
gogical matters. People do not ask to know useless
opinions upon piano technic but rather prefer to find
out how the best playing is done from actual observa¬
tion.
“The need for practical instruction has in a wav cre¬
ated a new class of piano teachers who do not write
essays about what they intend to do but who actually
play and teach, and through their experiences evolve
means of their own to fit particular needs.
“Leschetizky has been called the greatest piano
teacher of the nineteenth century and this is no exag¬
geration. He was great because he was always prac¬
tical. He indicated certain methods for help in estab¬
lishing the main principles of elementary technic but
beyond that he was above methods.
Technic Required
“Technic has always adapted itself to the need of the
times and to the character of the instrument. In the
early days of keyboard instruments the action and the
music to be played made little demands upon,the
strength of the player; accordingly with the spinet we
find that it was the custom to play with extended
fingers, the motion coming principally from the nailjoint, and to avoid the thumbs. The spinet was a deli¬
cate instrument meant for delicate ears. It tinkled
delightfully but had little sonority. A few modern
chords would smash such an instrument.
“At the next step of the historical development of the
instrument a newer and stronger technic came in vogue
through the use of the harpsichord and early piano¬
forte, coincidently with the writings of Bach, Scarlatti,
Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Freer use of the
thumb, a stronger finger-action (from the knuckle-joint,
with curved fingers) and the hand-action from the
wrist for staccato work characterize the progress of
this period.
“Finally came the technic of Franz Liszt, and with it
a piano of iron and steel frame, deepened touch and
immensely magnified resources of tone. Again pianists
modified their methods, the chief points of novelty being
an arched position of the hand (to give greater scope
to the finger-action) and the free use of the upper arm.
“Piano touch, however, is merely a necessary means
of creating piano tone, and in considering the external
movements of the arms and fingers it is all too easily
possible to lose sight of their true object.
“After all, music is the art of the ear. It reaches
the individual solely through that organ, and that being
the case the first consideration of the pianist should
be beautiful, varied and expressive tone.
The Study of Tone
“The analysis of tone must be an ear analysis. No
matter how carefully the student may have attended
to all the outward technical directions regarding hand
position, fingers, etc., if the tone is not right his whole
technic is faulty. I rarely watch the fingers of a pupil,
nor indeed do I watch my own fingers very closely

when playing, but I listen incessantly. If I hear a
particular kind of tone I know that the elbow is stiff—
another kind might betray wobbly fingers, and so on.
“One of the most common defects in the technic of
the average pupil is lack of freedom in the upper arm.
It is surprising what mischief can be brought about
by a tightness of the muscles above the elbow. It
prohibits a proper concentration of weight in the finger'

Ernest Hutcheson.
tips and infallibly hardens the tone in forte passages
of all kinds, especially strong chords and octaves. Save
for quite extraordinary effects, the whole playing
mechanism except the nail-joints should be in a state
of relaxation.
“It is important to observe that the physical freedom
of the player is directly communicated to the action of
the instrument itself. The sensitiveness of the piano
(Editor’s Note.—Ur. Ernest Butcheson is one of a group
Mr. Butcheson is a native of Melbourne, where he was
born July 20, 1871. Be was a pupil of the Rev. G. W.
Torrance, Mus.Doc. (Dublin), and of Max Vogrich. At
the age of fourteen he went to the Leipsic Conservatory,
where he studied under Zmntscher, ReinecJce and Jadas¬
sohn, remaining under these masters for four years.
Thereafter he went to Weimar, where he placed himself
under the tuition of Stavenhagen, the well-known Liszt
pupil. Although he had played all over Australia at the
age of five as a child pianist, his mature debut was made
in Berlin, 1891. After successful appearances abroad he
came to America, where he was engaged for some time
teaching at the Peabody Conservatory in Baltimore and
tar,_,___
"- Chau
«*■—*New York. „
jje then returned to Germany,
where he remained for some —“ teaching and playing.
In America he has appeared with
"• _ of the leading
„,„1.Vorchestras and it - great numf)er 0j recitals.]

is, I am convinced, seldom realized by the student or
the public. The tone of a piano is affected by cold or
heat, by dampness or dryness of the air, by its
acoustic surroundings, and not least by the physical ex¬
pression of the player’s mood. Treat a piano badly
and it will sulkily lock up its treasures of tone. Treat
it lovingly and understandingly, and it is one of the
most responsive of instruments; its harp of over two
hundred strings, its great sounding board and frame
and its system of pedals are all susceptible to the
minutest variations of sound for musical purposes, to
such a degree that very slight and apparently unim¬
portant motions at the keyboard affect the tonal mass.
The Sensitiveness of the Piano
“The sensitiveness of the piano, then, is one of the
first things which should command the attention of the
student. As long as he regards it as a kind of tub or
as an anvil which may be drummed on or hammered
at pleasure he will not secure musical results. On the
other hand, respect for the instrument is no small step
toward a better understanding and treatment of it.
“I am often asked why pianists move the wrist up
and down after playing a note; it is agreed that nothing
can be done to modify the tone when the key is held
down. First, I answer, practically all pianists do it,
therefore it is prima facie right and must have a mean¬
ing. Secondly, a tone undoubtedly can be modified in
many ways after its initial sounding, by pedalling, by
‘Bebung’ and echo effects, and by this very oscillation
of the wrist. Just watch me for a moment while I do
it and then watch that vase of flowers on the other end
of the piano. You see that every rose nods its head in
sympathy with my slight movements. That means
that I am communicating vibration to the entire case
of the piano and reinforcing the effect of the sounding
board. Again, do you know that the thunderous, echoing
roll of big chords in a great concert hall is largely caused
by strong vibration imparted to the whole body of the
piano by pedal action? Once more, are you aware that
if one note is played with singing tone and another
lightly, as in accompaniment, the hammers may seem
to behave differently after leaving the strings? But
now let us hear these instances of the delicacy of the
instrument and return to technic.
Typical Touches
“The student, in my opinion, should begin by master¬
ing certain typical forms of touch which may at first
be definitely associated with simple movements. These
touches are what might be called the primary colors
of piano playing and they should be understood by the
player and intelligently applied. I have often found the
following table given on the following page of great
use to beginners
“These, of course, are only the broadest of types, and
I do not mean to say that a portamento cannot be exe¬
cuted by the fingers or that the wrist takes no part in
legato playing. A staccato, for instance, may be per¬
formed by finger-action, by hand-action from the wrist,
by movement of the wrist itself, by arm-action from
the elbow or shoulders, or by combined action of
finger and hand or hand and arm. In fact, an almost
infinite variety of touch is possible, according to the
tonal effect desired, and it is largely this which gives
charm to expressive interpretation. Nevertheless, the
three typical touches should first be studied and de-
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veloped, not only in technical exercises but also in
musical performance. The study of Mozart’s Fan¬
tasias and Sonatas may be especially recommended in
this connection.
“The extension of piano literature has made a giant
technic necessary. Yet it is obviously impossible to
prepare for every difficulty which may occur in modern
music. Teachers now realize that a command of certain
technical formulae and elementary principles opens the
way to the more intricate problems. They know
that technic is at best a means to an end. They
consider how the exercises and scales are played rather
than the mere task of playing them an infinite number
of times. Any fool can play a five-finger exercise but
it takes a wise man to- adapt what he has learned from
playing such an exercise to the uses of his interpreta“It is surprising how certain pedagogical materials
survive in the pianoforte study of to-day. Of course,
new and excellent materials come from the printing
presses all the time but only the best survives. Take
the case of Czerny and Cramer. Teachers find them¬
selves turning back to those able etude writers all the
time. Czerny was a contemporary of both Hummel
and Steibelt and in their day Hummel and Steibelt
were looked upon as the equals of Beethoven. Now
their music is largely a memory but Czerny and Cramer
are both used to this hour.
“So it is with scales and arpeggios. The wise teacher
is the experienced teacher and the experienced teacher
knows that a certain fluency and easiness and general
intuitive intimacy with the keyboard can be obtained
through the use of these materials that cannot be ob¬
tained as easily in other ways. In other words, the
pianist’s mind has to be hitched up to the instrument
so that he is able to do a great deal of his keyboard
work without conscious effort Drill in scale playing
seems to accomplish this. Scales and arpeggios seem
to do away with the incessant need for watching the
keys and give the player a grasp upon the possibilities
of his instrument. There is really nothing like them
for this purpose and if they are not used some other
much longer and much more circuitous path must be
taken. Don’t sniff at the man who swears by Cramer,
Czerny, scales and arpeggios. He is dangerous only
when his vision stops with these purely technical means
to an end.
“Modern technic aims to free the player from me¬
chanical bonds so that his musical intuitions may be
given the widest reign. The mind acts subconsciously
to the great advantage of the student who has put the
necessary technical work behind him in his race for
musical success. I am told by a man who uses a type¬
writer constantly in his daily work, that the warning
bell which indicates that the end of a line is reached,
may ring a thousand times and not be noted audibly
by the person operating the machine. Nevertheless the
bell makes an impression and the operator unconsciously
or subconsciously obeys it and sends the carriage back
for the beginning of a new line. This is illustrative of
the many acts which the pianist must do and which
becomes habitual.
“The human mind is not great enough to carry con¬
sciously more than a mere fraction of the many things
which a pianist must remember in playing a compli¬
cated masterpiece. The mind must direct at all times
but its chief concern must be the artistic import of the
passage and never the mechanical details. All modern
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One Way of Getting More Pupils

methods recognize this and seek to have these
accomplished by wisely planned technical drill,
in a measure accounts for the great improvement 1
pianoforte playing in general during the last twenty-five
years.”

By Harriet Partridge

The teaching of music has its business side as well
as its ideal. There are very few teachers who would
not like to increase or improve their patronage. Where
there is real worth, I believe that advertising is the
Developing Musical Volume of Tone
' solution. But advertising has become such a science
and the public is so surfeited that unless the appeal is
made in the right way, your effort is wasted. 1 have
By Edward Ellsworth Hipsher
tried both the indirect and the direct method of adver¬
There is a vast difference between mere loudness and
tising. By indirect I mean a card in the newspapers
real volume of musical tone. One may sit at the
with my name and address, and by direct an announce¬
instrument and “whack away at the keys” with all the
ment or circular mailed to the prospective pupil. I
expenditure of muscle characteristic of chopping wood,
have never had any success with general newspaper
without having produced a single tone that could be
advertising. I do not have any bargains to advertise
regarded as having any musical volume or value. And
and I do not believe that my name is ever noticed
the illusive division between music and “rackett’ is
except by my competitors.
not so easy of definition, even by one long initiated into
My experience has been that post cards were an
the inner temple of his art.
effective means of interesting people, and at the same
Every pupil is anxious to feel that she is doing some¬
time an economical way. Circulars arc good, too, but
thing. This leads her into the effort to make even her
the expense is much greater. The following copy is
first grade pieces to sound big. And through this desire,
one that I am using:
and because of her limited knowledge of acoustics as
applied to the piano, she falls into the error of resort¬
ing to brute force, for the sake of the louder sound she
Why is it that so many piano students
thus produces from the instrument. To correct this
tendency, the wise teacher will be ever on the alert.
fail to learn to play? It is because they
At the very beginning, it is quite necessary that the
are not shown WHAT TO LEARN, AND
pupil be trained, as far as possible, to eliminate all
HOW TO LEARN IT in a systematized
wrist effort in manipulating the keys of the instrument.
Certainly, the tendons controlling the finger muscles
manner.
‘have their connection with the wrist and upper arm, so
Systematized Piano Study
that the absolute dispensing with the functions of these
larger organs is impracticable; but, at the same time,
their use may be so minimized that, except in chords,
the conscious effort of tone production is practically
all in the muscles of the fingers. And this is the end
to which we must work if our tone is to be round
and sympathetic.
In order to develop this roundness of tone which has
the carrying quality that makes it fill the farthest parts
of a room, we must learn to get away from violent
effort in tone production. Try to efface from the
pupil’s mind the impression that the keys are to be
“struck.” In a way, this word is used in its correct
sense; and yet, by its associations with other uses and
ideas, it is the source of much mischief in the young
piano-student’s mind.
Instead of teaching pupils to strike the keys, try to
influence them to feel that they are to draw the tone
from the keys. Instead of the shock which comes from
the contact of a bundle of hardened muscles of the
hand and wrist, train the pupil to take hold of the
keys, with a grasping sensation in the fingers, much as
one grasps the hand of a friend, for a hearty hand¬
shake. Fullness and roundness of the tone depend not
so much upon the vehemence of the stroke of the
hammer against the strings as upon the energy back of
the muscles which set the hammer in motion. This
energy originates in a mind that, by persistent, careful,
concentrated attention and thought, is quickened to a
sympathetic conception of the singing quality of tone,
so that it intuitively reaches out and grasps for the
melody of the vibrating cords. By careful example and
precept from the teacher, this quality is gradually de¬
veloped. Then the pupil begins to get real musical
volume of tone, that elusive something which gives
much of the appealing quality to music.

Name

Address
Phone

When you arc hunting for copy for your advertise¬
ment, tell what you especially emphasize in your teach¬
ing. It must be something that will attract the eye,
and that will show why you should be patronized. I
have found a typewritten card better than a printed
one. It attracts the attention more, just as a sealed
letter will. The message must be brief in character,
with the nature of post card correspondence. I obtain
names from the city directory, taking those of residences
in my section of the city.

Monotone
One of the most noted songs of Cornelius is that
entitled Fin Ton, in which the voice retains a single
tone throughout, variety being secured by changing
harmonies. While this is the best known work of the
kind, it is not the only one. Mendelssohn wrote a piece
entitled the Son and Stranger, in which a single tone
was retained throughout, his object being to proride
his brother-in-law, Hensel, something he could sing.
Hensel, however, proved “quite unable to catch the note,
though blown and whispered to him from every side”
A still more historic instance of the same kind is the
canon composed by Josquin des Pres in deference to a
wish expressed by Louis XII. Louis, who knew little
or nothing of music, desired Josquin to compose some¬
thing for him, whereupon the great Netherlander produced the canon in accompaniment to which the “vox
regis (king’s voice) retained a single tone throughout.

The Three Primary Colors in Pianoforte Playine
As indicated by Mr. Ernest Hutcheson in the accompanying article
Typical Touch

Meaning

Marking

Typical Movement
Description

Portamento

“carried”

Staccato

detached

Legato

bound

Arm
.... or 1 * 1 1

Hand
Finger
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A Musical Day In Nature
A Lecture Recital Program for Students and Teachers
By E. R. KROEGER
incur teacher will at once see the possibilities of the following. It tells the fascinating story of a traveler in the open.
The clever teache^^ ^ givcn with as little interruption between the pieces and the spoken portion as possible.

On going into the country, the nature-lover’s imagi¬
nation and emotions readily respond to the surround¬
ings. Composers especially have strongly felt the call
of “out-of-doors.” There is hardly a master who has
not given to the world remarkable music which has
been inspired by Nature. The great Nibelungen musicdramas of Wagner are wonderful tone-paintings of the
four elements: earth, air, fire, water.
Beethoven s
Pastoral Symphony is an extraordinary nature ex¬
perience told in tones. Raff’s symphony In the Forest
is another. In fact, if the beautiful music directly in¬
spired by nature were to be wiped out of existence,
the art of music would be a great loser thereby. In
the present article, based upon a successful LectureRecital given frequently by the author, the intention is
to take the reader through an imaginary day in nature’s
_
land. Interesting events and experiences from
early morning until dark night follow in succession, and
charming pieces by standard composers illustrate the
traveler’s journey.
The first selection is Godard’s At,Morn (Au Matin).
flowing harmonies indicate the freshness of
early dawn as the sun’s bright rays gradually spread
over earth’s surface and awaken the slumbering birds.
The first bird’s song heard is that of the lark. It is
well described by Shakespeare in his celebrated lines
from Cymbeline: Hark! Hark! the Lark.
Hark! Hark! the lark at heaven’s gate sings
And Phoebus ’gins arise
His steeds to water at those springs
On chalked flowers that lies;
And. winking Mary-buds begin to ope their golden
eyes;
With everything that pretty is—My lady sweet, arise;
Arise, arise.”
Schubert’s beautiful setting of this poem (transcribed
by Liszt) is most appropriate here.

A lovely little rivulet is threading its quiet way
through the grassy meadows between the trees.
if th« Brook-Lac

I-Ie presses forward and arrives at the top of a hill
where he can overlook the country. It is now high
noon, and the sun’s rays cause the heat-waves to arise
from the ground. The entire landscape is one of great
loveliness.

•X. ..

Enamored of the scene, he seats himself beneath the
spreading branches of a tall oak tree, and gazes pen¬
sively at the murmuring brooklet.
He now decides to return by another path, and as he
goes down the gentle incline, he hears the song of
a joyous peasant at his work in the fields.
(Play Schumann’s Happy Farmer.)
A short distance away, there arc the sparkling waters
of a small but lovely lake. On its calm bosom, a
graceful swan is seen moving slowly.
On continuing his way he comes to a clearing, and
there by the path, he secs a picturesque inn. It looks
peacefuj and restful amid the green leaves of the trees,
and he concludes to spend a few moments in serene
contemplation of his surroundings.

•The Swan - Sainl-Saens

Twilight now approaches, and as he nears his home,
the traveller feels in his heart a song of thanksgiving
at the recollection of the enchanting scenes he has
witnessed during the day.
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As he leaves the old mill, he sees to one side of the
path a beautiful flower alone in the shade. He pauses
to contemplate it with a feeling of reverence towards
Him who could create so lovely a thing for man’s
admiration.

A little farther on, he comes across another bend of
the brooklet which he saw earlier in the day, and there
on its bank by a water-fall is a mill, whose wheels are
revolving merrily.
(Play Jensen’s The Mill. Opus 17, No. 3.)
He reaches his home, but before entering he turns
and once more looks about him at the beautiful land¬
scape, bathed in the silvery rays of the moon.

The day is over, and he enters the door, his whole
being elevated by the spiritual communion his soul has
undergone with Nature, during this memorable day.

A Plan for the Systematic Review of
Old Pieces
By Harold M. Smith
The piano teacher often meets with difficulty in keep¬
ing track of the review pieces. It is discouraging, in¬
deed, to find a pupil woefully weak on his old pieces,
even though he may be doing well in the advance work.
The writer uses a system of reviewing which might
be of interest to The Etude readers.
From the: start, each piece as given is numbered.
Upon reaching the ninth piece the pupil is instructed to
work on the first one as a review piece. This order
of review continues until the seventeenth piece is
reached, when he is required to review both nine and
one. To find the number of the review pieces it is
necessary only to subtract eight from the number of
the new piece until arriving at a number too small from
which to subtract. For example, the pupil is cn piece
number nineteen. His review pieces are eleven and
three. The following, then, would outline the system:
New
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
etc.

Old
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Old

1
2
3
4

It will be seen that this system never loses sight of a
single piece, as each one must be returned to for an
indefinite number of times, until the teacher deems it
utifliscessary to resume.
This plan also requires the preparation of the old
piece immediately preceding the new one, so all pieces
must eventually be worked up to a highly polished
state.
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A Working Creed for the Music Teacher
By Ruth Alden

Everything the great teachers of pedagogy have to
say about education in general, is true of music edu¬
cation. All they say about education in relation to life,
is true of music in the same relation. Hence, every
true principle of education, is of immediate, continuous
and practical value to the humblest music teacher.
Here is a case in point.
Professor John Dewey, in an article entitled My
Educational Creed, places the following truth at the
disposal of the music teacher. I believe that much of
present education fails because it neglects this funda¬
mental principle of the school as a form of community
life. It conceives the school as a place where certain
information is to be given, where certain lessons are to
be learned, or where certain habits are to be formed.
The value of these is conceived as lying largely in the
remote future; the child must do these things for the
sake of something else he is to do. They are mere
preparations. As a result, they do not become a part
of the life experience of the child, and so are not
truly educative.
Now let us see how this applies to the very practical
question of teaching the child to play the piano. We
all admit that the teaching of music must help the child
by giving him mental training and by permitting him
to become acquainted by what we vaguely refer to as
“a Beautiful Art.” But we must pull this bit of fanciful
imagery and of pedagogic uncertainty down from the
skies and look at it with unprejudiced vision at close
range.
Are we then so training the child that he is gaining a
little every day in his ability to express himself in
music, and in so doing, to increase himself while at the
same time he gives pleasure to others?
Is he able to sit at the piano with his friends and
companions about him and to give them a moment of
happiness with what he can do with his music?
Is he able to do it with the degree of unconsciousness
with which he plays his games?
And does he like to do it as thoroughly and as en¬
thusiastically as he takes his place at the home plate in
the hope to make a three-base hit?
Now, as a game player, a boy and girl are good
team workers. They co-operate and strive and work
for independent mastery, but do we teach them their
music in the same spirit? I wish to register the opinion

here and now, that a boy is just as valuable a team
factor at the piano as he is at the bat
When a child comes to me for instruction I ask my.
self this: How can I give him just the certain in¬
formation that he needs ; how can we cultivate together
just the necessary habits to make him an unconscious
master of the game so far as he shall learn to play it?
Are we, in our daily teaching, doing the most im¬
portant thing of all, namely, making connection between
all the joys and pleasures of a child's life and the
music that we give him? Do we remember that he is
living now his own life and not ours, in his own world,
and not exclusively in ours?
I know that these things have a desirable future value,
and that the tendency is to overlook the day and to
educate the child fully for the future. But a handful
of forget-me-not seeds, is a perpetual future value until
we lay them in the earth, then they have a present
loveliness which, as it unfolds before us, takes care of
producing all that perpetuates itself.
So, I say to myself, this boy is due to play the piano
now. Are we going about it to this end? What shall
he play? Let it be something he loves. To whom
shall he play it? Let it be to those with whom he
has built his world. Above all, how shall we teach
him to play beautifully? By making it the most natural
act of his life, as free of concern as any game to which
he turns his hand.
And finally, the more we put off to the future mak¬
ing good as to practical results, the more we talk about
preparing for life, forgetting tO let the boy live now
when he is abounding with life, the more we utterly
fail in our mission. So let us adopt the principles
of the pedagogist and subscribe ourselves to this, a
working creed:
Life is NOW.
Doing is living NOW. NOW is
worth living. There is no way to build a profitable
future save by living a profitable present. So 1 say
to these youngsters of mine:
Children you must play the piano now, and play
the best you have in you. When you can give pleasure
to others by playing for them, do it the best you
possibly can. Make just as much of your music to-day
as you do everthing else to-day. And however young
you may be, you at once become useful in the world as
a giver of pleasure to others out of your skilL

Which Mother Are You?
By Russell Snively Gilbert
What are you doing while your child is practicing
on the piano? Are you a help or a hindrance? Do you
care? I know a mother who claims to be deeply in¬
terested in the musical education of her daughter She
sends her to the best teacher obtainable and thinks that
is all that she is called to do, further responsibility be¬
ing placed on the teacher’s shoulders. She never hears
her daughter practice and does not even inquire if she
does her practicing, that responsibility being allotted to
a maid. On rare occasions she asks the girl to nlav a
few short pieces and talks languidly during the render
ing. Can you wonder that the daughter performs in
tataS?
”* ma"ner 38 thC rCSUlt °f this superficial
Another mother endowed with a strone will W
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™SOc 15 jUt. as determined that he will not
. Theref°re ‘he mother sits beside him at the
piano for one hour every day and uses physical force
° ™ke hl™ Practice- Being a small lad, he succumbs
to fear and obeys, but expresses all his meditated
vengeance in h,s playing. Will he not hate The S
of a piano as he grows older?
ght
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What to do When a Teacher Cannot be Had
By Dr. HENRY G. HANCHETT

[Editor’s Note—Some years ago Dr. Hanehett was one of
the most regular contributors to The Etude. Ill health,
brought on by overwork, followed by a long period of activity
upon special musical literary work, has prevented Dr Hanehett
from continuing his Journalistic labors. Dr. Hanehett was born
in Syracuse, N. Y„ In 1853. In 1884 he graduated from the
New York Homoeopathic Medical College. His love for music,
however, Impelled him to make that art instead of medicine
his vocation. Later he studied with Sherwood, Mason, Kullak,
Goodrich and others. He settled In New York, where he
rendered valuable service as a pianist, teacher, organist and
lecturer. Among his accomplishments are the two books,
“Teaching as a Science” and “The Art of the Musician.” He
Is also the inventor of the Sostenuto or tone-sustaining pedal
on the grand pianoforte. He has been a musical director In
Tennessee, Florida and more recently at Brenau Conserva¬
tory in Georgia. No more thorough pedagogue could be
imagined than Dr. Hanehett, and that Is the reason why
The Etude invited him to give his opinions upon “What to
Do Without a Teacher." At the same time we especially
requested Dr. Hanehett to stress the fact that The Etude
aat always insisted that no method of self-lnstructlon can
hope to equal the benefits to be had from a good teacher.]

the tones may be ascertained by the use of a metro¬
nome. Once having learned the correct placing and
timing of these motions, slow, careful and repeated
practice will presently make them automatic and then
the basic requisites of performance'are secured. It
seems simple enough so far, does it not?
Study Motion
There remains, however, something more to the art
of the musician. Motions require study both because
their character influences the quality of the tones pro¬
duced, and because artists have discovered that they

Dr. Henry G. Hanchett.

Study Touch Through Tone
Touch should be studied through tone. The usual
plan is for the teacher to point out the various kinds
of touch with the technic of their production. This
can be done and well done on a table or a dumb prac¬
tice keyboard. Then the teacher, presumably more
experienced and better qualified as a judge of tonal
beauty, criticises the pupil’s results, and suggests modi¬
fications of touch that will enhance beauty. Progress
must always depend upon the pupil’s self-criticism, and
the pupil who can listen, compare and judge tones made
by himself and others and trace them to their causes
in motions and muscle conditions, can certainly im¬
prove his tone-quality whether he has a teacher or
not. But the pupil must be willing to distrust his
judgment of tone until he shall have made many care¬
ful observations covering a long period of time. Im¬
provement in the quality of his own tone production
will be sure to accompany his observations and selfcriticisms.
Great help may be derived by the self-taught from
the artist records for the player pianos. By selecting
first a piano with a really beautiful tone, and then
records of worthy compositions signed by reputable
artists, the student provides himself with much that
is supposed to be supplied by a teacher. What an
untaught student will get from such aids must depend
on his powers of discrimination, but the suggestions
are abundant and most valuable. When it comes to
the still more troublesome matter of artistic interpre¬
tation the vocal and orchestral records of the talking
machine can be of much assistance. These do not always
give a good representation of piano tone but they do
show points regarding artistic interpretation which may
be very helpful even though displayed in compositions
other than those to which the self-taught student is
giving attention. Let it always be remembered, how¬
ever, that this commendation applies only to records of
the work of real artists interpreting worthy composi¬
tions.

can be made more rapidly, economically, and effectively
in certain ways that constitute what is known as
technic. Music involves the expression of ideas in beau¬
tiful tones, and the beauty of tone is greatly influenced
by the method of its production. One cannot produce
a beautiful tone by dropping a tumbler on "the keyboard
even if it is managed so that the tumbler strikes but
a single key and makes no sound by its impact. Neither
can beautiful tones be formed by awkward, labored
motions crudely produced by untrained nerves and
muscles. The lack of a teacher for touch and technic
will be felt; nevertheless it is possible to learn much
from text-books, the working out of fingerings, obser¬
vation of players, and the study of their methods and
tonal results. “Touch” is intended to secure beauty
of tone, but tones of the highest beauty are compara¬
tively rare for lack of discrimination by the ears of
even professional musicians. The close, attentive stu¬
dent who will learn to judge tone and make tonal
result the criterion of touch, may possibly improve
upon the work in touch of a host of music teachers.
The country is full of harsh, noisy church organs, and
thumpy, tinny pianos, frequently out of tune and lack¬
ing conspicuously the very quality they are advertised

Proper Grading
Another important function of the teacher is grading
the pupil’s work and seeing that study is comprehen¬
sive and well rounded. Experience and judgment here
serve the teacher well, and the self-taught pupil will be
at a disadvantage. Books about music—history, theory,
criticism, aesthetics, biography—and musical journals
should be read. Henry Ward Beecher used to say
“Read anything thirty minutes a day and you will soon
be learned.” From such reading one should gather a
knowledge as to who are the composers, and what
are the works that the educated musician must know,
and then the graded catalogs of the publishing houses
will point out the order in which the works may be
undertaken.
The inspiration, sympathy and encouragement which
can be given by a teacher, and will in after years be
remembered as his most priceless service, may never
be substituted or made up, but the pupil who has the
resolution, ambition and persistence to work without
a teacher is exactly the one to suffer least from lack
of these blessings. It is what we do for ourselves
that counts, and by trying our best we shall be sure
to find that we can accomplish something worth while
and probably far more than we anticipated.

It has often been noted that helps, guides, servants,
luxury are not sure to produce quickest, largest, best
and most lasting results, especially in the building of
character or the securing of an education. How many
who have had to struggle with privations, difficulties
and adversities have yet attained high distinction 1 How
many have found helps to be hindrances; guides to
mislead! Yet in spite of all such experiences we re¬
main firm in the conviction that helps are helps.
Pharaoh did not increase the output of brick or im¬
prove his labor conditions by withholding straw. The
slave who taught himself to read by studying the
signs over shop doors would have made better progress
had he been permitted to own a primer, and would
doubtless have done conspicuous credit to a teacher.
Get a Teacher if Possible
For a teacher is not a help of the mere “pony” kind;
someone to “play over” the pupil’s lessons, or even
to point out every error and its correction. He is
distinctly engaged in developing the perceptions, capa¬
bilities and resources of the pupil. It is safe to say
that nobody will do quite so well or attain quite so
much without as with a competent teacher. Yet for
the defense of that thesis one must qualify by dis¬
tinguishing attainment in the chosen subject from at¬
tainment in character, which is after all the goal that
really counts. And one must further qualify as to
what relationship entitles the student to designate an¬
other as his teacher or to claim that he has learned
without a teacher. No greater organist than Frederick
Archer has been heard in this country, and he claimed
to be self taught; but who can calculate what he learned
from such teachers as he heard and observed in their
recitals, and studied in their compositions and text¬
books? Few indeed have equaled the attainments of
Richard Wagner, although they sought the conserva¬
tories, were under the instruction of the masters, and
earned the Roman Prize, while he had only the scores
of his great predecessors with the actual theatre and
its orchestra; but those were his teachers and he
proved himself an apt, ambitious, diligent and per¬
sistent pupil.
Rely Upon Yourself
By all means employ the best available teacher, but
don’t be discouraged if a teacher is unattainable. Rely
upon yourself; use your ears, and eyes, and brains,
and fingers. There is no magic or mystery about the
production of music. One or several fingers must be
placed on one or more keys at the proper time, and be
held there for a definite period. Which are the proper
keys and how they are indicated by composers may
be learned from any text-book on the rudiments of
music, and the exact time for sounding and retaining

to display—a beautiful tone. This could hardly be so
if musicians were trained to be thoroughly good judges
of tone qualities, but such training comes from close,
careful, comparative listening. Technic is the accumu¬
lated and systematized experience of the masters as
to the readiest and easiest way of manipulating the
keyboard for the production of artistic effects.
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Holding the Child’s Attention

The History of Notation and the
Young Student
By Arthur L. Manchester

The addition of chromatic signs, still more par
ticularly designating pitch, the eventual eman
precise representation of duration, growing ou o
combination of voices in contra-distinction to unisonous
singing, also came after many years of experimentation.
And the use of signs and words to indicate expression
in rendition finally came to complete the method ot
making permanent the inspirations of the creators o
music only after centuries of groping in the dark.
It is well worth the while of all young teachers of
music to make a thorough study of notation, clearly
fixing in mind its evolution and its dependence, as well
as its effect, upon the general development of music.
Notation has an intrinsic value. A study of it definitely
classifies the elements of the tonal language, namely
pitch, duration, force and quality. A comprehension
of the symbols which are used to represent these
elements crystallizes the musician’s conception of their
meaning and of their co-relationship in the literature of
music. The study of notation is a distinct aid in the
development of a quick and keen ear. The symbols
become the living embodiment of the thing they repre¬
sent. Just as in seeing the word “house” we lose sight
of the symbols and, instead, see the thing which the
combination of signs represents, so we lose sight of the
note and hear the tone it represents. The association
of the symbol, as it now stands, with its genesis from
a crude beginning and its gradual evolution into its
present shape and meaning sharpens the impression it is
intended to make.

By Mabel Corey Watt
The teacher who would guide the first efforts of
children must be possessed of inventive geniu, and uttlimited patience. Means of provoking the child , att»
tion and making the lesson period a delight arc not
supplied in text-books, hence, arise these few suggestions for keeping little minds active.
The first point of interest should be the instrument
upon which he expects to play. He has seen the piano
many, times but has never been told how it works.
The “bump of curiosity” that induces the child to tear
off a doll’s wig to examine the eyes can be satisfied
to great advantage in his music. A few explanations
of the manipulation of keys, hammers, pedals, etc, gives
the child a new line of thought. All children love to
“pretend” and so the bobbing hammers may be called
fairies. Rough usage of the keys injures these fairies,
while gentle fingers make them sing, therefore the
little hands must be careful to behave properly.

The young student of music, in his first struggle with
notation, is chiefly cognizant of a rather tiresome effort
to retain in his memory and to become quick in the
recognition of certain symbols, which seem to him to
have little inter-relation and are remarkable only for
their arbitrary nature. As he strives to memorize the
letter names of the lines and spaces, the relative lengths
of notes, the effect of chromatic signs and the meaning
and effect of time signatures, he feels that he has under¬
taken a task that is dry and uninteresting and that
really delays his arriving at that much desired end,
actual performance. So, too, the young teacher is
dominated by a sense of necessary but extremely weari¬
some delay in achieving the purpose of music study.
Largely, perhaps, because of this feeling, which ani¬
mates both teacher and pupil, musical notation has been
subjected to criticism, and many attempts have been
made to simplify it. Yet, if one takes the time to in¬
Simple Devices that Help the Pupil
vestigate the history of notation and thus becomes well
acquainted with its close relationship to general musical
It is also well to tell even young children simple facts
development and clearly realizes the fact that, in its
about
the
anatomy
of the hands. Five minutes physical
present form, it is the logical outcome of successive
training, following such explanations, makes the hands
stages of this development, a new and exceedingly in¬
pliable for the lesson. Simple device* for leaching the
teresting light is thrown on the entire system of nota¬
elements of notation and time are effective. These may
tion and its mastery very materially simplified. Instead
be varied according to the teacher's ingenuity. Elabo¬
of a multitude of arbitrary signs, which must be
memorized by pure force of will, the young student will
rate, expensive paraphanclia is not necessary. For
The study of notation sheds much valuable light on
perceive in the symbols a definite and well-ordered
the development of music. This is no small incentive
notation, a large staff with line* one inch apart may¬
means of representing the essentials of the tone
to a careful study of the relationship of music and its
be drawn upon a card. The letters of the musical
language.
written language. It is well-known that the many phases
alphabet on inch square blocks placed repeatedly upon
When it dawns on the student that the development
of the musical art have acted and reacted on each other
(bis staff serve to make certain the name* of lines and
of music was practically delayed for several centuries
as one would progress beyond another impelling that
spaces. Legcr lines may he added in the name manner.
while waiting for someone to conceive a means which
other to take a decided step forward. The perfection
For teaching the keys on the piano these letters are
would definitely and accurately represent two elements
of various instruments causing great forward strides
used first on the staff and then on the corresponding
of music, the symbols thus used will take on a new
in the technique and content of music is a case in point.
key.
interest. The two items of pitch and duration, so
The perfecting of methods of writing music gave im¬
In teaching time an object lesson proves valuable
simply and effectively represented to us by the position
of the notes upon the staff and the character of the petus to the progression of the art itself, hence a
Circular figures of corresponding size are cut from
thorough knowledge of the history of notation reveals
note, eluded the early students of music for about eleven
bright colored paper. One of these is mounted whole
much
that
is
interesting
in
the
inner
life
of
the
art.
centuries before they hit on a method of representation
upon a card, the second i- cut in b.ilf Ik-fun mounting,
which would tell the complete story at a glance. So,
Should tile teacher of the young student aforemen¬
the third is quartered and so on through sixty-fourths.
also, indications of tempo, dynamic signs and words
tioned give this suggestion some consideration, and,
In mounting, the sections should be pasted as closely
and signs of expression were unknown to the composers
after a thorough study of the history of notation,
together as possible so that the figures may be approxi¬
of the 15th and 16th centuries. All these directions for
evolve a method of presenting the subject to the
mately the same size. This way of treating the subject
'the proper rendition of music came gradually and were
beginner, which will make clear to the student how
of fractions is very simple and effective.
the outgrowth of experience and the culmination of
beautifully music’s written language developed with the
Teachers should play frequently for children. Such
tentative steps forward.
art itself, closely following it and, ever and anon, stimu¬
performance cultivates the ability to listen intelligently
Thus it is seen that our system of notation is not an
lating it, he will find one of the greatest bugbears of
if the pupil is required to name the selection according
arbitrary designation of various signs. The develop¬
to his fancy, and to decide u]hjii the time of the number.
the first lessons changed into a most delightful adjunct
ment of music itself gave rise, from time to time, to
and a new and energizing stimulus provided.
the use of modified signs, previously existing in a
Endless Chains of Rewards
different form, and the invention of _
Endless chains of rewards are bene¬
new ones to express that for which no
ficial, always furnishing an incentive,
symbols had, as yet, been devised. And
hour gilt stars, for as many satisfactoryno symbol was conceived until a press¬
lessons, arc rewarded by a colored card
ing need so stimulated the inventive
containing the picture and biography of
faculty that the need was met.
a famous composer. Four of these are
In a preceding paragraph I have used
followed by a reward certificate, made
the expression, “hit upon a method.”
personal by the teacher's signature,
Perhaps this is not an entirely accurate
l-our certificates entitle the child to a
manner of stating the case. For a study
copy of a well-known picture. With
of the history of notation shows that
this plan the possession of the picture
the determination of the signs to be
entails
sixty-four (t>4»
satisfactory
used in representing the various essen¬
lessons.
tials of the tone language was arrived
at only after much travail of mind. The
Those who have seen the eager look
evolution of the manner of designating
of anticipation when the little beginner
pitch was a matter of nearly .eleven
places his clumsy lingers on the key for
centuries and its perfection was reached
the first time realize that the shortest
through the stages of Greek letters, later
cut to the child's interest lies in allow¬
replaced by Roman letters, reduced from
ing hint to play from his very first
fifteen to seven, the Neumae, first
lesson.
Little pieces in sheet form
placed over the syllables to which they
should be introduced as soon as pos¬
were intended to be sung, then, in order
sible, as they furnish the best mental
BEETHOVEN S
that the pitch might be still more defi¬
relief.
Mozart.
nitely fixed, at various distances above
The teacher should take the time and
Ju 1887 Beethoven went to Vienna, w
e an who heard him were amnzed
and below a single red line and, later,
pains to study the outside interests of
by his wonderful extempore playing. Beet
^ould
sit
at
the
keyboard
and
in connection with two lines which fixed
extemporize for hours. Once Mozart. wh<
__
his pupils. Dignity is not lessened by
the positions of two notes, and so on
Beethoven, heard the younger man playing. He listened
lhnn
participation in the things that make up
until there gradually was perfected the
“There is a young man who will give the world someth.ng worth^flstening”8-''
a child’s life, and only a sympathizer
present staff.
with children can hope to reap the
bountiful harvests of such work.

Style In Pianoforte Playing
Some Interpretative Ideas That May be Gained from Musical History

By DANIEL GREGORY MASON

The Age of the Clavichord
Style in music, as in such every-day matters as
behavior or dress, is something far deeper and more
vital than mere fashion; it is in essence appropriateness
to the given conditions: a “fitting” style is always the
best style. Just as it is bad taste to wear a low-cut
dress in the street, where dust and draughts abound,
or velvet in summer, or slippers in the rain, so it is
bad taste to write vocally for instruments, or instrumentally for voices, or too brilliantly or dramatically
for intimate performance (chamber-music), or operatically for the church. Moreover music, like every¬
thing else, has tended constantly, during its evolution,
to greater and greater specialization: choral and in¬
strumental style, for instance, are far more sharply
contrasted in the twentieth century than they were in
the sixteenth. When we add to this inevitable diverg¬
ence of various styles with the passage of time and
the independent development of the mediums of each,
the racial, national and personal peculiarities which
further distinguish the styles of composers, we begin
to see that a thorough understanding of the style of
any one man, say Mozart, presupposes a good deal of
study of many matters. In a simple sonata movement
of Mozart’s there are some qualities due to the general
nature of music as organized sound, as for instance
the coherence and balance of the melodies ; there are
others due to the peculiarities of the clavichord, such
as its inability to sustain tones like voices; others are
traceable to the Teutonic temperament which he shared
with the rest of his race, still others to the influence
of German customs and traditions; and finally not a
few, such as the wonderful delicacy of his sense of
beauty, result from his being Mozart, rather than Haydn
or anybody else. Let us try to make clear to ourselves
some of the most important of the conditions, general
and special, on which depend the peculiar qualities of
style of that fascinating branch of art, the keyboard
instrument music of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
Antecedents
It is hard for us to realize nowadays, approaching
the matter as we do from the standpoint of modern
pianoforte style, how stiff, awkward, and austere were
the earliest experiments in music for the clavier, or
domestic keyed instrument. They compare with the
flexible, idiomatic pieces of Schumann or Chopin as
a medieval coach compares with an automobile. This
is because the composers of the period had no models
to go upon save the choral and organ music of the
church, and it was only by a long, patient, experi¬
mental modification of their methods that they could
arrive at anything like appropriateness of style.
“Sonata a sonando" writes Michael Praetorius in 1620,
“is thus named because it is not performed by human
voices, but by instruments alone, like the Canzone . . .
But in my opinion there is this distinction:—that the
sonatas are written right seriously and rarely in motetstyle, whereas the Canzoni speed along blithely and
merrily with many black notes.”
When Praetorius says that the sonatas are “written
right seriously” he means that the stately, dignified
style of the Polyphonic Period which culminated at
the end of the sixteenth century in the works of Lassus,
Palestrina, and others, is adopted in them. Now, this
style was based on the fact that groups of voices are
best suited to produce independent, intertwining melo¬

dies (“parts” or “voices”), proceeding abreast and
sharing equally the attention of the listener. Very
different is such a polyphonic (“many-voiced”) style
from the *homophonic style to which we are used. It
was the custom of the church composers to relate the
different voices in many ingenious ways. One voice,
for instance, would start off with exactly the same
notes as another, but a little later; this was called
“imitation.” Or a characteristic figure (note-group)
would be repeated a little higher or lower, which gave
rise when systematically carried out by all the voices,
to what was called the "sequence.” The regular ex¬
ploitation of methods like these gave rise to such wellknown forms as the canon and the fugue. All these
devices and forms were taken over bodily from the
choral music by the early writers for the clavier.
The same is true of the peculiar tonal system em¬
bodied in the ecclesiastical modes. These inodes, the
general effect of which may be seen by playing on the
white keys of the piano series of eight notes beginning
first on C, then on D, then on E, and so on, without
using any of the black keys, governed the movement
of the melodies, and gave them a stately and severe
quality well fitted to music of worship, but less to the
secular music of the clavier. The absence of the
"leading-tone,” a semitone below the final or key-note,
in many of the modes gave their cadences a vague
inconclusive effect most unsatisfactory to modern ears.
Praetorius’ remark that the canzoni “speed along blithely
and merrily, with many black notes,” shows that al¬
ready at the beginning of the seventeenth century
there were being added to the modes those semitones
which were destined to transform them into our modern
scales. In the pure choral music, however, there was
but little concession made to these “lascivious pleasings of the ear,” as they were called by monkish
writers: the modal choruses remained severely devo¬
tional. And as musical design or form, in the modern
sense, depends upon the balance and opposition of
phrases and sections against each other, each deter¬
mined by its cadence, the modal poverty of cadences
made this music formless, wandering and indecisive.
Without words it would have been almost meaningless.
The Influence of Instruments
The composers of the early seventeenth century,
then, the epoch at which instrumental style began to
diverge from choral, and secular from sacred, both
in the opera and in chamber music for the bowed and
keyed instruments, had to work with traditions so illsuited to their task, and, it may be added, with in¬
struments mechanically so crude that it is little wonder
it took them practically the whole of that century to
lay the foundations of the new secular homophonic,
instrumental style. This they did by indefatigable ex¬
periment, by trying everything that occurred to them
and discarding what “would not work,” by letting them¬
selves be guided, in short, by the new conditions their
instruments imposed to the new methods of writing
suitable to them. Of course, just as “the child is
father to the man,” the earliest stage of an evolution
is always discoverable by sharp inspection in the latest,
and the piano style of Chopin has polyphonic and even
modal features traceable to the age of Palestrina. Yet
the more important qualities of piano music are those
♦Homophonic means “like-soundingthat is, tile different
tones sounding at any moment do not stand apart, hut merge
in one harmonic mass or “chord," thus forming a support
for the single' melody carried by the chief part.

that make it especially suitable to the piano, and these
were arrived at largely through the patient delving
of the seventeenth century clavichordists in the possi¬
bilities of their instrument.
Three types of clavier should be distinguished by
the student as to mechanism, musical merits and defects,
and consequent influence on style. They are all alike
in being stringed instruments played by means of a
keyboard; the differences are in the ways in which
the strings are made to vibrate. In the clavichord,
descendant of the ancient monochord, the strings are
“stopped” (as violin strings are by the fingers of the
player) and at the same time made to vibrate, by metal
tangents which remain in contact with them, and
through which may be imparted the peculiar expres¬
sive trembling and sharpening of the tone known as
the “Bebung.” Its tone is slight and thin, but won¬
derfully pure, and, on account of this close contact
of the player’s hands with the strings, wonderfully
expressive. In the harpsichord, of which variants are
found in the clavicefhbalo, clavecin, virginal, and spinet,
the strings are plucked by quills standing out from
jacks operated by the keys, and “the tone becomes
rippling, metallically glittering, firm and yet rattling.”
This instrument had greater volume of tone than the
clavichord, but was much less expressive, because in¬
capable of delicate light and shade and of the “Bebung.”
In order somewhat to compensate for its inexpressive¬
ness it was usually provided, like the organ, which
has the same fault, with several different registers or
tone-colors, produced by using different materials, such
as leather in place of the quills, or by coupling the
strings with others tuned an octave higher, and oper¬
ated by two keyboards and a system of pedals.
Much later developed was the pianoforte, fortepiano,
or hammer-clavier, in which the analogy of the dul¬
cimer was used and the strings were struck by ham¬
mers. This type seems to have been independently hit
upon by several experimenters early in the eighteenth
century: by Cristofori in Italy about 1711, by Marius
in France five years later, and by Schroete in Germany
in 1721; but all these attempts failed to produce a
mechanism that would compare favorably with the
clavichords and harpsichords of the day, and it was
only after Silbermann (1683-1753) had made the new
instrument the subject of ingenious invention and care¬
ful workmanship that it became generally known. “The
newer fortepianos,” says Emanuel Bach, son of the
great Johann Sebastian, in his work on clavier playing
published in 1787, “when they are well and durably
made, possess many advantages, although their man¬
agement must be studied as a special art, and not with¬
out difficulty. They sound well either when played
alone, or with a not too powerful orchestra; but still
I think that a good clavichord, saving its weaker tone,
has all the beauties of the other, and has the further
advantage of the Bebung and the sustained tone ...”
The damper pedal, so vital a part of the modern piano,
was not invented until toward the end of the eighteenth
century.
The first important modification in the older style
effected by the keyboard instruments concerned the
texture, and resulted inevitably from the inconvenience
to the hands of the polyphonic way of writing. If
the student will compare the first fugue in Bach’s WellTempered Clavichord with its prelude, he will see this
important matter in a nutshell. The fugue is poly¬
phonic; there are four lines of melody going on at
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once; and easy as they would be for three voices to sing
they lead the playing hands into some pretty difficult
positions, and as the tone of the piano is not sustained
like voices they are not always kept clear to the listen, ing ear. In the prelude, on the other hand, the unit
is not the melody but the Chord, broken up in this in¬
stance in arpeggio fashion, but often struck simulta¬
neously with one clutch of the hands. A melody builds
itself out of the top notes of the successive chords,
and a coherent bass-part holds up the entire structure,
but otherwise the texture is homogeneous or homophonic. This is a more natural and easy style for all
keyboard instruments, and will be found appearing
sporadically even in Bach’s fugues for organ; even
more suitable is it, with its quick repetitions of the
same tones or chords, to the unsustained tone of the
clavier. The substitution of homophonic for poly¬
phonic methods may be said to have been the funda¬
mental task of the clavier composers of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries.
On the theoretical side this involved the discovery
of some means for giving the music that coherence
and definiteness, essential to clearness, which polyphony
found in imitation, sequence, and kindred devices. This
was gradually found in the division of the stream of
sounds into phrases or sentences, each with its ap¬
propriate cadence, and all uniting to embody one key
or tonality, which stamped with its unity the whole
piece. The growth of the science of harmony, or
thoroughbass as it was at first called, is thus a second
important feature of this period, very largely contrib¬
uted to by the keyboard instruments. Wherever a
single melody was supported by a harmonic accom¬
paniment, as in the seventeenth century opera for
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example, it became the custom to indicate the
paniment simply by a bass part provided wi
aPP .
priate figuring—the so-called basso contmuo.
harpsichord playing such a basso continuo long rema
an integral part of the operatic orchestra. In tms
y
men grew accustomed to thinking of music not as
labyrinth of voices but as a melody accompanied Dy
coherent harmony, in which the cadences came to per¬
form an important punctuating function, and the modern
sense of key displaced the medieval sense of mo e.
Again, the mechanical limitations of the clavier as
to tuning exerted a curious influence on the system o
tuning or temperament in general. It is well known
that if you strike the interval C-G on the piano you
do not get a “fifth” as pure, as satisfactory to the
physical ear, as it can be sung by voices or played
by bowed instruments. These can adjust tones to the
minutest shades of consonance, because they tune each
note as they sound it. To emulate such accuracy on
a keyboard instrument, however, would require an en¬
tirely impracticable number of keys and strings. It
was this practical difficulty that brought the long con¬
troversy of Pure versus Equal Temperament to a head ;
it was decided in favor of the latter, which sacrifices
a little purity in the separate intervals in order to
attain an open system of chords and keys, in which
one can pass freely from one to the other; and Bach
wrote his Well-Tempered Clavichord in honor of the
new system and to exhibit its advantages. The op¬
position of related keys on which all modern musical
form is based was thus secured, and the final innova¬
tion of the new secular style to which we need refer
here is to be found in the development of those binary
and ternary forms which are exemplified in thousands

, .
in the clavier suites and sonatas of this
neriod
The binary piece was made to consist of
P
halves each ending with the same cadence, char.
Tenst c enough to be recognizable: the first of these
fences put
a key of contrast (usually the don,,
ant if the piece was in major, the relative major if
minor) gave the feeling of incompleteness or saspense the second, in the main key, brought the sense
of conclusion and completed the cycle. Gradually, as
the themes or subjects used became more and more
definite, composers felt a need of coming hack to a
return of the main theme after the second part, and
thus arose the more highly organized form called the
ternary, which still later was to give rise to the most
important modern form—the sonata.
To sum up these most general features of the clavier
music of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: we
have seen that the polyphonic style, though it
remained indeed, as it is to-day. an essential ele¬
ment of texture, was gradually, in the search for
appropriate technique, more and more displaced by the
homophonic. We have seen that the prominence thus
given to the chord and the cadence led to a new sense
of harmonic relations, to the science of thoroughbass,
and to the obsolescence of the modes to give place to
keys. We have seen that the mechanical problem of
tuning claviers forced musicians t<> gra; ,:
question of temperament, and was solved by the adop¬
tion of the method on which depend the musical
architecture of the greatest masters from Bach to
Strauss, and that the first types of structure thus put
to extended use were the simple but serviceable binary
and ternary forms.
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Ten Foundation Stones of Practice
By ARTHUR McCULLOCH
HARD WORK.—The foundation rock upon which all
careers are made. Work must be at the base
and support your ambitions. Work means effort
beyond the ordinary. If you are practicing
arpeggios, for instance, and stop with the easy
ones because a difficult fingering entails more
time and effort you must not deceive yourself
into thinking that you are working. Work
means putting all that you possess, mentally and
physically, into what you do so that not a second
of your practice time will be wasted.
REGULARITY.—Regularity is the basis of forming
correct habits. Do you have to read a score of
books upon habit to prove its value in music
study? Try playing the scale of C with the
fourth finger where you are now accustomed to
put the third finger. Difficult, isn’t it? - Why?
Simply because you have formed ' a habit of
playing it in another manner. Make habit your
slave and you may be monarch of yourself.
ENTHUSIASM.—Put your soul into your practice
unless you want to make every minute of it a
punishment. Some pupils never seem to take any¬
thing more than the sleepiest kind of interest in
anything but lively pieces. Your enthusiasm for
a five-finger exercise or a slow movement should
be as keen as your enthusiasm for a piece like
the Salut d Pesth. For, of course, enthusiasm
differs with different pieces, but the principle re¬
mains the same.
GOOD HEALTH.—Thousands fail in their musical
work because they are not strong enough. It is
not uncommon to see pupils go limping through
pieces for months hopelessly trying to do some¬
thing their strength forbids them to do. The
physical strength entailed by the performance
of a Beethoven Sonata of ten or fifteen pages is
very great indeed. If you are weak and have
two hours to practice spend one on bettering
your health before you begin.
SYSTEM.—Haphazard work in piano study is
wasted work. Make a plan. Your publisher will
be glad to supply you with information that will
help you lay out a graded course. Pick out the
work you propose to do from that course. Give
yourself a certain liberal time in which to ac¬
complish a certain kind of work. Never forsake

Heller for Liszt until you could face Stephen
Heller in person and play his studies so that he
could not have found fault with them. Never go
ahead on a single piece or study until you have
systematically mastered that which you have set
out to do in your grade.
VARIETY.—Do not be impatient. It takes time to
do things in “worth while” fashion. Have a set
time for your practice every day, just as the
business man or the professional man has his
office hours, but vary your work. That is, if
you practice scales first to-day, play them at the
end of your practice period to-morrow.
CONCENTRATION.—The lesson of concentration
is ever old and ever new. Teachers, parents,
friends, books, musical papers all are shouting at
the pupil “Concentrate.”
But they do not

whisper that concentration upon the correct per¬
formance of a simple five-finger exercise is
harder than upon several measures of an elab¬
orate sonata. That is the kind of concentration
that counts—the bringing together of all one's
faculties to compel the mind to grasp the essen¬
tial principle and make its application a per¬
manent asset.
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The story of Southern music has been-somewhat un¬
duly neglected. Both Elson and Ritter, the men who
have published the most widely known books on
American history, failed to notice the early concerts and
opera life of the Southern colonies,’ giving fuller notice
to the musical affairs of New York, Philadelphia, and
the New England centers. Nevertheless concerts were
given in the Southern colonies which were at least as
pleasing to the ear as the psalms of the pilgrim fathers.
As early as 1723, there is a record of an organ being
imported into Carolina, and it is by no means certain
that this was the first instrument of the kind in the
South. An early colonial inventory includes a violin
among other articles, and it is probable that the music
of this ubiquitous instrument was appreciated better in
the South, where the same religious prejudices against
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The first musical activity of real significance origi¬
nated in Charleston, S. C., in the early eighteenth cen¬
tury. This was due doubtless to the culture and wealth
of the Charlestonians and to their close connection with
the English aristocracy. Two concerts are advertised
for the years 1733, 1735, 1737 and 1738. The first song
recital in America took place in Charleston, February
26, 1733, at which only English and Scotch songs were
performed. The year 1762 was memorable for the
organization in Charleston of the St. Cecilia Society, a
musical body which according to authentic records had
a competent orchestra, and engaged professional mu¬
sicians from abroad by the season. Indeed the mana¬
gers appear to have gone abroad for talent much as
they do to-day, and to have offered what in those days
were considerable sums of money to European artists.
An interesting light is thrown on these facts regarding
the St. Cecilia Society by Josiah Quincy. In his
Journal of a Voyage to South Carolina is an entry
dated March 17, 1772, in which he says, “Dined with
sons of St. Patrick. While at dinner, six violins, two
hautboys, etc. After dinner, six French horns in con¬
cert—most surpassing music. Two solos on the French
horn, by one who is said to blow the finest horn in the
world. He has fifty guineas for the season from the
St. Cecilia Society.” Other entries in the diary refer to
the excellent orchestral and other concerts given under
the auspices of the St. Cecilia Society, in one of which
he mentions a certain French violinist named Aber¬
crombie, who played first violin in the orchestra, spoke
no English, and received a salary of five hundred
guineas a year from the St. Cecilia Society. This society
gave concerts weekly, much as our leading symphony
orchestras do to-day, and George Washington himself,
speaking, of a visit to Charleston in 1791, mentions that
he went to one of the concerts.
While Charleston was the first Southern city to culti¬
vate music on a somewhat elaborate scale, other cities
of the South were not long in following suit. Good
music was to be heard in Baltimore, Annapolis, Rich¬
mond, Fredericksburg, Norfolk and Savannah. Sur-

pliced choirs were introduced into Protestant churches
in the South as early as 1807.
The first American City to establish permanent opera
was New Orleans. This was in 1791. Of course the
opera there given was not to be compared with what
we now get in the great American music centers, but
it was ahead of anything previously given, and it is a
significant fact that opera has continued in that city
down to the present day. Previous to this, however,
there had been many traveling operatic companies giv¬
ing musical pasticcios of the type of the Gay-Pepusch
Beggar’s Opera. Such works can hardly be regarded
as opera, but rather as the forerunners of our modern
musical comedies. The music was mostly adapted from
English, French and Italian sources, and was probably
not very well executed. Nevertheless, it is significant
that such pantomime-operatic works should flourish in
the South since they indicate that music in this section
of the country was by no means behind the more
frequently discussed musical beginnings of Philadel¬
phia, New York and Boston.
Up to this time there had been no attempt at musical
composition in the South. The earliest American com¬
posers mentioned in the histories (unless we consider
the curious musical doings of the Ephrata Cloister at
Mill Creek, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania) were
Andrew Law (born in Boston) and William Billings.
Both were teachers of vocal music and composers of
hymn-tunes, but while Billings confined himself to
Boston and New England, Law went South and in this
manner awakened considerable musical fife among the
Southern people. The man who really established music
on a broader plain in the South, however, was Dr.
Lowell Mason, father of Dr. William Mason. Though
born in Medfield, Mass., 1792, he spent much of his
youth in Savannah, Ga. He went to this city at the age
of twenty, where he was engaged as a clerk in a bank¬
ing house.
Mathews, in his Hundred Years of Music in America,
asserts that Lowell Mason owed his musical training
to F. L. Abel, of Savannah, and it is possible that this
teacher did much to give a more scientific basis to
Mason’s musical aptitude. There is no doubt, however,
that Mason was already a competent musician by the
time he went there, for he gave concerts in which he
performed on the ’cello and sang shortly after arriving
in Savannah, and organized a band, in which he seems
to have been able to perform on most of the instru¬
ments with more or less skill. While in Savannah he
composed many hymn-tunes, but there was no’publisher
for them. It was not until he returned to Boston that
he found an outlet for his creative ability. Neverthe¬
less, he exerted a considerable influence on music in
the South, and his two brothers, Johnson and Timothy
Mason, both good musicians, remained in Savannah
and were musically active for long after he left. They
subsequently removed to Louisville and Cincinnati,
where they also did good musical work.
Gottschalk
The greatest composer that the South ever produced
was undoubtedly Louis Moreau Gottschalk, the com¬
poser of The Lost Hope, The Dying Poet, II Tremolo,
The Banjo, and similar pieces. He was born in New
Orleans, 1829, of English-Creole parents, and became
prominent as a child pianist in New Orleans even be¬

fore he went to Paris to complete his musical educa¬
tion. In Paris he attracted considerable attention,
winning high praise from no less a critic than Hector
Berlioz. On his return to America he achieved the
greatest possible success as a pianist and composer. He
was especially attached to the South, and his influence
has played a very real part in the development of Ameri¬
can music. As a composer, he was somewhat limited
in style. Nevertheless, he had a great gift, especially
in the treatment of Creole and Negro melodies. His
piano playing, according to the testimony of William
Mason, was full of brilliancy and bravura. “His strong
rhythmic accent, his vigor and dash, were exciting and
always aroused enthusiasm. He was the perfection of
his school, and his effects had the effervescence and
sparkle of champagne.”
During the Civil War, as might be expected, music
was temporarily submerged. Nevertheless, the South
produced its quota of war-songs, which were at least
as good as most of those of the North. Among the
composers of these songs may be mentioned H. L.
Schreiner, of German birth, but subsequently a music
dealer and publisher in Savannah, Ga. He wrote many
war songs, including The Mother of the Soldier Boy,
When Upon the Field of Glory, The Soldier’s Grave.
and The Wearing of the Grey. Another such com¬
poser was A. E. Blackmar, a Northerner by birth, but
Southern by long residence and sentiment. Most of the
Southern musicians, however, were probably serving in
the ranks. Among those who were doing the fighting
may be mentioned Brigadier General Deems, of Balti¬
more, a well-trained musician, who filled many posts as
organist, singer, teacher, etc. The son of a soldier, he
imbibed a taste for militarism as well as music from his
childhood days. It is told of him that when studying
in Dresden he was challenged to a duel by a German
officer. Given his choice of weapons and conditions, he
selected “rifles at ten paces.” The German officer re¬
fused to fight and was ultimately degraded for cow¬
ardice.
Sidney Lanier
After the war, musical activity in the South was re¬
newed. Among others who did much for the art must
be mentioned the poet, Sidney Lanier. The great
Southern poet was born in Macon, Ga., and died at
Lynn, N. C, 1881. He was a descendant of the musical
director of the courts of James I and Charles I. Lanier
learned to play the guitar, piano, flute and violin with¬
out instruction. At the outbreak of the war he became
a private soldier and was made a prisoner in 1864.
While in prison he completed his mastery of the flute
so that in after life he was able to play this instrument
in the Peabody Orchestra at Baltimore. Wherever he
went in the South he urged the need for more and
better music. Another conspicuous figure in Southern '
musical affairs—and indeed in international musical
affairs—is Frank van der Stiicken, born in Fredericks¬
burg, Texas, 1858. He was active in New York and
especially 'in Cincinnati, where, in the year 1903, he
was director of the Cincinnati Orchestra and Dean of
the Cincinnati College of Music. He has, in fact, done
for Cincinnati what Theodore Thomas did for Chicago.
At present he resides in Holland, the land of his fore¬
bears. Other composers and musicians of the South
who deserve mention here are Will S. Hayes (1837), of
Louisville, Kentucky, who wrote innumerable popular
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songs; J. H. Wilcox (1827), born at Savannah, Georgia,
and afterwards famous in Boston as an organist, and
F. C. Mayer, a German who did remarkable work in
Athens, Ala., as a conductor and teacher. One should
also mention A. I. and Marcus I. Epstein, two brothers,
born in Mobile, Ala., of musical parents, who have made
a great reputation as pianists, particularly in the play¬
ing of duets. They have been especially active in St.
Louis. Gustav L. Becker, a former president of the
New York State Music Teachers’ Association, was born
in Texas; and the well-known Philadelphia composer,
H. A- Lang, winner of many prizes for orchestral and
other works, was born in New Orleans.
No discussion Of music in the South would be
complete without some reference to the extra¬
ordinary part in American music played by the
plantation songs. While modern writers on Ameri¬
can musical development sometimes affirm that the
plantation and other songs of the negro races
emanating .from the South are borrowed from
European sources, nevertheless the fact remains that
this music has inspired some of our greatest com¬
posers to some of their best work. The music of
Stephen Collins Foster, whose songs, My Old Kentucky
Home, Massa’s in the Cold, Cold Ground, Old Folks
at Home, etc., are internationally regarded as “Ameri¬
can folk-songs,” was directly inspired by the South.
Other American composers who have found inspira¬
tion from this source are Chadwick, Hadley, Bur¬
leigh, Neidlinger and the tenor, Reed Miller. In
addition, it has proved a fruitful source of inspira¬
tion to foreign composers, including Dvorak and
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor.
The South has furnished not a few distinguished
singers, including Clara Louise Kellogg, of South
Carolina, Minnie Hauk (born in New York, but long
resident in New Orleans, where, during her child¬
hood, her voice was “discovered” and trained through
the generosity of a Southern gentleman), Alice Niel¬
son, of Tennessee; Carrie Bridewell, of Alabama;
Reed Miller, of Anderson, S. C.; Riccardo Martin, of
Kentucky, and Yvonne de Treville, of Texas.

How to Make Distant Skips and Come
Down on the Right Key Every Time
By H. A. Phillips
Many young students of music are eager to atten
piano recitals, where they can hear the pieces t ley
themselves have studied, played by the great artis s.
Almost invariably (especially if they be young ladies)
they will give a sigh of despair, as the artist plays
some piece they have practiced: and one whispers to
her neighbor—“Oh, Julia, did you hear that? 1 shall
never, never, never play that piece again. How can
he make it sound like that?”
When I was a youth, hearing a great pianist play
had a different effect on me. 1 was inspired to try
to do the same. But the thing that astonishes these
young students more than anything else is to see the
pianist’s hand dart suddenly to the top of the key¬
board, and strike a distant key with infallible certainty'.
“How does he do it?” says one in a tone of anguish.
“I would not hit it right more than once in ten times.
I do not know how he does it, but I can tell you
of a way I discovered myself, if you will study the
following exercises:
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Ex. I.

A Rural Summer Class
By Mrs. R. Martin

Music In the New South
Great educational work has been carried on in the
South by enthusiastic workers in 'the schools and
colleges, such as Arthur L. Manchester, Mrs. E. L.
Ashford, R. W. Gebhardt and others. Excellent work
has been done by Brenau Conservatory, Gainesville,
_ EC
FC
Texas, which has produced many excellent musicians
and draws students from all over the United States.
_ These you see are octaves in skips of 2nds, 3rds, 4ths,
A tremendous educational influence for musical good
aths,
6ths
and
8ths.
(The 7ths being dissonant are
has been exerted by the Peabody Conservatory, foundedby George Peabody, the great American banker, mer¬ omitted.) Each measure is to be practiced six or eight
chant and philanthropist. This conservatory was times in this way: place your hand in proper position
founded as part of the great Peabody Institute, in on the first octave: raise the hand from the wrist in
1865. In 1871, Asger Hamerik was appointed direc¬ a perpendicular line above the key. Count four to each
tor, and he did great work in producing compositions note. When ready to fall on D, do not move the arm
of American, Scandinavian, English and other com¬ but by a slight twist of the hand on the wrist to the
posers at the conservatory concerts. After him, the
right, let the hand fall on D. Returning raise the hand
directorship devolved upon Harold Randolph, the directly over D, then without moving the arm but
present distinguished head of the conservatory, under giving the hand, as it falls, a slight twist on the wrist
whose excellent management the institution has to the left, let it fall on C. So the movements of the
gained a place second to no academy of music in
hand in this first repetition will be—up in a straight
America. Baltimore has recently come forward in
line over the key, then falling to the right; then up
a very pronounced way as a musical center from
which great things may be expected, owing to the m a straight line over the key, and falling to the left.
Aim to do the same thing in each of the following
action, of the present Mayor in providing municipal
financial support for music. The sum of $6,000 has repetitions; always rising in a straight line from the
already been appropriated for the support of a key. Tn falling to the right, or to the left, as the dis¬
symphony orchestra under the directorship of the tances increase, the arm will unconsciously follow the
hand, but it will have much less movement than if the
well-known Baltimore composer, Gustav Strube.
The South is making wonderful strides musically arm moved the hand from C to the C an octave higher.
This latter is the usual way of playing octaves, by
through the agency of choral societies, musical clubs
and musical festivals. Among the prominent cities those who have not been taught differently. Now ob¬
of the South to have first-class music festivals may serve the difference between this way and the one
,i
be mentioned Atlanta, Spartanburg, Augusta, Balti¬ recommended above. The motion of the irm
tne
more, Louisville, Charleston and New Orleans. The latter is
smaller towns are gradually waking up to the vital
necessity of music as an educational factor, and
wonderful results are being obtained by a devoted
tO»3 OCTAVE.C
body of music teachers in all parts of the South,
whose achievement is none the less remarkable be¬
cause the names of the workers are not known out¬
side of the communities in which they carry out
their splendid pioneer work.

r

Music is the mediator between the spiritual and the
sensual life; although the spirit be not master of that
which it creates through music, yet it is blessed in this
creation, which, like every creation of art, is mightier
than the artist.—Beethoven.

Try this experiment, which will illustrate my mem.
• „
(jet a piece of whalebone, or of pliable wire,
which will reach from middle C to the highest kei
the keyboard: place, or hold, one end on middle
C and the other on the third C above. The arc or
arch made by this whalebone will represent the dis¬
tance and the curve, transversed by the uplifted hand,
ing going from this first octave to one an octave higher
than in exercise 2.
Exercise number 1 should be practiced very slowly for
some time. When able to increase speed, you will soon
find that you know, by intuition, the right arc, or
curve, to take t<> land you on the right key.
Aside from the advantages gained by this way of
practicing, you will find that your motions will become
more and more graceful.
In the works of Gottschalk and other composers, the
fifth finger often lias to dart out and hit a distant
key at the top of the keyboard, but after having prac¬
ticed the above octave skips these skips will be easy
to acquire. But remember: the hand never moves in
a straight line to these distant keys, hut always in a
curve. Should you at any time fear you may miss
your key. you may make a very slight rilard. to be
sure that you have the proper curve, to land your linger
on the desired key.
Faithful practice and frequem
experiments will enable you to find your rainbow rest¬
ing on the pot of gold.

t

In this way of practicing you do
not have to think
of your arm, but only of the arch
required to reach
the distant key.

Here is a plan /or those who live in a rural com¬
munity where the pupils study music only during the
four months of summer school vacation. I had a class
of ten girls, aged from eight to thirteen years studying
The Nnv Beginners’ Book and grades I and II of
The Standard Grade Course. 1 gave them one indi¬
vidual lesson each week in their book and at the same
time taught them to play some of the simple hymns
such as Rock of Ages. Jesus Lover of My Soul and
Work, for the Night is Coming. You would lie sur¬
prised what an interest it gave the children and how
delighted they were to lie able to play a tune. On
Friday afternoon of each week they all came in class.
\\ e spent one hour in studying the theory of music
sitting around a large dining table, with note-books,
pencils and rulers.
I taught them to draw the ten:nc staff connected with middle C. They soon learned
the meaning of the words, clef, bar, double bar, lit.
slur, key signature, time signature, pedal signs and
many others. We practiced note spelling and sightreading by naming the letters in short exercises, see¬
ing who could name them in the shortest time. It
would take too much space to tell of all that we did.
>ut many things will suggest themselves to the wade
awake teacher to make the pupils remember the note
positions. I gave them ten questions to copy and write
e answers to be memorized for the next week lesson
After the written lesson we spent one hour in the
parlor using the piano. One of the girls would play a
ymn and the rest would sing until all the pupils had
Played in turn. Sometimes we would vary the program
by having each pupil play some of the exercises in their
instruction book from memory >>r an easy instrumental
r," u-e
,** l's wa-v 1 *,c>' were developing technic and
i tvating at the same time musical memory and
nhiumYf ,,,a‘ '‘m’,arra<,sment that children feel In
and
°re
« had then, play duets together
and
,o <lcv,:,0P
develop R<*»d
good fimi
time.'
0f.m this
. wavr '°
ften two of them played the sar ? hvmn together
and so improved their expression and time. The chilm7ss a F'7 A Came ,hr"«*h
«
please
L no, nd!y ,e*son' The parents ,
, . 1 rn,n,i P-aying well for the lessons lie

The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY

Common or Horse Sense?
“Can the Teachers’ Round Table help me in this
•
desired to study music,
_culty?
I- .. -’wavs
o find myself able for the first
and now at t\
day for practice. Each musi¬
' ?, with
cian’I "consult advises a different course. How am I
to know what is a sane method to pursue in selecting
a teacher? What should I pay
_should I know
teacher in a town of flO.onnv wh
order to make a safe
about the teacher’s worl
W. E. M.
selection ?’’
Common sens.e is very uncommon, and there is
no clear explanation as to just what “horse sense,”
which we so often hear advised, may be. Therefore
you would better follow the Persian proverb which
advises that you ask t.en men’s advice, and then
follow your own judgment. Having consulted the
ten musicians, now collect your own wits, and select
with careful judgment. You should know what the
teacher’s opportunities were originally for advan¬
tageous instruction. Then you should find out what
his success had been in' his work. If he is an elderly
man, with many years of very successful teaching
to his credit, and many successful pupils, the ques¬
tion of whom he studied with in the beginning will be
a very negligible one. He has proved himself.
Prices of the best teachers vary even in towns of
90,000. $1.50 to $2.50 a lesson I should think an
average price for a city of that size. I have noted
this fact: many apparently successful teachers are
only so because they possess the commercial
capacity, and make themselves known and what they
do, as well as what they do not really accomplish,
in every corner of the community. They would be
equally successful in any business from street clean¬
ing to a brass rolling mill. Indeed the brass pre¬
dominates in whatever they do. There are also some
vastly better musicians and teachers who possess
little business ability, and whose names are not so
prominently bandied about, although they accomplish
far better results with their pupils. Here is wherein
you will need to develop and exercise your sound
judgment.
Ten Commandments
“Will yon kindly give me a list of ten things for
which the teacher should be constantly on the look¬
out while teaching a pupil ?”
E. K.
1. Position. 2. Freedom of action. 3. Quality of
touch. 4. Accuracy of touch. 5. Accuracy of finger¬
ing. 6. Accuracy as to note values, rests and phrasing
indications. 7. Time. 8. Pedaling. 9. Expression.
10. Encouragement and inspiration.
Position should not only include fingers, hands
and arms, but also the body. Many players are
hampered by the awkward positions they acquire on
the piano stool. The second point should mean a
constant watch for the free and supple action of the
entire playing mechanism. The fifth point needs
more attention than it often gets. A neglect in this
means inability to properly manipulate the fingering
of difficult music later, for habits acquired in the
beginning may never be overcome. Carelessness in
any point will remain carelessness throughout a
career. The sixth point refers to note values in rela¬
tion to themselves, and to rests, both of which may
be badly slighted and at the same time the seventh
point well cared for. The ninth point means that
the student should carefully observe, and thoroughly
learn, the meaning of all signs and directions that
are written in the music. If left to himself the pupil’s
disregard of all these things will be painful. Above
all you should so manage your criticisms that you
can encourage your pupil, and make him feel the
pleasure of getting on, and thereby arouse in him a
feeling of inspiration for his art. The more you can
communicate this feeling of inspiration the more
successful you will be.

Lame Time
those who find i

e anyth
a defir

I have frequently recommended Studies in Rhythm,
by Justis, and Exercises in Time and Rhythm, by
Hepler. These consist in a progressive arrangement
of note groups, without pitch, which are tapped on a
table with a pencil or other similar and convenient
implement. Such exercises are of exceeding great
value to all young pupils, as well as to many older
ones. A new set of Time Studies, by Steinheimer, will
prove a boon to teachers who are in the predicament
described by our correspondent. They are appropriate
for the second and third grades and will be of benefit
to all pupils as well as those who are defective in the
rhythmical sense. The studies run pretty well through
the third grade, so that pupils may interrupt their
regular studies from time to time and take a little
special training in these time studies. Pupils who are
deficient in the time sense will need to concentrate the
attention upon this one point occasionally, until they
have overcome their difficulty.
Dry Bones
“Is it a good plan to use a primer of music with
piano students, and can you recommend a good
one?”
B. E.
A primer is skeletonized knowledge, in fact, but
which a teacher with a little ingenuity can turn to the
advantage of the pupil. In a first class primer many
facts are classified, and many that are of the utmost
value, which any teacher is likely to pass over un¬
noticed at the lessons. They should not be studied
hurriedly, two Or three questions being prepared to bring
to each lesson. A pupil is not likely to be able to
digest any more at a time, and the teacher should be
prepared to amplify these two or three questions, in¬
vesting the dry bones with flesh and blood and clothing
as it were, and make them real to the student. Gibbons’
Catechism of Music and Facts About Music, by Evans,
are most excellent manuals o‘f information that are
essential to every musician. Use from time to time in
the manner suggested, guiding the pupil as to which
questions may be taken up to advantage at any given
period of his study. Numerous teachers use primers
regularly and feel that they are very desirable, especially
in class work.
Stiff Hands
“My hands are very hard and stiff. Is it true that
massage with cocoa butter will help them and make
them more elastic for piano playing?”
X.
Professional masseurs use cocoa butter and cocoanut
oil for massage purposes. Both are excellent vegetable
oils for rubbing where the skin is dry and such a
lubricant is indicated.
If the hardness has been caused by physical labor,
the massage will certainly help to correct a condition
that has been brought on by extraneous conditions.
Too much labor will toughen the fibres and lessen the
size of the hand. Patience on your part may restore it
to the condition intended by Nature. If Nature has
built your hand in this manner, however, the problem
will be more difficult to handle, although patient treat¬
ment will very greatly help. The massage will cer¬
tainly do no harm, and I have known of such treatment
to result in almost incalculable help, enabling players
to accomplish with ease problems that had been pre¬
viously impossible. Do not expect extensive results,
however, in a week, or a month. It must be taken as
hand development, and haste can only be made slowly.

“I have a pupil whose right ind third finger is
ff at the second joint. T _led! using this part
develop the nr- -* “ 1'"*
f the finger, thinking
awkward. Would you advise my continuing its use .
If not can you suggest what fingering to use in
scales? In her three years previous study she did
not use this finger, and no attention was given to
scales or fingering.”
A. D. D.
I once knew a man whose second finger was
mutilated in the same way. He amused himself a
great deal on the piano, and seemed to manipulate
difficulties with a surprising amount of skill, although
he never aspired to play for others, in spite of the
fact that he played better than many who had a
complete equipment. Do you suppose if the entire
human race had been created with only a thumb and
three fingers that the piano would never have been
invented, and if so that a way to play it with four
fingers would not have been as carefully thought out
as the present methods? Your pupil is undoubtedly
“up against it” as to difficult music that has been
composed for five fingers, but judicious selecting and
careful fingering will overcome more than might at
first be expected. For tjie scale of C use the finger¬
ing 1, 2, 4 throughout, passing the thumb under the
fourth finger. For scales that have black keys let
the fifth finger come on a black key and the thumb
drop under. F will finger 1, 2, 4, 5, 1, 2, 4, 1. G,
1, 2, 4, 1, 2, 4, 5, 1, and all the sharp keys the same.
All the flat keys will bring the fifth finger on B flat.
Arpeggios naturally can use only 1, 2, 4, and seventh
chords may need some manipulation. In playing
chords, if one of the tones must be omitted, try and
see that the third of the chord is always played.
Your pupil should learn enough of chord construc¬
tion to be able to determine this. Such a determined
pupil certainly needs encouragement.
Expression Blind
“Wliat can I do for a piano student who is able
to execute at sight music graded in The Etude at 0
and 7, yet never plays with feeling and expression ?”
P. C.
A pupil lacking in the natural sense for expres¬
sion, not musically temperamental, in other words,
will never play with the same amount of sympathy
as one who is innately musical. This deficiency,
however, should receive attention and much of it.
If everybody lacking in this respect could receive
special training the standard of taste in the country
would rise rapidly. Many are getting this training
through the medium of the various sound-reproduc¬
ing devices, and thousands are now choosing good
music who at first had no sense of anything but
trash. Taste that is susceptible to training in this
regard shows that much can also be accomplished
with players along the line of self-expression in their
own performances, which is only another develop¬
ment of taste. Your pupil should listen upon every
opportunity to good singers and violinists and
’cellists, and listen very analytically and attentively.
He should learn to contrast their work with that of
those who are not so good. At your lessons begin
with melodies filled with sentiment and romance.
The more familiar the pupil is with them, the quicker
will be the results. Play the melody with a great
deal of expression. Be sure your extract is short.
Play until he is familiar with it. Next play it as
mechanically as you can. Alternate the two methods
until he can discriminate between them. Then let
him try, playing alternately in both styles. In the
early stages it will be well for you to over-sentimentalize the tunes in order that a strong impression
may be made upon his deficient faculty. After a
time you will note a great improvement on his part.
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SPRING FLOWERS—W. A. SMITH.
The chief charm of the tarantelle movement lies in
the rapidity of its movement and in its constantly re
curring characteristic triplet figure. In writing a tarau
telle the composer must exercise great care in order
to keep the composition well'under the fingers throug out, as it is necessary to develop a very high speed
in order to accomplish the desired effect of delirious
abandon. Mr. Smith’s Spring Flowers has all the good
qualities of a tarantelle of intermediate grade. Grade
FRAGMENT FROM WEBER’S INVITATION TO
THE DANCE—W. G. SMITH.
Weber’s celebrated Invitation to the Dance is the
precursor of all idealized waltz forms. It has been
arranged times without number in all sorts of ways,
from the simplified teaching version to the concert
transcriptions for the piano by Tausig and others, and
the brilliant orchestral paraphrases of Berlioz and
Weingartner. The themes still seem as fresh and en¬
trancing as when first written. Mr. Wilson G. Smith
has conceived the excellent idea of utilizing the Trio
section of the waltz as a separate piece, and while re¬
taining the original harmonies, of modernizing and
enriching the passage work of the accompaniment. In
this form it makes a very striking recital or drawing¬
room piece, and it must be played in a very artistic
manner. Grade 6.
PETITE BERCEUSE—E. SCHUETT.
This is one of the most recent of Mr. Edouard
Schiiett’s shorter compositions. It is an artistic miniature
which will require very careful playing. The principal
theme must stand out clearly wherever it appears,
either in the upper or the lower register, and in addi¬
tion the supporting voices must all be given due promi¬
nence. The more one plays this piece the better it will
. be liked, new beauties being disclosed as’ smoothness
and continuity are acquired. Grade 5.
REVERIE POETIQUE—C. MINETTI.
A modern lyric combining dramatic fervor with grace
of expression. Mr. Minetti’s songs are well-known.
In his instrumental pieces one finds the same melodic
charm further enhanced by rich and interesting har¬
monic treatment. This piece is built up of a few short
and telling phrases repeated in various keys and with
varying harmonies, with occasional ornate touches of
passage work. Grade 4.
SPANISH SERENADE—C. MOTER.
An unusually well-made recital piece in semi-classic
vein. The themes are alluring and well contrasted and
the passage work is interesting throughout. An espe¬
cially good opportunity is afforded for the practice of
double notes and for the cultivation of the singing
style. Grade 4.
THE SPINNERS—E. F. CHRISTIANI.
The Spinners is a waltz movement in the modem
running style. It should be played in strict time and
taken at as rapid a. pace as possible consistent with
clearness and accuracy. The composer tells us that
he wrote this piece with a view to using it in a pupils’
prize contest. It will certainly prove an excellent test
piece for students of intermediate grade. Grade 4.
SONG OF THE ANGELS—T. D. WILLIAMS.
This composition appeared in The Etude a few
months ago as a pipe organ number and it was so much
liked that an immediate demand was created for it as
a piano solo. Tile composer has made his own piano
arrangement and it will be found very effective. In
this form it makes a high class drawing-room piece,
rich and expressive. Grade 4.
LA GONDOLA—H. CLARK.
A very graceful barcarolle movement. This number
is not at all difficult to play, but it will require a fin¬
ished style of delivery. In the passages divided be¬
tween the hands absolute evenness is demanded and
in the accompaniment the rocking motion should be
maintained throughout. Grade 3.
CIRCUS DAYS—A. D. SCAMMELL.
A jolly characteristic piece with a very taking swing
and some abrupt but interesting changes of tonality.
This number should be played in a rather boisterous
manner with strong and almost rough accentuation and
with the contrasting touches well defined. Grade 3

. THE KNIGHT AND THE NUNS—T. DUTTON.
This is one of the best intermediate grade teaching
pieces that we have seen in some time. It is original
in construction and quite out of the beaten track. The
Knight and the Nuns consists of two contrasted char¬
acteristic sections, the one depicting the knightly grace
and chivalry of the hero, and the other suggesting a
vesper hymn sounding through the calm and secluded
cloister. Grade 3.
WAVING TORCHES—C. S. MORRISON.
Mr. C. S. Morrison’s name is well-known to many
through some of his very successful drawing-room
pieces. This is his first appearance in our Etude pages.
Waving Torches is a typical mazurka movement with
a strong rhythmic swing. The characteristic little flight
of thirty-second notes tends to add brilliancy and dis¬
tinction to the piece. Grade 3.
SERENATA—H. AILBOUT.
A dainty waltz movement in the Spanish style sug¬
gestive of the tinkling of the mandolins and guitars
and of dancing in the moonlight. This number will
prove valuable as a study in style, touch, and rhythm,
and it should prove acceptable for recital use. Grade 3.
WHEN ALL IS FAIR—F. A. WILLIAMS.
Mr. Frederick A. Williams has an enviable reputation
as a writer of good practical teaching pieces. His
When All is Fair is an excellent specimen of his work
recently composed. This number will prove especially
useful as a study in light and accurate finger work.
Grade 3.
SPRING SONG—R. WAGNER.
One of the most beautiful passages in Wagner’s Die
Walkiire, mention of which is made in Mr. Kroeger’s
article in another department of this issue of The
Etude. The Spring Song forms the closing portion of
the celebrated Love Song of Sigmund. This is one of
the most charming and original of Wagner’s inspira¬
tions. The surging melody and the limpid ever chang¬
ing harmonies alike serve to suggest the awakening
of nature in springtime and the dawn of love. Grade 3.
WOOD FAIRIES—P. RENARD.
A very easy waltz movement decidedly more original
than the usual run of pieces of this type. Attention
is called particularly to the chromatic harmonies of the
second section. This piece will prove attractive to
Grade t**™

m?ke a good recital "umber.

THE LITTLE DAUPHIN—M. CROSBY.
A neat little gavotte movement. It may be noted
that one of the chief characteristics of the gavotic,
which is always in four quarter time, lies in the fact
that it should begin invariably on the second half 0f
a measure. Miss Marie Crosby’s teaching pieces have
proven very popular with young students. The Link
Dauphin is taken from a new set just published.
Grade 2.
THE FOUR HAND NUMBERS.
Mr. G. N. Rockwell s Installation March is an inspir¬
ing- number written in the style of a parade march.
The parade march differs from the ordinary military
quick-stcp in the fact that it has four steps to the
measure instead of two. For processions of all kinds
and for indoor marching the parade march is preferable to the military march. This number must be played
in a full and sonorous manner.
Mathilde Bilbro’s Arab Dance is a very effective
characteristic number with the work well divided up
between the two players. The first theme is of de¬
cidedly oriental character, while the second theme in¬
troduces some modern syncopated effects.
HOPE (VIOLIN AND PIANO)— B. STEANR
Mr. Bruce Stcanc is a well-known English organis
and composer who writes in all forms. His violin
pieces are among his best works. Hope is an excellent
example of the style of writing for the violin first
popularized by Raff’s Cavatina. It affords splendid
chance for expressive playing on the part of the soloist
and for the cultivation of the broad and singing tone.
EPILOGUE (PIPE ORGAN)—R. DJGGLE
An epilogue is a closing piece or postlude. Such
pieces arc usually planned to display what is known
as the grand chorus of an organ. By this we mean all
the stops or nearly all the stops on each manual. Mr
Diggle’s Epilogue is an excellent specimen written in the
true organ style.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
G. Marschal-Loepke’s Woo Thy Uss While May is
Here is a modern art-song, a very clever treatment of
a fascinating text. This song should be delivered in
the elocutionary manner and attention should be paid
to the piano accompaniment, which is dainty and pic¬
turesque.
Mr. H. T. Burleigh’s Since Molly Went Array is a
song which should be known to all good singers.' It is
one of the best Irish songs that we have heard, entirely out of the ordinary.
The Good Little Boy by Jessie L. Pease may either
be sung or used as a musical recitation, or it may be
partly sung and partly spoken. The piano accompani¬
ment is an important feature in cither case. This
should prove a popular encore.

That Practice Hour!
By Gertrude M. Greenhalgh
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Famous Composers as Conductors

ETUDE

“It is a striking fact,” observes Cuthbert Hadden in his Modern Musicians,
"that great composers as a rule have
made poor conductors.
Mendelssohn,
Liszt and Berlioz were great composers
and great conductors, but the 'combina¬
tion is rare. Neither Berlioz nor Wagner
could play any of the orchestral instru¬
ments well. Yet Berlioz was a man of
great personal magnetism and a most
engaging personality. Wherever he went
audiences literally fell at his feet.
Wagner was perhaps less magnetic, but
enormously capable and. always in per¬
fect command of himself; a most itnportant attribute of a good conductor.
He is said to have had an ‘exquisite sense
of beauty of tone, nuances of tempo, ana
precision and proportion of rhythm.’
His beat was very pronounced, and his
control over the men was both im¬
perial and sympathetic. As a conductor
Beethoven was wanting entirely in selfcommand and dignity. Schumann was
unsympathetic, nervous, and lacking in
clearness of intention.”
If it is true, as Mr. Hadden says, that
composers “as a rule” have made poor
conductors, there are many modern ex¬
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ceptions to he found. Richard Strauss
is an excellent conductor, Gustav Mahler’s
ability as a conductor still overshadows
his works as a composer, though in
Germany he is regarded as a great com¬
poser. Elgar is somewhat nervous and a
little uncertain in his beat, but his op¬
portunities as an orchestral conductor
were limited in the beginning and he has
probably improved of late years. Tschaikovsky surprised the members of the
Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig by his
unexpected skill as a conductor; Grieg
is also said to have had good command
over his men. Composers of light music
very frequently shine as conductors. The
Strausses of Vienna were extremely suc¬
cessful in conducting their own waltzes;
Arthur Sullivan, composer of Pinafore
and other famous operettas, conducted
great English choral festivals, and for a
time conducted a. series of popular
orchestral concerts in London. Victor
Herbert conducts his own orchestra with
sympathy and firmness, and with a
rhythmic freedom peculiarly his own.
And who shall say that John Philip
Sousa does not shine as a conductor?
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Music as a means of self-expression those particular facts and that particular
is familiar to us all. It is the channel hour in history; to use fragments of the
through which flow our most intimate truth. And it is perfectly right to give
thoughts, our deepest and most personal music every possible kind of name; for
emotions. Romain Rolland in his work it is an architecture of sound in certain
Some Musicians of Former Days, re¬ centuries of architecture and with certain
minds us, however, that this is by no architectural people, such as the Francomeans the full extent of the power of Flemings of the fifteenth and sixteenth
music. “Music,” he says, “although it centuries. It is also drawing, line, mel¬
may be an individual art, is also a social ody, and plastic beauty, with people who
art: it may be the offspring of meditation have an appreciation for form, with
and sorrow, but it may also be that of painter and sculptor people, like the
joy and even frivolity. It accommodates Italians. It is inner poetry, lyrical out¬
itself to the characters of all people and pouring, and philosophic meditation, with
all time; and when one knows its history, poets and philosophers like the Germans.
and the diverse forms it has taken It adapts itself to all conditions of so¬
throughout the centuries one is no longer ciety. It is a courtly and poetic art under
astonished at the contradictory definitions Francis I and Charles IX; an art of faith
given to it by lovers of beauty. One and fighting with the Reformation; an
man may call it architecture in motion, art of affectation and princely pride
another poetical psychology; one man under Louis XIV; an art of the salon
sees it as a plastic and well-defined art, in the eighteenth century. Then it be¬
another as an art of purely spiritual ex¬ comes the lyric expression of revolution¬
pression; for one theorist, melody is the aries; and it will be the voice of the
essence of music, for another this same democratic societies of the future, as it
essence is harmony. And in truth, it is was the voice of the aristocratic societies
501 and they are all right.
of the past. No formula will hold it.“And so history leads us, not to doubt It is the song of centuries and the flower
everything—far from it—but to believe of history; its growth pushes upward
a little of everything; to test general from the griefs as well as from the joys
theories by opinions that are true for of humanity.”
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The recently published translation of
Salvador-Daniel’s writings on Arab music
contains the following reminder of the
Jewish beginnings of modern music:
Let us note from the start a fact
worthy of serious attention, the constant
participation of the Jews in the progress
of musical art among the nations of an¬
nuity until the first centuries of Chris¬
tianity. The Jews, like the Greeks, had
wawn from the same source, and although
o author of Genesis names Jubal, the
s.°®°‘ Lantech, as the inventor of music—
fuil pater cancntium cithara et
organo—while the pagans cite Mercury
APollo, we must remember that
oses, the Hebrew law-giver, had been
rought up j„ Egypt, where Pythagoras
. ... studied. Besides, the relations estshed between the Jews and the
gyptians during the long captivity of the
rmer tnust have brought into the arts

and sciences, despite the differences in
their religions, the same effects of as¬
similation seen later with the Jews and
Christians, Greeks and Romans, Arabs
and Spaniards.
“The musical principle, developed in
the purely practical sense, was spread
among all nations at the dispersion of
the Jews. In the time of Plato, a cele¬
brated musician, Timothy of Miletus, was
hissed at first, and then enthusiastically
applauded. In Rome the Jewish musicians
were placed in the first rank. It was
from the Jews that later were borrowed
the rabbinical notes found in ancient col¬
lections of plain-song. Finally, in Spain,
during the Arab domination, the Jews
are mentioned among the most skillful
musicians. All this is corroborated by
the musical reputation still enjoyed by
the Jews of Africa.”
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i were in the majority, what Durante (and
before him Caccini) laid down as a
principle, that is, that true art requires
music to be fitted to the words, and not
the “words to music,” henceforth became

Department for Singers
Ue "IL f'r April by S. CAM.LLO ENGEL

What the Singer Should
Though singing has been indulged m
ever since humanity emerged from the
darkness of its primeval existence into
the first glimmering light of civilization.
Though humanity sang ever since it be¬
came conscious of an inner, higher life,
that, gradually awakening within its
heart and mind, caused a growing discon¬
tent with its mere being, and a longing
for self-expression in response to joy
and sorrow, nevertheless, as an art, we
know nothing of it up to the end of the
sixteenth century. Yet it must have ex¬
isted as such before that time, as Giulio
Caccini, who was the first to write and
publish “hints for proper singing” in 1601,
under the title of Nuove Musiche, refers
in the most flattering terms to his own
teacher, one Scipio del Palla, who, in
his turn, must have had a master, and so
on. Like all singers of those distant
days, Caccini, too, was a composer and,
as he himself says, he never would have
published his ideas on singing but for the
inadequate rendering of his compositions
by the singers of his day. Not only was
he dissatisfied with the indifference mani¬
fested towards the proper execution of
the “esclamazione, trilli, gruppi” and
other ornaments which they failed to sing
according to the “good manner” literal
translation from the fore-word to his
work), but he also strenuously objected
to the singers’ ignorance of the new
passage-work, which he was led to in¬
vent on account of the unfitness for the
voice of the older one which, as he says,
was more natural to the string-and-windinstruments. Seven years later, in 1608,
appeared a work by Ottavio Durante,
the title of which was, or rather still is
(because it can be found in the Berlin
Royal Library), “Devotional melodies
showing how to sing words in a grateful
manner and how to deliver passages and
other effects.”

,
of the Old Italian Methods
Know About the Origin and Nature ot t

to and yet makes it impossible to understand, the words, through being obliged
to obey the laws of counterpoint, which
then was absolute ruler and which demanded the unnatural lengthening and
shortening of syllables, regardless of the
sense of the text, was not fit to be sung,
certainly not by a solo voice accompanied
by the lute or another instrument. They
believed in Plato’s principle, “music is m
first instance speech and rhythm; in
second instance.

“
“any**•
not conveying
other taxs
impression,

intelligent perment of the throat, and n mtellg
Ph^
men
son will undervalue its importance m iuai
son
is its wrong application inai
introdirectio
,
Caccini deprecates.
He himself
long not
Caccini de,
runs, but only o on closing
duces long
on short, syllables and
the vowel
cadences, giving preference t
_ <1 i
u (oo) if written for soprano, Later
(ee) if to be sung by tenon
authors differed from him in
^ long
recommending the ah a, o,
runs, irrespective of the cla *
.
.

S: CE nleTuSUontf | ^of h" day to jndisc^minate,y

s truth itself.
^ Slnger.g General Training Two
^ ^

(seventh
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melody to the words,” as lie expresses
himself. To the reader who has not given
mmuch attention to the subject under dis¬
cussion this statement will be like
elation.
250
bef.t.
Richard Wagner. , can ,ho„ld have
arisen, expounding airt-pr.nc.ples
„
.
generally
believed to have originated with the. lat¬
old
ter; Second, that the “bel ca
than
Italian method, includes
Lrd
merely beautiful tone production. Richard
Wagner.
having been the hr,, ,0 enrph,,,,, the
necessity of the text not being pushed
into the background by the music, ;
something of secondary importance, w:
in reality the third to take that stand.
Gluck before him promulgates the s;
reformatory idea, in 1762, as may be
gleaned by reading the foreword to his
•
• • i reason that
.1 . ina
• .
Orpheus.
It stands
before song, and
much as language vi
-.
— — v- of
-v
inasmuch as it contains the
elements
song, the latter cannot be allowed to ob¬
literate the former. On the contrary it
must subordinate itself without yielding
an inf a nf itc nwn imnnrtnnt
rnle of beau¬
heailimportant role
tifying, of ennobling and adding signifi-cance to language. Music is to the text
what femininity is to masculinity, and
one should be the complement of the
other. Something like this reasoning, I
imagine, must have agitated the minds
of that select circle of searchers after
truth who used to assemble in Count de

Early Treatises on Singing
After 1608 the publishing of treatises
on music in general, and singing in par¬
ticular, was of comparatively frequent
occurrence. Lest I be misunderstood, I
repeat that I refer to the individual, and
not the ensemble singing as practiced, for
example, in the papal chapel since 1471.
the higher order of which is a matter of
history. But about the method of culti¬
vating the voices of the papel singers
nothing is known, and it was only in the
seventeenth century that the individual
art of singing enlisted the attention of
the devotees of music, as an outcome of
the Florentine movement which led to
the establishment of the opera. It is
highly interesting to investigate not only
the nature of the old Italian method
(seventeenth century, in contradistinction
to the new one, eighteenth century), as
founded by Caccini and adopted by his
followers, but also the reasons that
prompted Caccini to establish it. The
group of art and music lovers which con¬
gregated in the house of Giovanni Bardi.
Count of Vernio, was of one opinion with
Caccini that music which has been written

,hf

- |~ - -j-u*

but a tickling of the ear, neglecting the voices
mind and soul altogether, Caccini
and hence, better adaptaceived the idea to introduce a kind of
first c
..
,. - t_ Hf ,for the’development o^theoVoic^
music which would make
it possible

“

the poet’s conception that conveying itJ||__
meaning truthfully to the auditor, ob
°q{ his own self> may become his
_-n.. second, artistic, nature. The singer should
not consider runs, gruppi. trilli, esclamazione, etc., as the means of exhibiting his
skill as a vocalist, but as illustrative of
the shifting sense of the poet’s ideas. This
rule of art is still in force and always
^ though
character of our
musjc j,as changed. The latter is subject
to fashjon and differs from one centurj
to ,hc other, undergoing such mutations

apply the messa

i

' —
no.To.VS! point; „ n,„.l, to the .ore cl .
d, Gaglian0f Caccini’s contcmpor- instrument (clutara. lute, etc •; so much
ary, expresses himself similarly and to sight-singing, and so on. Caccin.s
rather humorously so. saying: “fanno ideas and views «ere a. once adopted by
come quel pittore, che sapendo ben nianyofh.scontemporar.es. Ootof than,
,L
">
duced it into everyone of his pictures.)
There are optimistic and pessimistic
philosophers, and there are those who.
without being the one or the other, look
the facts straight in the eyes, and state
them such as they are. One of the latter
class was Caccini who, prompted by so
much questionable singing about him. did
not bewail the decadence of the art nor,
with his hands in his lap hope for better
things to come, but
tmngs
dui making
maxing the
tne positive
statement, which holds good for all times
‘ true an" does not tolerate
tO C01 e, that
il*"t tit
it is the
meaiocruy,
mediocrity,” and
ariu that
uiat ‘ it
ine teacher’s
reacner s
duty to foster and to develop—regardless
of trouble, pain or sacrifice—all qualities
of the student to the very highest eminence,” went to work and acted accordingly. To succeed in which he attaches
the greatest importance to the cultivation
of the singer’s mind, his imagination,
and to the mastery of every detail of
singing before proceeding to unify them
into a work of art. By cultivating the
mind he not only means the appropriation
of a general culture, and the development
of the imaginative qualities, but specifically
duty of
the singer to fathom the
BPP the
—HP.,
.—„„
meaning of the words of aa song or text
of an ;
identify himself with

we*l as to the singer. Even in those
distan* da-vs ‘he practice of writing words
*° a R|vcn melody was not at all uncomtnon, it seems, because both Caccini and
Duranle sPeak of an,‘ <lcprcca,e '* 'n 1 ,
strongest possible terrm. A wonder ul
j,roduct is the human mind. It sales
immeasurable heights and. fearless of
consequences, descends into the bottom*css abyss. Who can say when and where
it
“ errs? It originates principles,
p*nn.i|»ca. estabbshes customs, puts down laws i
generation, only to scoff at and discard
them
by the next.
Remember only the
..>"R
mhviikii
history of the dissonances in music. Yet
cach standpoint taken can be successfully
defended against the other, provided there
’s enough mentality to back it up. Does
everyone approve of Rubinstein's E flat
Romania for piano having been adapted
to a set of words? Is Gounod’s melody
to Bach’s prelude No. 1. Vol. I, of the
Well-Tempered Clavichord considered by
everybody a work of art ? The dissenting
Caccini’s Directions
ones will be told that Rubinstein’s music
-Caccini does not, like so many of c
contemporaries, prompted by laziness,
evoked certain poetical images in the
condemn passage-work as useless, but
verse-writer’s mind which, he thought,
himself,
fitted perfectly to the spirit of the music,
t relegated and does—"
Su _.,
“ver the
^oes the perpetrator concern himself
iwn proper place. Whatever
hearing of passage-work on the developwith. ,the Possibility of his neighbor’s
receiving an impression entirely different
_ from his? And does a person who writes
the words to an already existing melody,
by obeying the inspiration provoked by
a-Pesth, Hungary.
Mr. f , Camilla Engel teas born ai
After stud,,
under good teachers„ in
... tin
...at most musical oj cities, mr. angel’s parents remnred to
the latter, weigh the long syllables and
Vienna, where the „young singer became a pupil of Signor Bignio, of the. Imperial
the short ones, applying the first ones to
Opera House. After..
■r a tour In Russia, he broadened his musicianship by piano study
long, the second ones to short notes?
urllh Kullak and study In composition with Humperdinck In Berlin,
And if he stopped to think of it, by cal¬
successful in Europe as a teacher, and still more so In America. A.
”— ”—'’-‘ropolitan Opera House he did excellent work. He later i
culating it, as it were, could his work
Neb., and.is n >w in San Diego, Cal.
still he called the result of the awaken¬
ing of the creative impulse? Caccini and
his followers thought not; and as they

law.
I It is only by himself understanding the
meaning of what he is to sing that the
singer may hope to impress his auditor;
and his constant endeavor, therefore,
must be to develop and to refine the
means by which he may best succeed to
convey the spirit of the composition,
which animates him.
These are: to
intone correctly, to sing carefully, i. c.,
with the utmost freedom, even though
observing time and rhythm, always to
unfold a noble quality of tone and to
pronounce and enunciate distinctly. As
to breathing, the masters prescribe it
wherever necessary to the singer, provided
he does not spoil the sense of the text
by disjointing it, or by so doing produces
a noise which, of whatever nature, is
always ugly. Finally, not to make grim¬
aces or gestures. All this was called the
“stilo rappresentativo,”
representative
style, and soon found its way into the
music centres of Italy.
The True Bel Canto.
Since time immemorial music, • and'
especially song, has had an indefinable
and irresistible attraction for humanity.
I refer you to the mythological tales of
Orpheus, Odysseus and the Circe, etc. Of
all the sister arts, poetry, architecture,
sculpture and painting, music is the one
that has penetrated most the masses of
• the people. But its vestments are so
manifold; it appears under so many
guises, that even though it is almost uni¬
versally practiced, only a comparative few
become competent judges. Such a one
was Pietro Della Valle (1640). He says,
“A singer, in order to please, must com¬
bine a sweet voice with a faultless
method; but both applied with matchless
understanding, else they are valueless.”
With one (Lodovico) he finds fault be¬
cause he knew little of the art, though
he did have a sweet voice, and sang with
understanding. Under art he meant the
application and execution of all sorts of
passage-work, and embellishments, as
well as means of development of the
voice, many of which are now known by
other names or forgotten, as are the
“esclamazione, accenti, diminutione,” etc.
On the other hand, a certain Guiseppino
did not win his favor because, though
lie possessed qualities that were wanting
in Lodovico, lie fell short in other direc¬
tions. Our author remembers a fine bass,
Melchior, a counter-tenor,
Giovanni
Lucca, whose voice, as he says, reached
to the stars (alto alle stelle). He men¬
tions Orazietto, Verovio, Ottaviucchio,
all of whom he praises for one or another
reason, but who did not satisfy him
entirely because their art was not com¬
plete. They all fell short of singing soft
vet with a full round tone; loud and yet
with a noble quality. Not one of them
understood the gradual increase and de¬
crease of the voice, or the intelligent sup¬
port of the word and its meaning by
Ihe voice, or the art of coloring their
.voices bright or dark according to the
requirements of the sentiments of the
text. He gives unstinted praise, however,
to singers such as Nicolini (not Patti’s
husband, if you please), Bianchi. Gio¬
vanni Lorenzini and Mani, because they
Possessed so much musical judgment,
taste and charm, all means of expression.
°°n the new art of singing (what is
now understood as the Old Italian
method) appealed so strongly to the

singers of the day that they gave them¬
selves up to it body and soul. The fame
of Guido Baldo, Loretto Vittorio, Gre¬
gorio, Angeluccio, and many others,
spread far over the boundaries of Italy
and caused the singers of the nations be¬
yond the Alps to adopt Caccini’s motto:
"Quest ’arte non patisce la mediocrita”
(This art does not tolerate mediocrity).
A method of singing, as we understand
it to-day, was not written until Tosi
(1647-1727), who was the first to do so.
I will dwell on its salient features.
The reader is aware of the attitude
assumed toward the words to be sung
by the composers of the seventeenth
century, ». e., the most minute and careful
treatment of the text. Peri (latter half
of the sixteenth century) wrote in the
preface to his Dafne: “It is the singer’s
duty to pronounce the syllables distinctly
in order to make the words well
understood, which always should be his
principal aim, remembering that really
delightful singing is only possible if such
be the case.” If, perhaps, the reader should
find it strange that the composer should
so much concern himself with the singer
and his art, let me remind him that it is
impossible to judge the value of the mu¬
sic unless one understands the words to
which it is written.
Ignatio Donati,
1636, makes his students first sing the
pieces as solfeggios, then forces them to
study the text separately, that is spoken,
before he permits the union of the words
and music. Great stress was laid by all
teachers to preserve the purity of the
vowels.
Gioseffo Zarlino (1611) uses
very strong language in denouncing those
who carelessly sin In this respect. He
calls them monkeys.
“To hear them
sing,” he says, “one is thrown into a fit
of rage and not merely tickled to
laughter.”
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Value of the Italian Language.
The Italian language is rich in open
vowels and the composers—and through
them the teachers—of Italy insisted
that the distinction between them and
the closed vowels be scrupulously ob¬
served. By not adhering to this prin¬
ciple and permitting a modification of
them, Garcia proved not to have taught
the Old Italian Method in its purity.
How far we have swerved from the
ideal of the Old Italian Masters is
illustrated glaringly by the reproach
one often has to endure, that of being
too exacting, much too particular; as,
though to do what is merely one’s duty,
and to inculcate ideal singing were
criminal, or, at least, unnecessary.
Giambattista Mancini (1716-1800) and
A. B. Marers (1793-1866), the first a
famous singing-teacher, the latter a
celebrated theoretician and author on
musical subjects, think and express
themselves on this subject as follows:
The first one says (I translate both re¬
marks from the original Italian and
German respectively) : “The new system
adopted by the schools (of singing)
does not Spoil, but, on the contrary,
promotes the order in which the study
(of singing) should be conducted; be¬
cause the voice has to progress method¬
ically and by degrees through each sep¬
arate rule of the art in order to become
perfect and to feel itself secure in every
branch of song.” And in Marers’ opinion :
“Only the most thorough and most
painstaking teacher insures success;
nay, more, this kind of teaching is for
the student the easiest and shortest,
requiring the least time, because it
eliminates the retracing of steps.”
What now is this systematic order
established by the Old Italian Method
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Next in order of study came “le maniere di cantare,” which included the “trillo,
gruppo and tremolo” (not to be con¬
founded with the modern phenomenon,
which reminds one of the neighing of a
horse) and tremoletti; after which and
as conclusion of the edifice, which was
reared with so much care and so system¬
atically developed, the student had to
learn all sorts of runs. The trillo of Caccini’s time meant the repetition of the
same tone starting with quarter-notes and
ending with thirty-seconds; whereas the
gruppo was our trill with the accent fall¬
ing on the upper note and ending with an
afterbeat, and the tremolo was the modern
trill with the accent on the lower note or,
as some others understood it, the down¬
ward or upward moving diatonic scale,
or only part of it, each tone of which
receiving what we now call a mordent
but executed slowly and evenly.
As
nowadays, so then, too, there was a great
discrepancy of opinion as to the termi¬
nology of the embellishments; (the prac¬
tice of which was continually kept up).
The Roman school, for instance, called
the “trillo” of the Florentine school
(repetition of the same tone), “tremolo.”
Like the study of what preceded it, that
of passage-work also was conducted
most thoroughly and methodically, start¬
ing with the simple and gradually lead¬
ing up through the complicated to the
very difficult. In connection with pas¬
sages, runs, etc, the greatest care was
bestowed on the distribution of the
notes on one syllable. Bovicelli, and
others beside him, who give exhaustive
rules regarding the singing of passages,
emphasize the necessity of avoiding un¬
seemly haste (furia) and to observe time
and rhythm. The runs in use were sung
moderately quick, each note receiving its
full value, and with the exception of rare
skips of thirds and other intervals, were
mostly constructed of seconds. This is
one of the salient features that distin¬
guishes the Old Italian Method of the
Seventeenth Century from the newer one
of the Eighteenth, which is the mother of
the skyrocket singing of both the Italian
and French schools, in which beauty of
tone and classic proportion were subor¬
dinated to vocal pyrotechnique.
Let not the reader imagine that the
runs of the Seventeenth Century singing
were less difficult than those of the Eight¬
eenth. They were difficult rhythmically
as well as vocally (piling up of notes)

and required an elastic vocal apparatus
and a long breath. Command over a long
breath, which is one of the requisites of
coloratura, the other being a yielding
throat, was attained by constant endeavor
to avoid breathing within the run (ex¬
cept perhaps if it included a long note,
after which it was occasionally allowed),
and to sing all that belonged together in
one breath. With patience and repeated
application, it can be accomplished. It is
like everything else, a habit which must
be acquired. The art of singing was em¬
braced with the utmost enthusiasm and
caused the appearance of teachers acquir¬
ing almost as much fame as many of
their pupils. The golden age of singing
produced distinctive schools, the most
famous of which were in Florence, Rome,
Naples, Modena and Bologna. The ideal
of onfe age is not necessarily that of an¬
other and posterity, judging it, calls it
temporal. The rightful ideal contains in
it all the qualities of beauty and is eternal,
it belongs to all time. Mozart, Rafael,
Beethoven, Michel Angelo, Shakespeare,
Dante, Homer, belong to all ages, whereas
a great many others were only idols of
their time without being ideals.
Realism and Idealism
The more realistic an art, the farther
removed is it from the ideal. The realistic
is the earthly, the idealistic the spiritual.
The one is the manifestation of unrest,
the other the revelation of the tranquility
of the soul. Not only is a period of
political and social upheaval, like the one
we are living in now, or a materialistic
age, unable to produce the ideal; it is
even most difficult for those that live in it
to understand it and almost impossible
for its worshippers to uphold it. It has to
obey the physical law of gravitation yield¬
ing to the downward tendency of all things
beautiful or temporarily to disappear.
The ideal art of singing—that of the Old
Italian Method—is not dead, it has only
given way to the pressure of the times
and the age. It is immortal and cannot
die, and if the singers of the last half
century or more turned from it, there are
unmistakable signs that it is about to be
reborn and worshipped again.
What raises us above the animal, is the
mind, the vehicle of which is the voice,
and that should be as noble in character
as the lofty ideas, which it is called upon
to utter, still more beautifying and en¬
nobling what already aims to approach
the sublime.
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HOSE little hands are now
in your care, mother. You
can train them to bring, life¬
long happiness or let them go
untrained. But now is the time
to begin their education. Today
in twenty-eight countries the
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The Opera Singer s Rare Equipment
The intelligent opera-goer who frankly
confesses that he “knows nothing of
music” is often heard to express his
amazement at the huge fees received by
certain opera singers. He has heard
stories of how Signor -— stepped
from the blacksmith shop to the stage of
La Scala and in a night leaped into fame
and fortune. Nothing could be more
ridiculous. Opera singers receive large
fees in proportion to their rarity. They
are in the market quite as much as old
masters, postage stamps and gems.
First of all, great voices are rare, but
m these days we know that singers be¬
come great without great voices. Rarest
°f all is that willingness to sacrifice
everything and work indomitably for
years before success appears. Talk with
Caruso, for instance, and you will learn
jnat his vocal mastery was the result of
ung, patient labor and struggle. More
1 an this, the modern opera singers rejW're a kind of musical drill that would
e the despair of the average leader in
>g business who prides himself upon his
pUs and mental alertness.
aacy an immense tapestry passing
aptdly before your eyes on a giant loom.

Suppose it was your duty to pick out one
single tiny thread from thousands and
weave new designs with that thread. That
is some picture of what the opera singer
is doing constantly in modern scores
where the composer has evidently made
it as difficult as possible for him to find
his cue. Parts of Tristan and Isolde,
Pelleas and Melisande and even Madama
Butterfly are exceedingly deceptive, and the
task of identifying and picking up the
vocal threads is little short of tremendous.
Very often the elaborate coloratura
passages which “bring down the house”
are mere trifles beside the hazardous feats
of coming in at the right moment on the
right key, with the right vocal expression,
with the right quantity of tone, with the
right gesture, with the right facial ex¬
pression, with the right quality—and then
doing that off and on for a whole even¬
ing. Those gifted persons who can excel
in this from the artistic standpoint, as
well as from the standpoint of unusual
natural vocal endowments, are as rare as
Rembrandt’s “Night Watch” or Van
Dyke’s “Charles I.” No wonder they
command the highest prices.

ears. Start now to let it train your children
as you wish you had been trained.
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Some Remarkable Things About
Improvizing
By Arthur Bird
As the birds come in the Spring,
We know not from where;
As the stars come at evening
From depths of the air; etc.
So come to the Poet his songs.
—Longfellow.
Beethoven was the king of improvizators. Especially
during his lifetime and well into the forties of the
last century free improvization was considered one of
the fine arts and practiced by all concert pianists;
among them Hummel, Moscheles and countless others.
The last of their kind was Hiller, in Germany, and
Bocklet, in Austria. Franz Liszt was eleven years old
when he improvized for the first time at a public con¬
cert at Oedenburg, Hungary, and created general sur¬
prise and enthusiasm. At concerts given by artists it was
the custom to announce on the program among the
other pieces, Improvization or Free Fantasy, and the
audience considered its concert unfinished without it.
The theme was either proposed by the audience, or it
was invented by the player himself on the spur of the
moment. Such a performance often created the greatest
enthusiasm and was the climax of the concert. For a
novice it was either the first step on the ladder to fame,
or a stumbling block—the categorical “to be or not
to be” as it were; and the popular artists were classed
according to their respective individual merits and de¬
grees of perfection.
' Can everybody learn to improvize? A similar ques¬
tion is—can everybody learn to compose? The an¬
swer to both is—yes and no! Anyone can learn to
improvize as easily as he can learn to compose. Of
course there is a vast difference between actually pos¬
sessing in more or less quality and quantity the godly
spark of inspiration and being obliged to pick up torn
fragments, here and there, and patch them together.
A self-taught musician may be able to improvize clearly
and spontaneously; whereas one by profession and edu¬
cation can often practice it from life’s beginning to
death’s calling and never attain more than everyday
routine.
An Inborn Talent
We musicians have often met with people who without
plodding through years of diligent study can extem¬
porize by the hour. This is, firstly, inborn talent for
which the fortunate one is not accountable, as it befalls
alike rich and poor; secondly, not having been stuffed
full of and half smothered by a thousand or more rules
of harmony and counterpoint, they innocently, and
therefore fearlessly, plunge headlong into and paddle
about the fathomless ocean of tones, on which many an
experienced musician soon loses sail and rudder and
sinks like a lump of lead. This proves that knowledge
is not absolute power in all situations and at all times.
On one occasion in Weimar when many pupils and
musicians were gathered about Liszt, he suddenly pro¬
posed a most original form of an improvization, namely,
Liszt himself gave the theme, it was Yankee Doodle.
and each one was asked, or better said, told to im¬
provize a variation. It was a choice bouquet of genius
and talent. Some of them had already climbed the
highest heights of pianistic perfection; others were both
executors and creators, and others still were acknowl¬
edged masters of form and composition. The result,
however, was in no proportion to the real musical worth
of those present. It made some of them who otherwise
were able to untie the most intricate musical knot, or
overcome, without exertion, the most stupendous tech¬
nical difficulties, shake in their boots. This was positive
evidence that it is necessary to have something (that
little or big spark) besides technic, routine or knowl¬
edge, to improvize artistically at any place and time.
Organists are as a rule the most expert among the
extensive players, at least in limited forms, for they
are obliged to practice it day by day and their official
duties often demand quick thought and quicker action,
for which, even if printed notes were at hand, there
is neither time or inclination. Of course one fulfills
these duties and obligations better than another. The

ot improvising anu us n u-w...-.;
mechanical work it never excites him, grinds
11is nerves or disorders his general welfare, it is nui
chine made. Nobody knows better than the organist
the boundless advantages of being ever prepared to im
provize with heart and soul, and he who possesses tiltpriceless gem will fondly heed it, as it saves him iart
work, much time, and heaps of money. Such a man
never needs to cudgel his brain about, what shall i play.
for his head is full to overflowing of preludes, interludes
and postludes. We have unfortunately no guide or
rules for learning to improvize. Three things are cer¬
tainly a great help and bring one nearer the goal—a
good and trained memory; constant practice; a knowl¬
edge of harmony. Those who can memorize the
quickest are likely to improvize in the shortest time.
It is quite as much of a misdemeanor for a performer,
while playing, to stare at his notes, as il is for an
orchestral conductor while conducting to hide his head
in his score. Both have missed their calling.

Use of the Organ as a Solo Instrument
in Church
By Henry S. Fry
Attention is due to the question a

o how the organ

-

Which has developed greatly 'n lhe lasl decade.
There is in this matter much difference of opinion,
* L .avoiding, as well as their church au¬
thorities8 prohibiting. transcriptions from the opera,
while other organists not only play ^nKnptiom ron,
,lu upera but are requested to do so by members«(
Iheir congregations. The latter has been tho expen.
ence of the writer, and it secerns that^
might be made in favor of «*"*” ** '
«*r.«,ns <>nm
music such as the Prelude
___ the Prelude to Lohengrin,
Prayer from Ta
operatic transcription* entirely we
must include that immortal melody of Hander* known
as The l.argo and what organist
Pupils and Memorizing
> fact that
“guilty”? Especially guilty tn vie
Pupils should be obliged to memorize as much as
Seise, the opera from which it is taken, is Handel ■
possible, because firstly, a piece will always be better
attempt in the comie vein.
played by heart than from notes, as the whole attention
It is no doubt preferable, if these numbers are
can be concentrated on its contents; secondly, a good
played, that they should appear in the rccilal program,
memory is not only a fortune, but it is the first step to
rather than as a prelude or poslludr. though who can
successful improvization. To keep a memory in train¬
deny that some s.>ul may be led to better thoughts by
ing constant practice is absolutly indispensable. Rest¬
hearing some beautiful music after the service, when
ing is rusting and, one idle day, six can’t repay. A cer¬
perhaps it will be appreciated as an inspiring piece ul
tain knowledge of harmony is necessary and the deeper
music and not associated with the thought of the more
and more thoroughly grounded this is, the better the
secular aspects of opera.
result. Only those who have mastered a subject can
A lady once in a communication to the writer men¬
treat it with impunity. Organists have an exceptionally
tioned particularly a number lie had played and with
happy opportunity to practice improvization concisely
which evidently she was not familiar, and therefore
and tastefully in playing interludes between the verses
could not have associated with the "pera from which it
of hymns. These interludes will probably at first he a
was taken. It proved to lie the lieauliful “Waiting
conventional collection and succession of the simplest
Motif” from Puccini’s Madama Hulterfly so effectively
harmonic progressions, but little by little freedom of
arranged for the organ by Richard Keys Biggs.
thought and action will gain the upper hand and they
There is so much of the beautiful in music that is
can, according to the talent, and good taste of the re¬
not absolutely sacred that it is difficult to resist the
spective persons, develop into short masterpieces; into
temptation to play such music when the organist has at
po'eines en minature. Improvizing and composing arehis disposal a magnificent modern organ such as some
congenial arts. The genuine of both is a gift which
comes to few “we know not from where.” The counter¬
of the present-day builders are giving us. After all the
feit of both is a bird of passage which comes to many
question of what shall and what shall not be played on
through diligence, patience and perseverance.
the organ must be governed by circumstances. The pre¬
lude to the service should be of a quiet character (ex¬
the Poet his songs.
cept perhaps on great festivals) so that the hearer may
be influenced to a receptive condition for worship.
In the postlude a little more freedom may be granted,
though even here care should be taken that the music is
not so inconsistent as to efface the influence for good
that comes from sincere worship.
In the recitals preceding the service, probably still
more liberty may be enjoyed in the selection of the num¬
bers to be played. It is advisable, however, to select the
last number—the one appearing just liefore the begin¬
ning of the service—of the same meditative nature as
the usual prelude, that the worshipper again may be
placed in the proper mood for the service to follow.
W e have probably touched on all the important points
in connection with the solo use of the organ in church,
except one,—the question of improvisation. Here, tob,
circumstances must largely govern usage. In a ritual¬
istic service such as the writer has the privilege of play¬
ing it is absolutely necessary at times to play where a
set composition is practically out of the question. Con¬
sequently improvisation is necessary, and frequently
modulation is included as well. In such cases there can
be no objection, nor should there be objection to an oc¬
casional cleverly improvised prelude or postlude. No
doubt some members of congregations would prefer
tstemng to a well improvised prelude or postlude
occasionaHy to a less interesting set composition.
Much depends on the ability of the player.
<
.^5 Question which has brought the subject of improZT°1 to not.ice recently has been on the' propriety of
r F e “Pening hymn as the theme for improvisation
of the prelude. There can be no question of the desiraGutlmant was one of the greatest extempore performers w
„' '*y °f th'» occasionally where the player has the
ever lived. It is said that his improvlzations were
he
dn.?ry abl.,ty’ but. il is doubtful whether it should
far better than his published works.
e regularly as it is likely to become monotonous.

dawn of the kingdom
By J. TRUMAN WOLCOTT
One ot the best of Easter Cantatas for
rhurcb use. welt within the capabilities
of the average choir, brilliant and melo¬
dious throughout with plenty to do for
all the voices. The organ part is effec¬
tive, affording excellent support for the
VICTORY DIVINE
By J. CHRISTOPHER MARKS
Regular Price, 75 cent*. Special introduc
or Eastertide use, consisting of ..of well contrasted numbers for solo
voices and for chorus and divided into
three parts. Mr. Marks is well known
through his many successful anthems.
We regard
—mtmtr a--*■*3 cantata
PRAYER, PROMISE AND
PRAISE
By W. H. NEIDUNGER
Price, 75 cents
This is a short church cantata for
iprano and alto (or baritone) solos and
..torus. The words are chiefly from the
Psalms and well-known hymns. There
re ten numbers in nil and every one is
gem. This work Is well within the
inge of the average choir and may be
mg with good effect by even the double
THE REDEEMER
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price, 75 cents
Jgnifled and very melodious church
_ta adapted for the entire Christian
year, divided into four parts : The Ad¬
vent ; The Nativity ; The Crucifixion ;
The Resurrection and The Ascension.
Mr. Edwards had the rare knack of
writing smoothly and effectively for
voices without sacrificing flip dramatic
quality. This is a brilliant and imposing
LAZARUS
By JULIAN EDWARDS
Price, $1.00
A sacred cantata cast in larger mold.
TbMext follows the well-known Scriptrue dramatic emphasis ivith effective
musical tone painting. This work re
quires a quartet of soloists and a good
but it may be rendered
effectivel
a organ accompaniment,
If desire. I.
orchestral parts may be
had from the publisher.
THE CRUCIFIXION
By JOHN STAINER
Price, 60 cents
The ''Crucifixion'’ is one of those
works which should be in the library of
every choir; in many churches its per¬
formance is an annual feature. We feel
confident that our new edition will prove
satisfactory in all respects. It is printed
trom new and specially engraved plates
care11 °aS been prepated w,tb the utmost
STABAT MATER
By G. ROSSINI
Price, 50 cents
Rossini's 'Stabat Mater" is by far the
most popular setting of the grand old
medlfPVfl I hvinn
TF tn
t-

William Reed
The selection of choir-music involves
several considerations, the question being
largely one of expediency and not a little
depending on its acceptable fulfilment.
The scheme of a church service, the esti¬
mated musical tendencies of a congre¬
gation, the composition and capabilities
of a choir and, lastly, the individual
preferences of the choirmaster—all these
constitute factors in the choice of what
is likely to be useful and satisfactory.
Yet, they sometimes propose a problem
not easily solved. Those choirmasters
who experienced doubts and difficulties
concerning the make-up of their choir
repertory may find some assistance in the
following considerations.

to meet the needs of many churches;
for its styles and, grades of difficulty are
various, while its length is always moder-

The old-style anthem, though often ex¬
cellent music, has given place to a more
direct mode of expression, which avoids
tiresome repetition of the verbal text as
well as undue length.
For this evplution, the form of the
quartet-anthem is, in some degree, ac¬
countable, since, however it may be esti¬
mated, its appeal is, as a rule, direct. We
have now, at any rate, the modern anthem
which, while avoiding academic severity
and diffuseness, constitutes good music
and furnishes material interesting to con¬
gregations and choirs alike.
How, then, to build up a choir-reper¬
tory?
Consult catalogs and service-lists; then
choose from different kinds of material.
As a foundation, make some selections
from the works of such as Stainer, Smart,
Barnby, Martin, Woodward, West, etc.
To these are to be added the more lyrical
standard oratorio choruses and cantata
excerpts, reserving such for use on special
occasions, musical services or anniversa¬
ries. Next, or, better still, along with the
foregoing would come a consideration of
American writers whose church composi¬
tions are receiving an increasing atten¬
tion from choirs. Written on melodiously
attractive and yet, reverent lines, the new
American anthem can be counted upon

Sentences
In non-liturgical churches, opening and
dosing sentences are sometimes used. Of
such the published material is somewhat
limited.
It may, however, be supple¬
mented by short anthems of two or three
pages, or by quartet-like excerpts from
others too long to be given in their en¬
tirety. Some organists compose or ar¬
range their own sentences. In this latter
connection, it is noteworthy that quite a
few well-known writers of church-music
have in the first instance become so from
the necessity of writing and adapting for
particular choirs and churches—a circum¬
stance which may, perhaps, add another
factor in the evolution of church-music
writing.
The eclectic nature of present-day
church music would seem to be the result
of demand and supply, the element of
tradition being less noticeable than for¬
merly by reason of changed and changing
conditions. With trivial and unworthy
material choirmasters need not concern
themselves. An abundance of what is
good and serviceable remains, in the
selection of which patience and judgment
must be exercised—together with a wide¬
awake observation of what appears to be
acceptable among churches and choirs
similar to their own.

It should not be forgotten that pro¬
vision must be made to meet the tem¬
porary depletion of a choir or against
anything which would upset pre-arrange¬
ments. To offset such contingencies, easy
anthems should be at hand and ready pre¬
pared. Many such are to be found, con¬
taining few, if any, solos and unexacting
as to pitch, reading, etc.
How often should the same anthem be
sung?
Given a fairly comprehensive
repertory, a new anthem should not be
used more often than twice during the
same season, older ones less frequently.
Anthems
This is a safe rule, to be foregone only
Premising that only what is reasonably for some good reason, such as a general
good should be considered, it should be request for the repetition of a favorite.
said that this fact by no means implies It is as well to note, also, that different
limitation as to style, since there exists settings of the same text should be heard
an abundance of good anthem material at well-separated intervals.
in different forms and of varying degrees
Service-Settings
of difficulty. Nor is it advisable to restrict
Service-settings are not usually free
one’s self to any particular catalog. Better
results are reached by consulting several from verbal repetition, although the
and by obtaining specimen copies here preference nowadays is for such as con¬
and there, the publishers themselves being tain a minimum. For ordinary use, the
always ready to give helpful advice. The simpler and more congregational ones are
progressive choirmaster, too, will at once best, the more elaborate kind being re¬
divest himself of the fetish of composers’ served for festivals and occasions when
names and select suitable material from much music is made a feature of the
whatever source originating. Too much services. A certain number of serviceis heard about “the orthodox thing” and settings are, however, available which are
“real church music,” the fact being that interesting and attractive, and at the
it is no more easy to define one than the same time free from verbal repetition.

edition t
pared1 with the utmost'earef* ',ee“

Varied Hymn Singing
THE HOLY CITY
By A. R. GAUL
Price, 75 cents
church cantata Is considered the
hT; J'Tjl.ar "b" of tho flay. Every
uren choir should produce the work
1 some tlm<? and then repeat it annually.

animation. Liberal l
churches and teachers.
THEODORE PRESSER CO
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The responsibility resting upon the
shoulders of the organist is. I think, great¬
est in the hymn-singing. It is here that
his gifts, his capacity, his personality, and
his intuition show most of all. If he
desires his choir and congregation to sing
with spirit and with understanding, he
must mentally play the words. He should
follow every line, and by his playing indi¬
cate. often quite unconsciously or sub¬
consciously, to the singers, how to bring
out with greater reality and sincerity the
deepest and profoundest truths contained
in the noblest of our great hymns. Really
fine hymn-players are scarce, and let no

man think it beneath his musteal dignity
to endeavour to improve himself in this
direction. He never has a greater oppor¬
tunity in all his experience as an organist
than in leading the choir and congrega¬
tion in devout petition or heartfelt praise
in song.
The organist must constantly try to keep
the people thinking of the words, think¬
ing intently of what they are singing.
He can do this in a thousand little ways,
by contrasts of tone, of power, of marcato
and legato, of speed, and by infusing his
own spiritual and emotional feeling into
his playing.—George Dodds, Mrs. Bag.
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PIANOS
A Superior Concert
Piano
For the music teacher’s re¬
citals it is specially desirable
that a piano be chosen with
which the pupil is familiar and
L which also has the brilliancy
L and power of tone to fill the
C concert hall.
!
For this purpose the HADl DORFF is peculiarly suitable.
C While pre-eminently a piano for
ty the home, yet it possesses a
tone of such richness and carry¬
ing power that its effect is de¬
lightful in the large recital hall.
[ This richness of tone, combined
E with a ' delicately responsive
[ action, allows for a wide range
E of expression, so that the HADS DORFF makes possible very
j brilliant effects.
Grands, uprights and players. BeauJ tiful case designs. Dealers throughout
] America.
Write for the HADDORFF Catalog
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An Appeal for the Organ-Student in Small Cities
By Mary Rechart
In small cities a music student who desires to study the organ can rarely find
an organ on which to practice. I understand that this condition obtains practically over the whole country. The music
schools in cities of small size hesitate to
go to the expense of buying and mainfaining an organ, because there are fewer
organ students than in the other branches
of music. And as a general rule the
churches flatly refuse to permit anyone
but the regular organist to use the church

J "tl)t0 consideration'the/magAfter a leng y
play for the
nammously said
^ ^ •„ the
Sunday
the hymns for that
week to practi e. .
the organ
°X"heo"etimein the week. You often
only the;one: t
these good
hear in « c.tie
<<why
it e
church people
organists?” The
have so very
8.^ Ues within themanswer tot a q
^ obHvious Df the
a student can not learn to

organ‘
.
,
f
The writer lives in a city of twentyfive thousand and for about three years
worked almost incessantly trying to find
an organ on which to practice, offering in
every case to pay for power used. I had
blen a pianist since a child, so had a fair
knowledge of music to start with. One
after another I approached the leading
organists of the city, asking to study with
them. The answer in each case was
about as follows:
“I would like very much to give you
organ lessons, but the Church Board will
not permit me to use the organ for teaching purposes.”

be an
.
jjfford

Strenuous Efforts
I then appealed to the Church Boards
jnyself. I petitioned six in succession and
got reports on a number of others, being
politely but firmly refused in every case,
One Board said that a number of years
ago they let a student use the organ and
she set the motor on fire (!), another
said that they had let a student use the
organ once and the organ got to
“ciphering,” another that a note “stuck,”
others gave no reason, while a few said
that “other churches” didn’t allow it and
they wouldn’t, as it would set a bad
precedent.
Later after having studied a year with
a good organist and having practiced
daily on the school organ, I asked permission to use the organ at the church
where I was a member, offering in exchange to play for the Sunday-school and

organist without an organ to
on and that few can financially
’ to tbe large cities for study,
„it)hfed Policy
A Short-S.ghted policy
The churches are the ones that need
the organists. They need organists who
can render worshipful music-music th
will reach out with soulful melody an
compel the listening heart to take a a votional part in the services This bei g
the case, why can they not afford to lend
a helping hand to an earnest organ stu
dent? If each church ui such a city
WOuld give this loving help to even on
student, at a time, it would do more to
raise the standard of organ playing in
tilat community than any other one thing.
Let the minister and the musical members of church boards and congregations
bear this in mind, and let them realize
that a pipe organ is not made of glass or
thistle-down! They need not turn over
the organ to every “Tom, Dick and
Harry,” as I heard it put once, but let
them say: “We need a substitute organist
and a Sunday-school organist; let us
0ffer the use of the organ to one earnest
student in exchange for this service,”
and in this way all will be blessed. If
twenty-five churches in a city would do
that, twenty-five struggling organ students—provided there were that many in
such a sized city—would be permanently
benefited and organ playing in that city
would be greatly improved and gradually
brought up to a level more comparable
with that in the larger cities.

Purity of Style in Sacred Music
Palestrina had several worthy con- wonderful piece of musical architecture
temporaries, but gradually religious zeal built up along most artistic lines. In truth
waned again and religious music de- this is a musical masterpiece for the conefined. Great masters like Haydn, Mo- cert stage.
Through such music the
zart Beethoven, Cherubini, Gounod, etc., most solemn part of the mass, the conas children of their day, yielding to the secration, is disturbed and delayed, an
spirit of the times composed masses which unpardonable offense! If instead of
are evidences of unusual genius but waiting, the priest should go on with the
which depart so much from the express service, he would be through with the
commands of the church in this regard whole mass before die choir would be
that they are barely tolerated.
through with the Sanctus. Is this edifyFor example, the Missa Solemnis, by ing? It may be entertaining music and
Gounod,-is well known and popular. This suitable for a concert garden, in many
mass contains many beautiful passages, cases, pardon the expression, even for
but after an organ introduction the Glo- the vaudeville stage, but certainly not foi
no begins with a soprano solo, Gloria, the house of God. To say that a comgloria, etc., during which the chorus hums position is good and pleasing does not say
an accompaniment. Beautiful harmonies, that it lends itself for church reproyes, but singing in church is supposed to duction. What would the people say if
be a musical prayer, and who would like the priest should read out of Shakesto say that humming is a decent prayer? peare’s tragedies from the pulpit, or if
The priest sings Gloria in Excelsis Deo, he should set up a piece of Grcek scu,
and the choir representing the people, ture ;n his church? Such
; or arshould finish aloud the prayer he intones. . .
,
.
They should not repeat his phrase but tlslc -ferpieces
great intrinsic
should begin Et in terra pax, according to value- but are the>' suitable for a church?
the rubrics of the church.
—Joseph Viscount Verheijen in The
The Sanctus in Gounod’s mass is a Catholic Choirmaster, Philadelphia.
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Maximum facilities.
Highest grade of product.
Pioneers and leaders always
Examine stop action and wonderful reerfiesi
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ESTEY ORGAN CO., BrrtUb^.VwwMt.U.S.A

The Hall Organ Co.
New Haven, Conn.
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0. When pianino scales in thirds what
tfnrr should the right hand start with? For
Snce in the scale of C should the third
tinner be used on E an a starting note or
SSi the thumb be used as though starting
the scale in the regular manner.—M. S.
A Start with the third finger as all tbe
other scales In parallel thirds are fingered
upon the same principle. However, It is not
uncommon In pieces to find special Instances
where a number of white keys are used In
which the fingering is changed to follow the
customary 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, fingering used
in the scale of C when starting on the tonic.
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0 Gan you give me any exercises for the
uvver am and the shoulders that I may
tractice away from the Keyboardt My wrist
seems reasonably free but my upper arms and
my shoulders seem to be very much constrainei.—G. C. W.
A. The normal shoulder is not stiff, but
mobile. Some shoulders are. stiff because
they are very muscular, or because the
iu»
rounding tissues hold the joint very closely.
Other shoulders may seem stiff because there
Is a habit of contracting the muscles, and
not permitting the joint to act easily.
The following exercises- may be used first
as a test. If, in executing them, the -.
moves with complete ease, in the —
then the difficulty is probably me
case, however, the arm is at all stiff in mov¬
ing, careful exercise will be beneficial.
There are five movements of the upper arm
In the shoulder that are used, mote or less,
in playing. The shoulder should be so
loosened as to permit movements In these five
directions.
1. Drop the arm at the side, palm toward
the body. Let it hang a moment, till you
are conscious of its weight, dragging from
the shoulder. Then without lifting It, ro¬
tate it slowly in the shoulder, turning the
palm out and back.
2. Position as for 1. Lift the straight arm
till elbow is level with shoulder. Let the
hand hang limply from the wrist. Lower
the arm halfway from this position to its
first position nnd raise again. Repeat rather
quickly, four or five times. Lower to the
middle point, and move back and forth be¬
tween this point and the first position.
Finally raise and lower slowly between lowest
and highest points, two or three times. The
movement must be gentle, not forced.
3. Raise the arm at the side (as before),
till the elbow is about level with the eye.
Keep the arm straight, not stiff, and swing
it slowly about its upper end, like a top,
ceasing to spin. The fingers will describe
a small circle in the air. The elbow should
pass only a short distance below the shoulder.
4. Position, arms dropped at side, thumbs
turned in. Lift loose, straight arms forward,
till hands are high above the head. Drop
suddenly loosely.
5. Position as at 4. Lift till knuckles are
level with eyes. The hands Is loosely ex¬
tended, arm straight. Draw the arm slightly
down, and back, letting the elbow and wrist
move freely, closing the hand gently, as if
to grasp an oar. Extend again, letting arm
rise and fingers open as they move forward.
Repeat. The hand should not be lowered
more than six inches, the elbow need not
Pass beyond the line of the shoolder. The
shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand must be soft
and loose.
6. Cross the arms in front of the body, on
a level with the shoulders. The elbows form
tight angles. The wrists lie
*h"
other, .palms down, hands !o<
Move the
elbows forward till they lie
other, t
s far s is comfort

moller PIPE organs
Over two thousand in use. Strictly
high grade. Gold Medals and Diplomas
at Six International Expositions. Specifi¬
cations and Estimates on request. Wnte
for catalogs.
M. P. MOLLER. H.i.ratown, Maryland
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A Training School for Organists.
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NEW ORGAN MUSIC
“ON SALE”
Have your name entered for the r
ing of a few small packages of new music
ON SALE during the professional season,
no guarantee as to amount to be kept;
discount the best obtainable; the only re¬
sponsibility the small amount of postage;
returns of unused music to be made once
each year; a postal card will stop the
sending anytime. Thousands of teachers
receive piano music from us in this way.
THEO. PRESSER CO.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Sit with the hands lying in the lap,
palmsi tdown, fingers touching the knees,
Without
th, wrist, cause the upper
--out «.e
raising
enri
npperthe
rad *»
of the upper
arm to describe a circle
» the shoulder-joint,
g--oulder-joL.__,_
forward-up-back-down.
Reverse (Like
/riir,, “shrugging
.„
,.imm.
the shoulders.
.
with the fingers on the knee. Fingers
ana hand form straight line to wrist, and
!!e,PerPendicnla.r to knee. The arm Is sup,?nL flagor-tips and hand. Let hand
relax slightly, and roll arm, hand and wrist
at>out
the finger-tips. Make circle described
” “ie
by wrist ass large
,a
as possible.
Extend toe arm, <
Wd, without bending t__ _
Hyw? screw driver from left to right,
whole arm in the shoulder at every
Xu"At each turn, also, move the arm
S®! to the right, so that at the last
arm wil1 be level with the shoulder,
v
,at the side. For the left arm, roi„ ,Also reverse the movements, passing
in
aide position to front position.
tti_ i,,- at the keyboard. Throw or toss
to tharm from one end of the keyboard
Wlthntn°ther' lotting It fall with full weight,
hoe,f iresard to notes. Afterward select
For brL , P|aV0d with the same free motion,
are
tal rontl'Ol, exerelses 1, 4. 5, 8. !>. 10
«la?re“va^-,.I0f Ioosenin« st!ff ml,scles’

Incomparable Tone
of the

KRAKAUER
places it in the lead as

THE IDEAL PIANO
for the Home and Studio
Literature upon reqoe«t

American Guild of Organists’ Examinations
American Guild of Organists, authorized by New York State University Regents. Two thousand members, including
100 Fellows and 27S Associates. Twentyfive chapters in U. S. A. and Canada.

Annual examinations at chapter centres
May 31 for certificates of Fellow and Associate. For information address Warren
R. Hedden, chairman. 170 West 75th
Street, New York, N. Y.

KRAKAUER BROS.
193 Cypress Ave.,

New York City

the conditions and sensations in the shoulder,
.then, when at the keyboard, notice whether
the arm, though heavy, hangs so loosely in
the shoulder as to move with ease in any
direction. If the elbow is stiff, it may stiffen
the whole arm. But exercises will not help
the stiffness unless you have the mental
ability to “let go,” when the arm ought to
swing. Applying the reduced movements used
in playing is thus “another story."—Florence
Leonard.
<?. Will you please tell me the names of
American folk songst I should like to know
how to read the tenor clef.—M. Me N.
A. Strictly speaking there are but few
American folk songs. As the years go on,
however. It appears that the melodies of
Stephen Foster and others are coming to he
regarded as American folk songs. We refer
to such numbers as “Old Folks at Home,”
“Massa’s in the Cold Ground,” “Dixie,” ‘ Old
Kentucky Home,” etc. These are as beauti¬
ful and as characteristic as the folk songs of
any nation. Regarding the tenor clef, we
would state that the C clef Is used for this
purpose. This clef Is made in two ways.

easy way
to clear your skir\

Whichever line of the staff the heavy lines
uf the clef sign enclose is middle C. For th“
Viola this clef is placed on the third line, s

Do this once or twice a day, and you
will be astonished how quickly the
healing, antiseptic Resinol medication
soothes and cleanses the pores, lessens
the tendency to pimples, and leaves the
complexion clear, fresh and velvety.

i for the tenor voice (when It reads from
:uis clef), or for the ’Cello or Bassoon, when
:hey play high, the C clef is placed upon the
fiourth line o the staff. Thus :
then this becom
omes middle C.
Q. When a student is taking technical
work such as is given in the Mason Technics,
how much must these exercises be appor¬
tioned? For instunce in the two-finger ex¬
ercises, should each one be practiced every
day? It seems to me that all the practice
period would be taken up with technic, es¬
pecially when arpeggios, scales and octave
exercises are added. As the average high
school pupil does well to get in two hours
practice each day, where will come the time
for studies, etudes, pieces, etc.?—L. W. P.
A. Dr. Mason did not Intend the pupil
to go through all tbe exercises in his “Touch
and Technic.” The four volumes are books
of reference for ail students, from which a
selection should be made to fit the needs of
the student. The various chord and loosening
exercises, those for the study of arm touches,
and the pedal studies, deal with principles
which underlie musical playing. When the
principles are established, they may he ap¬
plied to pieces studied, and the exercises dis¬
continued. The daily practice should always
include the two-finger exercise and a scale
or arpeggio in the graded rhythm and velocity
forms. These may lie made to cover as mucii
or as little time as necessary—a valuable
feature of the “Touch and Technic” is its
flexibility. Here are two practice programs
wbieh may help you.
Practice limit 30 minutes.
Two-finger exercise through five tones.
C-G. M. M. J =72
- through
)
No. 2 (2nd rhythm) twice >5 minutes
No. 6 four times
)
One octave scale, hands separately, J =72
Twice in quarters
)
Four times in eighths
k5 minutes
Eight times in sixteenths )
The scale may be practiced one week, the
arpeggio the next, and so on.
Piece study—20 minutes.
Practice limit one hour.
Two-finger exercises through nine tones,
first rhvthm one day, second rhythm the next.
M. M. J =72
No. LNo. 2 twice
No. 8 four times ,>10 minutes
Nos. 17, 19, 21
>
Canon scale, book 2, page 19.
Four octave scale, book 2. page 10.
J =72 up.

Bathe your face for several minutes
with Resinol Soap and warm water,
working the creamy lather into the
skin gently with the finger tips. Then
wash off with more Resinol Soap and
warm water, finishing with a dash of
clear cold water to close the pores.

If the skin is in bad condition through
neglect or an unwise use of cosmetics,
apply a little Resinol Ointment* and
let it remain on ten minutes before
the final washing with Resinol Soap.
Resinol Soap contains no harsh, drying
alkali, and is not artificially colored, its rich
brown being entirely due to the Resinol balsams
in it. Sold by all druggists and dealers in toilet
goods. For trial free, write to Dept. 13-C,
Resinol, Baltimore, Md.

fhsinot
'Soap
TINDALE MUSIC CABINETS
Delighted customers who have actually used them are often¬
times able to express the good points about our Cabinets better than
we ourselves can do it—and in fewer words.
Witness this from a patron whose address in Ohio will be given
on request:
^ “We are much pleased with tbe Cabinet. It is a delightful experience to
Youra truly.

TINDALE RECORD CABINETS. These have a separa
ch and every Record. No handling of heavy Albums filled with
le Record. 5 seconds places the Record in your hand withe
New York

ForYour Furniture |
Your furniture will be as bright, clean and |
sparkling as new after you have used O-Cedar I
Polish. Use it according to directions—you will j
be delighted with the results.

Fights}legat0 and staccato once eaoh (
■Sixteens, legato and staccato
| iites*1
Velocity form
)
Arpeggio, book 3, page 14
Nines J =72 l5 mimites
Velocity form )
Piece study—49 minutes.
Perhaps my article on "The Main Essen¬
tials of Dr. Mason’s Principles," in the Etude
of November, 1913, may help you.—Peblee

•Affidari
V^PoIish

CHANNELL CHEMICAL CO.. Chicago - Toronto - London ■
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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THE ETUDE
formerly of the Boston Symphony Or¬
chestra, and now a noted violinist, teacher
and composer of Boston.
Massart excelled in quartet playing, and
did much to make the string quartet
popular in Paris. His wife was an ex¬
cellent pianiste and gave many concerts,
in connection with her distinguished hus¬
band. Massart died in Paris, February
13, 1892.

When to Use the Mute
A

lx is very difficult to get the average
violin student to pay the proper amount
of attention to the signs of expression,
as marked in a composition and for this
reason, his playing is very apt to be dull,
insipid, uninteresting, and incapable of
holding the attention of an audiwice.
Nothing is so disgusting as monotony.
A single glance is enough for a duck
pond, but one never tires of watching

correspondent writes to The
^ what kind o{ music and
what conditionSj shouid a mute
be used? Would Schubert’s Serenade be
improved by its use?” Many people are
under tbe irapression that a mute is erap]oyedj solely to reduce the volume of
tone of. the violin—tom alee Rs°ft<?r.
In this they are mistaken, for while it is
true that the mute does retae die vedUme of tone, its principal use is n giviB«

{

Lambert-Joseph Massart
lN prCvious articles, details of the lives

in

Instrumentation ana
- ‘
. ..Sour.
regard to the use ot
wooden imdines, (or mutesl ar
^ {he bridge
Plemcnts’ w.llic.n a
in order to deaden
of stringed instrum
which give them
their sonoro
,
urnfuj mysterious
at the same
whicli is frequently
applied to all styles of music.
^^""^r^^erall^sc^B
i slow
Mutes are
less.well,
P
>
subjcct of the piece admits it.

and Work> of the four great representstivc masters of the classical violin school
of paris—Viotti, Rode, Krcutzer and
Baillot—have been given. In this conncction a few paragraphs concerning the
carcer of Massart, an eminent violinist,
who was a pupil of Krcutzer, and who
taugln at the conservatoire in_Paris_for_
HRf
many IH.
years, will be of interest.
„f violin playing owes to
1
, drbl ,, f„r „„ othCT

of which they believe they have exhausted
all the possibilities, and make a sensa¬
tional success with it, whereas the play¬
ing of the same composition by the student falls flat. The reason is not hard
to find; the artist mvests the compos.tion with infinite variety of tone and
shading so as to exactly suit each tone to
the emotional demand of each particular
passage. This creates a perfect emotional
tone picture, which the emotional nature
of every one in the audience responds to,
and is thrilled by.

h

On Easy Payments
Days Free Trial
0tUn^'l*>0tReKXrK^'8°K^andUno
ne. Ability to play the violin

‘ cjS
effect is demanded An expl°s.ve tone
or a powerful fortissimo passage has, he
same effect on the mind as a dazzhng
high light in a picture. A well executed
swell or decrescendo has a wonderful
effect on the imagination of the hearer.
It is this infinite attention to the gradations of tone required by a composition,
which makes the playing of a great violinist so interesting and enjoyable. There
is never a dull moment in a composition
played by a master, for he invests it with
such infinite variety.
Violin students often wonder why it
s that a great violinist will take a com•

FINEOLD VIOLINS

' lin compositions arc even at the present
day universally played by amatei
^f
I
Ma,safl was born
1j
1
..
„
,
I.ugc. >■ c.
■
instructed m idm playing by tm amatwr
violinist named Delavau. I lie latter, instead of trying to keep young .tassart
a> |ns pupil, saw that the lad had genius
for tb(. % i. .Im of tin highest order, and
r,.cugnized the fact that he ought to have
tbc b,.st ,,,instruction for his
propcr development. He interested many
imlsjci;,„s ,,f influence in Liegcj^j|
protege, and their combined influence rcsu]tcd j„ procuring for the young
linist, a certain sum, which enabled him
to go to Paris to secure a really great
teacher. On his arrival in the french
capital, lie applied for admission to the
conservatoire, to Cherubini, the director.
After examining him Cherubini, alleging
■ io special reason for his action, refused
him admi>l

^ are required. The com..The custom is, when employing niutc*.
always ;ndkates at the beginning to cause them to be used by all the orFf ^ composition when he desires the chestra of stringed instruments; nevert be used where transcriptions theless there are certain circumstances.
^ for the p5ano> and more frequently than may be imagined,
other instruments> etc., are made for the under which mutes, placed in a single
v;obn, tbe transcriber, indicates the use part (in the first violins for instance)
of tbe mute where he thinks it is neces- w;d coior the instrumentation with a very
sary Tbe use 0f the mute is indicated particular impression, by the mixture of
by the words con sordino (Italian) of c;ear sounds and veiled sounds. There
avec SOurdine (French). If at any point are other cases also vvlierc the character
in the composition the use of the mute of tbe melody is sufficiently dissimilar
is to be discontinued, it is indicated by from that of the accompanimcpts to ren
der the use of the mute advisable.
the words, senza sordvio
A great deal of latitude s allowed
“The composer when introducing tbe
violinists and orchestra directors as use
tbe niute in the middle of a pi.
of the mute. Some like i
should not forget to give the performers]
effect and use it frequently while others
me to put them on. consequently In
do not. It is- much the same as with
mst arrange a prev ious rest about equal
artists in the choice of colors, a matter
) the duration of two bars in common
^{"opinion. The tone color produced by
me (moderator. A rest of such length
thg mu(e - peculiarly suited to compot necessary when the mules
sitions of a soft, mysterious, dreamy br rcmovcd. tIli; „Por:,t,- .„
- -,, n- , 1
cllaracter, such as the berceuse (cradle le$s timc. A sudden transition of sounds
song), lullabys, evening songs, serenades ^ deadened in a mass of violins. to
and pieces of l,ke character However, h c,
and na(ura,
ds (without
much is left to the taste of the performer m
is often of jmmense effect»
as to whether the mute shall be used,
some violinists preferring to omit the
,u es ave ®en mlde ou of a ^reat
mute where it is specifically marked to variety of substances, ebony and other

Krcutzer to the Rescue
Kreutzer to the K«
A oung M.i-.u: - talent had. hoveier,
attractcd thc attention of some of the
profe$sors of tbr c.-mervatoire, and the

The student on the contrary, follows be used, and others using it whan it is br°°sS’
™an Xer"and various’ metis’ Krrat Krruucr
rcccivcd h,ra as. ?
the signs of expression, if he follows not speafieffi Very fine contrasts
^ cgelluloid tortoise.sbell etc
Tbrv pupil, and gave him the foundation which
them at all, in a mechanical sort of a often. obtained y
g
also d;ger in size to SOTne extent
mu' afterward enabled him t
liecome so
way, a great part of the time not know0^^ ^instance in plav- larger and heavier a mute is, the great an art 1 si and teacher of the violin,
ing in the least why they are introduced.
* Traumetei bv Schumann, where the softer the resulting tone will be. Vio- He afterward entered thc c mservatoire
He does not understand the laws of hu- ^ Romance which is often played in Hnists differ in taste as to the substance 1,1 "tudi tlui.rj and composin *n. tnaer
man emotion, and so his performance cpmiection with it, is used, a beautiful from which mutes should be made. Va- Krcutzer. Mas-art - pr- gre-s was rapid,
lacks life, and consequently the power to effect js produced by first playing 7V<?«- rious sizes, density, and material give and lie --11 be an-, a -u, --tul solois
move his audience. Take for instance merg. and Romance through without the different qualities of tone. To my min.l and quartet player. I11 IWi. his talent
the Wilhelmj Paraphrase of the Preislied mute,' ami then putting it on at the Da nothing gives! such an effective muted " as universally recognized and in that
from the Meistersinger. This is a com- Capo' t0 tbe Trdumcrei, which is played tone as an ordinary, medium sized mute >car !'c was appointed m a position as
position the technic of which can be muted t0 the close. If the Trdumcrei made of ebony which can be purchased ;,nc of thc professors of v'pjjn P'a^
mastered fairly well by the average violin a]one js used, as. for an encore number, f°r a few cents.
A mute with fivc^H thc Paris conservatoire. His mastery
— was invented!
f violin lechnie was very- great, his instudent who has - played through the the mute should be used, as it gives Pf°ngs instead of three
- so ago, and soon tonation faultless, and he had great facilKreutzer etudes, hut how many violin this composition the exact color which is Europe, a yea
popularity, hut more '*y for bowing, and a truly musical style.
students, excepting those of the greatest suited-to it, and transports us at once achieved quite
talent, can make much success with it. to the mysterious land of dreams. Con- among people looking for novel;-,- than
Massart was a bom teacher of the
In the hands of a master however, this trast is a wonderful thing in music, and professional violinists,
violin. Besides possessing the requisite
composition is thrilling, and will pro- many violinists make it a point to folThe mute is very useful when the vio- knowledge, he possessed the power of
foundly move an audience of even un- low compositions of a brilliant showy. Imists is accompanying recitations.
imparting it in a rare degree. He poseducated people. It is because the great technical character, with bits of soft the drama, and is universally used on sessed boundless energy, great thorougbviolinist is such a perfect master of sympathetic melody with muted strings ffiese occasions
It softens the tone of ness, rare tact and the faculty of inspirnuance, that the emotional truth of the ' "hen they play an encore. The two the violin so that it does not drown the >ng his pupils H-s reputation as a teacher
tone picture he creates sets the heart of
"ever .fad tof ^ave a Powerful voice of the speaker, and the sympathetic rapidly grew, until pupils came from all
every one in his audience to vibrating in effect on the mmds of the audience. It character .t gives the tones of the violin, civilized countries to study under himsympathy with it.
15 very fCCt'Ve’ ,wh"e a
of *e ^catly heightens the effect of dramatic He formed literally hundreds of excelsympatny
....
proper character for the use of the mute speech. To save themselves
1..
the
themscK-pc ,t,„ i-v—
, ,
1 . •
. ..
, ___
If the student would critically examine j ,narked to be repeated, in a solo com- of playing softly enough when
{?Lvl.ol,n,*t*- of whf'm
mn,t faevery bar of the composition he
'
study- posit;on for the violin, to play it with- panying the drama,theater 'pla^zerr'often
Wi£
ing, to see what gradation of tone, and out mute for the first
the character of nuance it requires, and mute for the second.
..
SI
- ^--.rlduCe.s
th^tOne of the
why it is required, he would find that his
Hectpr Berlioz, one of the most violin
to a
mere thread, producintr01
f Teresina
*ere"na Tua.
111 Lotto, most of whom bavt
the United States. Anplaying would rapidly improve in effec- notable masters, of instrumentation who undertone of sound which does n t?°
T*' K3r,!
svhn studied under ni»
tiveness.
ever lived, says in hi.s treatise, Modem terfere with the voices of the speaker"
fo/a t'ime' va- ■
art in Locffle'-

”d«—ss.nsAsnyst si

FREE1 Magnificent

Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using
Multum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
5<yard roll of white linen or lO.yard
Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue
10 cents per package
If your music dealer does not carry it, send to
Theo. Pre8ser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Multum-in-Parvo Binder Co.
624 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW VIOLIN MUSIC
“ON SALE”
Have your name entered for the receiving of a
packages of new music ON SALE during
10 ** kept; discount is the best obtainable; the only
responsibility the small amount of postage; ret
of unused music to be made once each year- a p<
^Thousands*of^teacherf reK've^'ano u ic i

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Belgian School of Violin

Tioitn. VQjh°3* 5oPs|Cwitth accompaniment for«ec.__

Massart as a Composer
Massart has left no violin compositions
which have survived, although he wrote
a number of violin compositions in the
most familiar forms. One of the most
interesting of his works was the little
volume on the art of studying the etudes
of Kreutzer, which is in general use by
violin teachers all over the world. This
work deserves to be used even more than
it is, for it is of the greatest value to
the student of Kreutzer. In it he has
written a great variety of bowings which
can be applied to a number of the etudes,
and he has also indicated how the famous
trill exercises of Kreutzer can be ampli¬
fied. Other suggestions indicate how cer¬
tain of the etudes can be transposed,
played in octaves, and varied in a manner
to increase their educational value. He
also specified a large number of addi¬
tional bowings for the famous second
etude of Kreutzer, which is the daily
bread of every violin student seeking a
mastery of the bow.
Massart had not sufficient temperament,
and was of too docile and modest a dis¬
position to achieve the highest rank as
a solo violinist. His character in this
respect is well exemplified by an an¬
ecdote, told by Sir Charles Halle in his
interesting biography, and which gives a
graphic picture of concert etiquette in
Paris in those days. At a concert in
Paris, Massart and Franz Liszt were on
the program to play the Kreutzer Sonata.
At this period Liszt was at the highest
point of his fame. He had just composed
for the piano a fantasy on themes from
Meyerbeer’s opera, Robert le Diable,
with which he was accustomed to excite
his audiences to frenzies of enthusiasm.
Just as Massart and Liszt had begun the
sonata, they were interrupted by a voice
from the audience which demanded that
Liszt should play Robert le Diable.
Others in the audience, who seemed to
have found the Kreutzer Sonata too tame
to their taste, took up the cry, and soon
the whole audience was shouting to hear
the latest composition of the pianistic
wizard. Liszt stopped playing, rose and
bowed, and asked the people whether they
preferred to hear the fantasy before or
after the sonata. The audience kept on
demanding the piano solo, whereupon
Liszt waved Massart aside, and played it,
arousing immense enthusiasm.
There
are very few artists but would have been
deeply insulted at such summary treat¬
ment, and would have left the hall. Mas¬
sart we are told, meekly returned and
played the sonata, which fell quite flat,
after the tremendous tours de force of
the great Liszt.

Incomparable tone
Double action
Perfect mechanical construction
Absolute correctness of scale
Unlimited guarantee
Warranted to withstand climatic changes
Played exclusively in the great Symyhony Orchestras oj
Europe and America.
A woman’s independence finds its most delight¬
ful expression in the profession of a harpist.
Harps to Rent

jdn'a VlrtuMo Violin BchMiTtlW,
OUR “SPECIAL”

Factory Fiddles

The cheap labor of Europe has given
her a practical monopoly on the produc¬
tion of the cheaper grades of violins for
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
many years, but now that the war has
•demoralized the organization of so many
MUSICIANS SUPPLY C(
80 Lagrange St., Boston, Mas*.
of these violin factories a new factor in
the trade has appeared—Japan.
The
Japanese are now turning out surprisingly
PLAYS for AMATEURS well-made cheap violins to retail at from
* ^ If «»’« in nrint wf> have it $3 to $4 each, and comparing well with
THE PTirav
<>sy and satisfactory kb if selected in person. the factory-made fiddles of Europe of the
--IT ^BUSHINQ CO., 918 Filbert St., PHILADELPHIA same grade and price.
r«M« mention THE ETUDE when addressing
oux advertisers.
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The Difference Between Absolute and R®k*v*

10 Days
Free Trial!
1

^ we will send
you the violin
of your choice

for the full ten days’
trial. Play on it
test it in every , way
before you decide
whether you wish
to buy or not.
, Compare it
' with other in, struments —
then if you are
not more than
satisfied
send it back at
our expense.
You do not
pay us a penny
for the use of
the violin. Write
today for special
new violin circular.

Powdered
Perfection
For the
Complexion

cui-

Many people get th» faculty of “absoThe f^u y °eat degree, as is shown in
lute” pitch mixed up with “relative” pitch, tivated to a g
|
class. Absolute
Absolute pitch is the faculty of recogXn ‘considered a purely natural
nizing and naming a tone without having
tsofte^ ^ ^ doubt even this facpreviously heard a known tone Form- g ,
cultivated to some extent. I
stance, if a musician awakes m the morncan
follow that the possessor
ing and instantly names a tone whichi M
° latter talent is also abnormally
played or sung in the next room, that
nther ways in music. I have
would be absolute pitch. Or if asked to talented 1
& ^ood talent for absohum any tone, he is able to do so without seen pe p
quite mediocre musihaving heard known tones recently, that lute pitch who
and have also THERE’S a
touch of
— ——
.
would also be absolute pitch. If a chord cians
Gf fine attainments
brings your skin the fragrant, clinging softness of
is struck on the piano, and he is to d ^own o composers
thig gift.
which chord it is, and is then asked to
taients w
. lute or even relative
Wo/o- .
hum any other tone, that would be relative
e
greatest possible value to
pitch, as the tones asked for are calculated pitch .1S..° Vnr linger because it facilifrom the tones which are known
^Jto an enormous degree the process
Face Powder 50c—Four Shades
Absolute pitch is a rare talent, but rela- tate* *
d;
xhe musical student
At drug mores or by mall, postpaid
live pitch is quite common. Any singer of s'g^-readmg.
certain noteIt prevents that drawn fagged^ook, ft atays on
singing at sight, after having been given who does not know r h
the pitch by striking a chord, or sounding on the staff f
greS handia pitch pipe, is exercising a faculty of around for it, is naturally gr
relative pitch, as he is calculating the pitch capped, compared with the stmiem■
FREDERICK F INGRAM COMPANY
of the tones from those previously heard, knows the exact pitch of the note
>>
Tones of various pitch seem to be recog- before he plays it. For this reason ev y
nized by the possessor of the talent of viojjn;st should study solfeggio and learn
absolute pitch, just as various shades of tQ sing at sigbt, no matter if he has much
color appeal to the possessor of good vcdce or not Violin pupils of poor talent
normal eyesight who is not in the least 0{ten wonder why pupils of great talent
color-blind. Such persons can name notes ^ able tQ accomplish so much with a
from the lowest to the highest compass
amount of practice. The faculty
of the musical scale, and even chords of
. , , pitch or at least relative pitch
many notes. They possess the power of
fo* a great part of it. since,
naming the note a singer is singing in the
perfect conception of a
grand opera, or of telling in what key an ^^e in tbe rrirnd. it will no. take long
orchestra is playmg at any gtven point m
*
Jearn to execute it.
composition.
101
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Your Choice of Violins
Write todav for our new Violin
Circular and see handsome illustrations
in full color of all superb instruments
that you have to choose from. There
you will find illustrated the products of
the leading violin makers of the world
—Farny, Baader, Glier, Heberiem,
Fiedler, Wurlitzer, and many others.
.is of the highest grade, as well as those
ode rate prices — all special vi
i from $2.70 to $50 and from $50 to

WuRUlZER
200 years of instrument making
Get the benefit of our mammoth
facilities for buying in large quantities.
The house that now supplies the U. S.
saving offer direct to you.

Pay As
YouWish
If you decide to
keep the violin you
have selected after^you
full days, pay the rockbottom price at the rate

10c a Day

gggpgjf

Send the Coupon
Put your name and address on
the coupon now and indicate catalogue
matter you wish us to send yon.
obligations in sending the coupon. Do
Find out about the startling

The Rudolph / ****&£&L«
Wurlitzer to. ♦* QrafluMU-FbaM .end me.withIlenf. 229* /*
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Anthem Treasury.
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Artistic Vocal Album.
Children’s Harmony Book—Preston
Ware Orem.
Guild’s Own Book of Great Musi¬
cians—Single volume.
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Choir Movement Selections.
Easy Octave Studies for the Piano.
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The house of Theodore Presser has been
consjdered one of the youthful houses of
the music business, but as time has gone on,
while we are not nearly so aged as some
of the other music houses, we are not so
young as we have been. This business was
removed to
started in reality when it
Philadelphia
ana it was a long time
Philadelphia in
in 1884,
1884, and
before the supplying of teachers by mail
vas recognized, but it bad its practical
nd very convenient, useful side, and to"
. ,
. .. ■
ttt
day we have certainly many imitators. We
doubt if there is a music publishing' or
dealing house anywhere in the whole country which is not following in some form
what we started.
Next to the actual supplying of sheet
music and music books by mail order, per¬
haps the most valuable, important innovation which came along naturally with the
supplying of actual orders, was music On
Selection, and in that we have also been
imitated to a very large degree.
No matter how or where any music
teacher is obtaining his or her supplies, we
Getting Your Share
want to impress upon all that the sueTwo years ago,
howl- cess of this system and the success of this
,r .. when .thetncalamity
the country
ers were predicting ru. t
country,
has not been entirely because of
heritv was on its way. This estimate was
honestiy based upon the huge crops then

^

My Enemy
Corn
It’s Utterly Needless
This is to prove that every
corn which stays and hurts
is folly.
Lovers of dainty footwear
are bound to start corns. But
nobody needs to keep them.
At the first sign—or any¬
time—apply a Blue-jay plaster.
That ends all pain. And it
ends the com. In two days
it disappears.
You know that paring never cures.
You know that harsh applications
are wrong.
Now you should know Blue-jay.
It has ended 70 million corns. To
a world of men and women it *
brought perpetual freedom.
We promise that to you.

1

15 and 25 cents—at Gruggists
A lx, Blae-Jay Bank* Pfaxten
BAUER A BLACK.Chicsgosod Nc” Y°ft

Arranging and Correction of M
A SPECIALTY
A.W. BORST, Presser Bldg.. Phila..
Pleass mention THE ETUDE tries a^dre

The Supplying of Music and
Teachers’ Necessities by Mail

Americahas the soundest kTnd of a foundatlon for its present prosperity. Our wealth
comes now, as it always has come, from the
riches in our ground, from the riches in
our industry, from the riches in our Yankee
ingenuity in devising new and efficient
labor-saving methods. Consequently America is wonderfully prosperous just now.
Building operations in January, 1910, exceeded those of 1915 by nearly ten millions.
The railroad earnings of this year were
nearly forty millions more in January than
in the January of last year. The consumption of coal, copper, zinc, tin, gasoline,
cotton and other commodities have gone up
in leaps of millions. Furthermore, the
number of business failures this January
were over thirty millions less than last
W,. In
-Afc country is
now undergoing a prosperity unmatched m
its history. Resolute, capable, industrious
music teachers ought to feel this prosperity. The above facts, which are furnished
to The Etude by one of the largest banking institutions in America, should give
“f
smft to undertake new
31.^5^
share of this prosperity.
your share?

Are you getting

Shopworn Music
Our offer of last month is again re¬
peated; that is, a foot nf music for $5.00,
mat
or six inches for $2.50. This is musicc that
been taken off "our shelves. It is music

Easter Music
Organists and choir directors who have
deferred making up their Easter programs
and who are now in the market for fresh
and attractive music for the occasion should
consult the following list of unusually suc¬
cessful numbers for mixed voices: Brander’s “Alleluia!
Alleluia,” Morrison’s
“Song of Triumph” and Stuff’s “He is
Risen.” To add variety to the program
we recommend Brander’s “Alleluia” for
women’s voices (three parts), or Graniers
“Hosanna” (two parts); also SoUy’s “Be¬
hold, I Shew You a Mystery” and the Minshall-Nevin “Christ is Risen” for men’s
voices. All the numbers are thoroughly
devotional and easily prepared. Copies
for examination sent on request.
Choir Movement
Selections
This is a compilation of five pf our very
best anthems. They were manufactured
and bound together for a
. purpose
which used oniy a part of ti^ eMRion, and
we have a tew left on hand, which we are
willing to dispose of while they last for
trt
fivp anthems
Anthems contained
15 Aanic
cents oqall
each. Thp
The five
in this volume of forty pages are as fol¬
lows :
It is a Good Thing to Give Thanks.
Patty Stair.
Joy to the World. E. A. Mueller.
Rejoice, the Lord is King. W. Berwald.
He, Watching Over Israel, from “Elijah.”
F. Mendelssohn.
Jerusalem, the Golden; F. Mendelssohn.
These anthems are not the easiest, but
they have been selected from a very large
number as hemg both brilhant and melod ous and only of moderate difficulty. H e
retail price of the five in octavo music
form would cost 55 cents. I’rme, 15 cents
each, postpaid, as long as they last.

°'srx

service which was rendered,

,
.
in other F(ower planting
Season

and satisfaetion °ur

ad; r;

Every order that is received here is attended to on that clay. It may not be
majled that day, but it is given attention
the day it is received, and 90 per cent, of
them are mailed that same day
We have almost two hundred and fifty
empl0yes trained to the work of mailorder fiRing-that means accuracy, and
more than that we might add, economy,
for we have always made our discounts the
best that could be given, our terms die
most iiberal that it is possible to obtain
anywhere.
The sending of music On Selection, as we
„ -d above is perhaps the most im‘
; inai’method that has ever been
g the music businesS( and jt
mtroauce
carried out

readers sending in one new yearly suhscriptwn at .$1.50 we are going to present,
delivery chargesi Prepaid, eight everblooming roses (White, Pink Yellow, Crimson,
Scarlet, etc.) for planting m proper season. See our announcement on page 318
of this issue.
The roses in this collection are highly
valued because of their fine colors and ex¬
quisite fragrance. They are not plants of
the small slip variety which have been cultivated in “thumb pots,” but the product of
years of experience and improved methods
of culture by one of the country’s leading
plant growers. These roses are in bloom
from June until November
.This is an opportunity for beautifying
without cost and acceptance shoula not be
^

on a
v
trade in
else. \ e say j
Vo4.prn 'phev do
general do not like the system. They do
it because we do it. Our own publications
form the basis of our selection sjstem,
hut more than that we send On Sale the
,,„d„,d pnblleatjona ol the

C U
1 f v' 1* T U •
School of Violin Technics
Book 1
gy Henry Schradieck
Schradieck’s fimrer studies
>aed (
,0

JtutHe-stoppings and a TOriety of bowinga
do the works of Mathews, Mason, Philipp, It ls ,a work m which Schradiecks many
need no extravagant mention. They are .experiences as a violin teacher make themne
.
®
4.Qllfrv.f ■ tselves felt in every note. Schradieck has
known wheiever mu.
* *had probably a wider training than any
most-used piano studies, musical theory vio]inPteache; in AmeHca. Trfined in th'
and literature are pu is e
y
• excejjent Franco-Belgian School that has
Presser Co.
given us Leonard, Ysaye, Vieuxtemps, de
And ^ast’ satisfaction is guarantee .
e Berjot> etc.5 he also had a solid German
want every item of our deMmgs v^h^r training of the kind that produced Joa-

w,e have been overstocked with. There is Lost is no oojc
0
first this are many years of experience in Ameralways more or less useful and valuable J’ut
irl"
hicb exDiajns our ica. The work has been thoroughly edited
to be had in every bundle. The bundle °if «lataloffu.es whmh iexpfftrns: ow &nd
fey Prederick Ha^n/a we]1..
Tki!8Eat!°n,.is.. p,aid l’y the
fee* ^ 1“’ aad -WC

Tot the asking Our new list of descriptive bnown and eminently successful violin
’
'
‘
dassified^ltMogues on almost any subject teacher.
Advance
of” publication offer of
School of Violin

*—

.

Theo. Presser Co.
Publications
Issued March, 1916
PIANO SOLOS
Title
Compoier Grade
13449 Little Jack Horner,
M. Greenwald 114
Dance a Baby Diddy,
M. Greenwald 1%
13452 Little Bo-Peep,
M. Greenwald 114
Hush a Bye Baby on the
Tree Top. .M. Greenwald 114
Meyerbeer-Dinorah,
13255 Bellini-Norma . . P. Lawson 2
13263 Switzerland—Yodel Song,
P. Lawson 2
13264 Holland—Dutch Warbler,
What Care I for Gold or
Silver .P. Lawson 2
13401 See Saw, Margery Daw,

P. Lawson
13489 All Covered with Little
Green Islands. P. Lawson
13404 Lightly Bow. .. .P. Lawson
13488 Oh! Dear; What Can the
Matter Be?... P. Lawson
13491 Alphabet Song. .P. Lawson
"3453 Lady Bird, Lady Bird,
M. Greenwald
3455 Three Little Kittens,
M-. Greenwald
3456 See Saw, Margery Daw,
M. Greenwald
1345? Tom, Tom, the Piper’s Son,
M. Greenwald
6 Robin Adair.M. Greenwald
9 Yankee Doodle,
M. Greenwald
13530 Holy Night, Peaceful Night,
” '■'reenwald
13532 Soldier’s Farewell,
reenwalci
13533 America
Who" Killed Cock Robin?
M. Greenwald
13531 How Can I Leave Thee,
M. Greenwald
Dance Miniatures,
R. Pickard
13426 Where Blue Bells Bloom,
H. Wildemere
13498 Flying Arrow, ^ Op. _323,

2
2
1V4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1%
2 Vs
2%

13517 Love of Pleasure,
C. Lindsav
_Flitting Feet-V. Renard
13537 Hunting Song, Op. 123.
P. Spindler
13541 Before Her Picture, Op.
323, No. 2.. .C. W. Kero
13542 In Festive Mood.
C. Pr. Mutter
3543 La Gondola.II. Clark
3547 Under the Crescent,
C. Lindsay
13548 Oriental Fantasy.P. Renard
13544 Graziella .II. Clark
13561 Under the Stars,
W. W. Smith
13332 Le Bal D’Enfants,
Ch, Gounod
13558 Song of the Angels,

3
^
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
314
3%
4

PIANO, FOUR HANDS
13459 Gaily Tripping.E. S. Homer 2
13496 Vien’qua Dorina Bella,
Arr., A. Sartorio 3
7 Invitation to the Dance.
Arr., A. Sartorio 3
PIPE ORGAN

VIOLIN AND PIANO
M. i_. eenwald
13467 Song Without Words.
M. Greenwald
13468 Colonial Dance. .Greenwald
13509 Lullaby .P. Brounoff
13463 Humoresque.. M. Greenwald
13466 Perpetual Motion,
M. Greenwald
13469 A Happy Day . . Greenwald
13470 Caprice . . . .M. Greenwald
13508 Evening Song. .P. Brounoft
13510 Organ Grinder. ...Brounoff
13511 Intermezzo-P. Brounoff
VOCAL
12806 John O’Dreams.J. P. Scott
18421 They That Sow in Tears,
J. E. Roberts
13422 They That Sow in Tears,
J. E. Roberts
13427 Among the Flowers,
E. S Phelps

2
214
2j4
2 V2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Standard First
Grade Piano Pieces
There is a perennial demand for firstgrade compositions, and especially if they
are well selected. In this volume will be
only those things that have stood the test,
and principally those very easy composi¬
tions that have appeared in The Etude
from time to time. The volume will be in
the same style as our standard series, which
are printed from large plates, and retail
at 50 cents. There is absolutely no risk for
anyone to run who has to do with the teach¬
ing of first and second-grade compositions.
This volume will be beyond anything in
the way of merit in choice first and second-*
grade pieces. Our special advance price
foF the volume, postpaid, is but 20 cents.
Anthem Treasury
This will be the last month of the special
offer of our New Anthem CoUection. This
volume differs from some of the preceding
volumes of the series in that it contains a
larger proportion of anthems of the
“praise” type, rather than the more quiet
and devotional numbers. All the anthems
are exceptionally melodious and attractive,
such as will prove alike interesting to the
singers and acceptable to the congrega¬
tions. This book is suitable for choirs of
any size, and as the anthems are of general
nature, they may be sung among practi¬
cally all religious denominations. All the
best writers are represented. The special
price in advance of publication is 15 cents,
postpaid.
Short Melodious Studies
By Max P. Heller
Our aim in all our publication is to make
the study of music as pleasing and agree¬
able as possible, and our reason for pre¬
senting this little volume of short melodious
studies for the pianoforte is that they are
agreeable. Pupils will be delighted to play
them, and at the same lime the instructive
element is not wanting. They will be pub¬
lished in sheet form. These studies will
especially add to the repertoire of some of
the younger teachers, and we take great
pleasure in recommending it to them. Our
special advance price is but 15 cents, post-

Studies Preparatory to
Octave Playing
By A. Sartorio, Op. 1105
We take pleasure in announcing a new
book of studies intended as one of the
series of his School of Octaves. The object
of these studies is to strengthen the hand
and to increase the span with a view to
.making octave playing easier and more
comfortable at the very outset. In these
fourteen studies broken octaves are em¬
ployed to a considerable extent, and only
occasionally is the student asked to strike
an octave directly. As in the case of all
of Mr. Sartorio’s studies, these are melodi¬
ous, affording very pleasant and profitable
study. Our special price in advance of
publication is 15 cents, postpaid.
Melodious Four-Hand Pf.
Pieces—the Primo Part
Within a Compass of Five
Notes
By Carl Koelling
These are genuine beginners’ duets, in
which the student plays the primo part and
the teacher takes the secondo. As the
primo part does not go out of the fivefinger position, the attention of the student
may be centered chiefly upon the time,
rhythm and expression. Both hands play
alike at the distance of an octave. The
teacher’s part is characteristic and inter¬
esting and very prettily harmonized
throughout. The composer has been most
ingenious in obtaining so much variety
with such limited resources. The pieces
arc all graceful and tuneful, each bearing
an appropriate title. The special advance
price is 20 cents, postpaid.
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Coal and Ice

OW often have you seen the above sign?
busiest in
The coal dealer is busiest in Winter whde the ice draler w
Summer. The natural thing was to combine the two occupatio
one business as thousands of merchants have done.
,
Many teachers meekly accept the long Summer v“a““ “ “hem^o employ
sary business evil. Some lack sufficient ambition to prompt them
the Summer profitably.
. .
The successful teacher of to-day is as busy in Summer a..he mjn Wm»;
SWpersTstente. SfitE «&"Lner Schools with really
efficient, earnest teachers have grown into big institutions.
If you have planned a Summer School which really deserves attention “dd
you propose to make it a regular institution which will net J»u^,n
stead of a loss every Summer, it will pay you to advertise in
There is no better time to start than the present If your advertisement is
received before the end of this month it can go in the May issue of 1HE
Etude. Rates sent upon application.

Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians
There is one work that should be in the
possession of every music teacher. If there
is only one book in that library, it should
be this one, namely. Grove’s Dictionary of
Music and Musicians. It is a compendium
of the most useful musical knowledge that
can be collected. There are five volumes,
and in each one there are almost one thou¬
sand pages. It is the dictionary of music
par excellence; in fact, the only really
original and first-class musical encyclo¬
paedia in existence. We have become the
sole agents for this work, and it can only
be had through us. We are offering it at
the extremely low price of $15. Also, to
any of our subscribers who will send us
fifteen new subscribers, we will send this
volume as a premium. The work, of
course, goes by express, the expressage to
be paid by the receiver. This offer will be
withdrawn during the summer months.
Children’s Harmony Book
By Preston Ware Orem
We are continuing during the current
month the special offer on this new work.
There are many harmony books on the mar¬
ket, but there is always room for another,
especially in view of the fact that the art
o'f music is continually undergoing a pro¬
cess of evolution and methods of expression
are constantly changing. The chief aim
in a book of this character is to present the
vital elements of the subject in as plain and
matter-of-fact manner as possible. The
subject of harmony is made either interest¬
ing or repellent, chiefly by the manner in
which the elementary material is presented.
In this work the various principles and
definitions are given in as few words as
possible, omitting all unnecessary verbiage,
but clinging to the essentials throughout.
Many new and attractive features will be
found in this work. The special introduc¬
tory price in advance of publication is 30
cents, postpaid.

S

Rare Rewards For
Etude Workers
It has been said “There’s Nothing New
Under the Sun,” but we think the old adage
will be put to rout by reference to page 243,
of this issue of The Etude, we having
listed thereon a few selections of rare
value from our new Premium Supplement.
Any of these presents offered by us may
be yours for but slight effort.
Due to present European conditions
prices on practically every premium article
have been advanced 25 per cent, to 100 per
cent., but through a zealous search by our
premium buyer contracts for 1916 have
been closed at prices making possible the
real bargain offers listed, and it only re¬
mains for you to get out among your
friends and secure their subscriptions and
ask for such premium as you want. Point
out to these friends that the well-informed
musician is a reader of The Etude—that
they may know through a subscription
what the musical world is saying—think¬
ing—doing—all at a glance.

Easy Octave Studies
For the Pianoforte
There are many books of octavo studies
by various composers in varying degrees of
difficulty, but nearly all such books contain
either too many studies or else too great a
portion of dry and monotonous numbers.
In the compilation of our new volume of
selected easy octave studies, the works of
many composers have been consulted, and
none but the very best and most interesting
studies have been taken. As much variety
as possible has been sought from the tech¬
nical standpoint, and only studies having
genuine musical value have been selected.
In view of the severe demands of modern
pianoforte playing the young student can¬
not take up octave work too soon. Our
special advance price on this new volume
is 15 cents, postpaid.

Careful Home Buying

PENDING the family income is quite as important as earn¬
ing it. The Etude because of the fact that it is an
educational home magazine reaches a highly intelligent
class of home buyers.
Advertisers know this and often make their best offers
through THE ETUDE columns. In nearly every issue there are
new articles advertised which are highly desirable to people
of taste.
Thousands of our readers buy regularly through advertise¬
ments in The Etude.
You will find that it pays you to add to your letter “I saw
your advertisement in THE ETUDE” whether you are ordering
clothing, furniture, food, toilet articles or music.

Child’s Own Book of
Great Musicians
This series of six works for children has\
been rather slow in appearing. Bach and
Mozart were published last fall and have
been very successful. The advance price
of 10 cents was withdrawn on these two,
and with this issue we withdraw another
one, the work on Schubert. Bach, Mozart
and Schubert can only be obtained from
now on at the regular price of 15 cents,
unless the whole six are ordered at one
time, in which case for but 50 cents we
will deliver the three that are already on
the market, and the other three, Mendels¬
sohn, Schumann and Handel, as soon as
they appear on the market. Schumann and
Mendelssohn will both appear very shortly.
The delay has been for the good of the
To those who are not familiar with the
series, we would say that they are con¬
densed biographies of the life of the com¬
posers represented, written in the most at¬
tractive style for children, using large type
and with a number of illustrations in¬
cluded, printed on a separate sheet, which
the children cut out and paste in the
proper places, lending interest to the whole
proceeding. The book is then sewed and
bound by the child itself, with the cord
and needle included with each book. The
child therefore makes his own book, and it
is so marked.
Progressive Piano
Student
This work is still in the process of mak¬
ing, hut it is progressing, and we are hop¬
ing to have it out (luring the coming sum¬
mer months. In the meantime the special
advance price of 20 cents each, postpaid,
is in force. This book is n continuation of
the Beginner’s Book, which is very much
needed, as we have dolly calls from those
using the Beginner’s Book for something
that can be taken up after that book is
finished. The delay is owing to the care¬
fulness with which the work Is being done.
Meantime have your order in for as many
copies as you desire, and they will be deliv¬
ered just as soon as the work is on the
market. Don’t forget the price for each
volume, 20 cents, postpaid.

Artistic Vocal
Album
This collection is well along toward fin¬
ishing, and will be withdrawn most likely
next month. There is an ever-growing de¬
mand for a collection of high-class, choice,
vocal compositions of an artistic nature.
Of course, it must lie understood that these
are not coloratura compositions, requiring
wonderful dexterity of the voice, but the
difficulty will lie more in the interpretation
rather than in execution. Only the choicest
songs in our catalogue will be admitted
into this volume. It will l>e made just as
useful and as effective as it can possibly
lie made. Every singer of any ambition
should possess a copy of this book. Our
special introductory price is but 35 cents,
postpaid.

New Etude
Prize Contest
-FOR-

Piano Compositions,
Songs and Anthems

O

UR previous contests, both for
pianoforte compositions and for
songs, have all been highly suc¬
cessful. The interest displayed in these
past contests and the frequent requests
for a new contest have inspired the in¬
stitution of a new contest in which sev¬
eral interesting features are combined.
Undoubtedly competitions of this kind
will awaken a wider interest in compo¬
sition and stimulate to effort many
composers, both those who are known
and those who are yet striving for recog¬
nition, bringing to the winners a desirable
publicity in addition to the immediate
financial return. It seems unnecessary
to note that the fame of the composer
will in no way influence the selection
and that the pieces will be selected by
absolutely impartial judges.

Six Hundred Dollars
will he divided among the successful
composers in the following manner:
riace I For the best pianoforte
'-lass i. p.eces of intermediate or
advanced grade in any style;
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize... 60.00
Third Prize. 40.00

Class II, For the best songs suit¬
able either for teaching,
recital or concert use:
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize... 60.00
Third Prize
40.00
Class III.

For the best anthems
for mixed voices suit-

able for general
First Prize.$100.00
Second Prize... 60.00
Third Prize
40.00

The Etude
theo. presser

CO,

PUBLISHERS
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
addressing
advertiser

Will you grasp the opportunity? Then
mail us a card to-day. The premium list
n page 243 of this issue may interest you,
n the following up of the receipt of these
sample copies.

listed every pianoforte publication of the
Theodore Presser Company, Part I being
a complete alphabetical list by composers
with the proper grades given in a scale
of one to ten, and Parts II to VI con¬
taining the special classifications as men¬
tioned above.
Every one should write for a copy of this
new catalog.
New Etude Prize
Contest
Our new Etude Prize Contest is now in
full swing, and manuscripts are already ar¬
riving. Judging from the letters we are
receiving, a very considerable interest is
being awakened in this contest, and we
anticipate that it will prove the most suc¬
cessful of aU. It is a contest in which
practically every composer may be repre¬
sented, since it comprises three distinct
departments, pianoforte pieces, songs and
anthems. A few words of explanation may
prove helpful. As to the pianoforte solos,
there are but few limitations. These may
be in the nature of concert or recital
pieces, or teaching pieces, and in practi¬
cally any form, but we would suggest that
lengthy or cumbersome works be not sub¬
mitted, sonatas, for instance, or exercises
in the larger forms. Similarly there is a
wide latitude in the matter of the song
department. Songs which are suitable for
teaching or recital use are desirable. They
need not be easy, but they should not prove
too complicated. In the anthem depart¬
ment, anthems suitable for general use, not
too long and not too involved are re¬
quested. Canticles, sueli as settings of the
Te Deum and Magnificat, etc., would not
be considered as anthems.
The above suggestions are inspired by
some of the queries we have received in
our correspondence on the subject. Atten¬
tion is called to the fact that the contest
will close August 1st. Manuscripts will be
received at any time from now on up to
tlie last day of the contest.

Renewals
Your musical success depends largely
upon the road you choose. Choice of the
right road is but a simple effort, but
strangely, too, few have the will-power and
persistence to keep on the right road.
Regular year in and year out use of The
Etude helps beyond measure to keep one
on the right road. Thourands and thou¬
sands have written us giving The Etude
credit for their musical success.
Don’t you think to entertain the idea of
allowing your subscription to lapse would
be a fatal mistake?
For those who hesitate, we have prepared
a complete magazine clubbing guide, listing
some of the most interesting and in¬
structive clubs any publisher has yet gotten
together. (A postal will bring copy of this
guide to you.)
Through special arrangements we have
been enabled to submit numerous clubs at
most astonishingly low prices, any of which
may be taken advantage of, whether al¬
ready a subscriber or not.
New Four-Hand
For your convenience we list below a
few of our specials, and for additional Album
This volume will be printed principally
clubs call your attention'to the third cover
from the compositions that appeared from
of this issue:
time to time in The Etude, and, of course,
THE ETUDE . ;;;;! *1.75
To-Day’s (free pattern).
McCall’s (free pattern). .) Save75cto. about medium grade; some of them
THE ETUDE . • 1*2.10 easy and others again are more difficult,
Modern Priscilla .
) Save40cts. but the volume is one of the most practical
that can be gotten together, and will be
THE ETUDE . • • • • t *2.00 issued in our standard set. The special
Mother’s Magazine’ ..
j Save $1.00 price in advance of publication is 20 cents.
THE ETUDE . • •
Modern Priscilla .
McCall’s ..

New Vocal Catalog
XVe have ready a new edition of our
vocal catalog known as the Singers Hand
Book. This is a graded and classified
catalog of vocal publications including
songs and duets, studies, methods, and col¬
lections. It is a complete guide for the
use of all vocalists and vocal instructors.
I art I contains a complete alphabetical
list according to composers, with the eompass and grade of each number given.
I art II contains carefully classified lists
such ns sacred songs, concert songs, begin¬
ner s songs, songs for each of the special
voices, songs in various languages, etc.
The new edition of this catalog has been
,.°V*ht nPht up-to-date, and it contains
all the songs from the catalog recently acfrom- the Maxwell Music Company,
it will prove an almost indispensable guide
or singers. We would be very glad to
send copies upon request

Your Opportunity to Help
During 1916, The Etude will enjoy the
most brilliant year in its history. It is
to be a record year in many respects, and
we hope to add at least 100,000 more read;rs to our present list of over a quarter of
a million.
The unstinted loyalty of The Etude
readers has made our success possible, and
we want your help in this campaign..
Now for one cent and just a minute of
your time to drop us a postal card with
the names and addresses of five of your
friends, they will be furnished with a speci¬
men copy of The Etude and apprised of
its inestimable value to the finished musi¬
cian as well as to the student and the music

\ *2.45

Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn April 1st
The following works, which have been de¬
Woman’s Home Companion.
scribed many times in these pages and
which will be found as advertised regularly
THE ETUDE . •• •• l *2.75 on our page of new publications on the
Ladies’ World . ;:::.fsave75ct.. third cover page of this issue, are hereby
Modem Priscilla .
withdrawn from the special advance of
THE ETUDE . ■■■■] *3.00 publication low price. They can be ob¬
Delineator . :::: j save $1.50
tained from now on at regular professional
Everybody’s .V,’’ ’ ’
Must go to same address
rates, and will be cheerfully sent On Sale
THE ETUDE .
1*3.15 to anyone who desires to look them over.
Pictorial Review .
The only responsibility in that case is the
Modern Priscilla .
transportation, which is paid by the reTHE ETUDE .... • • • ? *3.251
Woman’s Home Companion.
Advanee of publication offers are just
. ... j Save $| .25
what the name implies. At the cost of
manufacture we supply one copy of our
new works for introductory purposes to
Pictorial Review . .) Save 75 els. any of our patrons who have enough con¬
fidence in our new works to order them
before they are printed, and we don’t be¬
;w Piano Catalog
Ye take much pleasure in announcing lieve that any of our publications have
it our new catalog of piano music is ever disappointed a single customer. We
w ready. This is known’ as the Hand have a number of teachers who give us an
ok of Pmno Music. It is a graded and order to send all of our new publications
ssified catalog covering every modern at these low prices as soon as they appear
mirement of the teacher and student
The works withdrawn, with the date of
>m the most elementary stage to the
rhest: degree of virtuosity, containing this issue, are as follows:
You and I. Four-Hand Pieces for the
nplete and classified lists of piano comPianoforte. G. L. Spaulding. Price,
sitions of all kinds, a complete graded
50 cents.
jrse of piano Studies, selected and dePart Songs for Men’s Voices. Price, 50
•iptive lists of teaching material, clas¬
hed and descriptive lists of studies and
Harmony Writing Book. By Jos. H.
itructors, aiid music for four, six, and
Moore. Price, 25 cents.
ffit hands.
Secular Part Songs for Mixed Voices.
An immense amount of attention coverPrice, 50 cents.
r a long period has been given to the
Fantasy Pieces in Etude Form. By
mpilation and preparation of this book,
Gustav Lazarus. Price, $1.00.
contains 138 pages. In this book is

INDIAN
MUSIC
Transcribed, Harmonized,
and Composed
BY

CARLOS TR0YER
AND

THURL0W LIEURANCE

T

HE works of Carlos Trover are a
unique and valuable contribution
to the growing mass of compositions on
Indian themes, steadily winning for
themselves a more widespread interest.
Their fidelity to the Indian ceremonials
gives them a genuine romantic and
historic interest, and musically they are
of great impressiveness. These traditional
songs of theZuni Indians areveryoriginal
native Indian songs and chants, recorded
during many visits of Mr. Troyer among
these tribes, and transcribed and har¬
monized by him.
There are Thirteen Songs
as follows:
1. The “Sunrise Call,” or Echo Song
Ionian Lullaby, Invi
God.
luni Lover’s Wooinf

” (Ceremonial Thanks
ig Song of the Cliff Dwellers,
Song and
12. ApscheMedi
13. Two Zunian Meioaies-nwasen.ng
Dawn (Processional Chant) Recall
of the Tribal Hunters ...40
Ghost Dance of the Zunis (with

rSm);d sag
count! 3—“Zmdan ciown^Dance”
(Kor-kor-Shi) Humoresque. Each

.80

In addition to the above we have
published an Indian Music Lecture
to be given as apart of the program in
connection with the above music. Those
purchasing the entire set receive the
lecture free; otherwise 50c.
Thurlow Lieurance has worked
among the Indians for a long time. He
is otherwise a practical musician and
successful composer. His volume of
Nine Indians Songs retailing at $1.25
contains melodies from various tribal
sources. Wonderful to relate the songs
have real artistic merit—they are not
Indian Musical Curiosities. They are
real native songs. The author includes
many descriptive notes regarding the
Indian customs and ceremonials. Other
compositions by Mr. Lieurance are as
follows: For piano solo—By the Waters
of Minnetonka—An Indian Love Song,
$0.40; Indian Suite, $0.40; Indian
Flute Call and Love Song, $0.25; and
two songs: By the Waters of Minne¬
tonka (with violin or flute ad lib.) $0.60;
The Sacrifice,—Indian Morning Song,
$0.40.
Any or all of the above will be
tent on inspection to our patrons
it our usual large discounts.
THEO. PRESSER CO.

THE
THE
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NEW YORK_

A Summer Course
WITH

Is Your Summer an Asset
or a Loss ?

CALVIN B. CADY

NORMAL COURSES AND
PRIVATE CLASSES
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
1106 Lake Shore Drive
JUNE 26th to JULY 28th
FOR
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS OF MUSIC
PIANOFORTE, VOCAL, KINDERGARTEN
AND PUBLIC SCHOOL
Courses in Music Appredation will include stud}

INTERNATIONAL

cationalAagency
MRS. BABCOCK
/"VFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges. Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements

4

Don’t Throw Away Your Summer

PEDAGOGY

In response to a widely-ex¬
pressed demand, Mr. Jervis,
well known to Etude readers
as an authority upon modem
pianoforte instruction(notably
the Mason Method), will con¬
duct a summer course. Pupils
should be registered as far in
advance as possible. For spe¬
cial terms, reservations, etc.,
address

Great men of yesterday and to-day have made their be¬
ginnings with a capital of hours. They have the golden secret
of turning time into money. Thousands of teachers just a
this moment are longing to get ahead in their work and fait
to know the reason why they cannot progress despite their
best efforts. Perhaps it is because they have nothing to sell.
Perhaps their shelves are empty or loaded up with old
plans, methods and ideas.
Perhaps they lack inspiration.
Thousands of students are in the same position. The stupid
ones are doomed to be eliminated, just as Nature eliminates
all of its weaklings.
They will go on hoping for this and
hoping for that, without ever getting right down to the
work of the things. Thousands of students and teachers
find Summer the only feasible time of the year in which
to go on with their special study, and rejoice because

HELEN JERVIS, Secretary
Steinway Hall, New York City, N. Y.
CRANBERRY PIANO SCHOOL
Teachers’ Training

opportunity is not closed to them at that season.

Courses

FAELTEN SYSTEM. Booklet

JULY SUMMER SCHOOL
Not a correspondence course nor a Kinder¬
garten System.
Ac“"r^l[
tafbythe Chicago Board of Education.

A musician and teacher of wide experience said recently:
“The student under thirty who feels that he can throw away
his whole Summer upon having a good time is marked for
failure.
A good time is all right, and the hard worked
musician of maturer years, who has established himself in
the world, may feel that he is entitled to take a month or so
in the Summer, but the young music worker who feels that
he can stop right in the middle of the fight is lost.
I have
never known of a student who wasted his summer to succeed.
The best students I know and the best teachers I know are
those who have worked nearly every month of the twelve
month year. The great prizes are for those who work hard

Effa Ellis Perfield Music School, Inc.

and long.”

Keyboard Harmony
Harmonic Dictation
Melody Building
Melody Dictation
Sight Singing by chords
Rhythm and
Rhythmic Dictation
Improvising and Modulation

950-955 McClurg Bldg.
218 S. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILL.

Private Teachers

who can qualify for Associate Faculty Membership in
the Western Conservatory may offer their pupils regu' ir Conservatory Advantages at Home, with Ccrtifi-

is familiar with all “methods” and the
successful devices of voice teaching;
and he has had the largest experience
in systematizing these for the advance¬
ment of singers and the equipment
of teachers. Mr. Root announces

A NORMAL CLASS
to be held ten days in July, 1916, the
work to consist in general drill, illus¬
trative lessons to individuals, exposi¬
tion of material for teaching and
practice, and an orderly presentation
of the whole subject of voice culture
and singing, giving especial attention
to the fundamentals from which alone
vocal training can develop successfully.
KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.

ROY Assistant
DAVID
BROWN TEACHER, CHICAGO
and successor to the late Emil Liebling, will conduct a

CONCERT PIANIST AND

Louise Burton

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS AND SERIOUS STUDENTS

Available for Concerts, Ora¬
torios and Costume Recitals.
Pupils accepted. Address for
bulletin Box C, 520 Fine
Arts Bldg., Chicago, Ill.

SOPRANO

Ten weeks, from June 19 to August 26

CARNEGIE HALL - - NEW YORK
ormatlo^address, ROY DAVID BROWN, 73 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago

Pr°M.E. RSCOTt“ “rS “'Ma'ller. Bldg., Chicago

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
Unsurpassed beauty of scene facing Central Park,
which » the finest location in New York city.

Central Park West, cor. 95th St., New York City
Our new buildings give us the most beautiful and
homelike school devoted to Music and the Arts

Special Summer Teachers’ Courses

MANY EUROPEAN CELEBRITIES AND EMINENT AMERICAN TEACHERS, including

THE NEW VIRGIL
PRACTICE CLAVIER

VIRGIL PIANO CONSERVATORY
Famous for Instruction in Technic, Pedalling, Interpre¬
tation, Theory and Harmony Playing.
SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

SUMMER COURSE FOR TEACHERS
June 26th to July 28th
FOR CIRCULAR ADDRESS
n West esth street, new york

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director

THE “TEK” is The “reaZ
for piano practice.
Of the greatest advantage
to players and comfort of
the household.
Appreciated by teachers,
pupils and artists.
Saves wear of the piano.
19 reasons why it excels
the piano for practice.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
WINTER SESSION IN ST. P E T E R S B U R G, FLA.
A.

¥

7

Executive Office, 567 Third Ave., New York City

_ORA. K. VIRGIL, ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.

thing”

EXPLANATORY CATALOG ON REQUEST

CLARE OSBORNE REED, Director
Summer Term June 26th to July 24th (Special Rates for Summer Work)
::

TEACHERS

509 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

Cosmopolitan School °f Music
and Dramatic Art

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Directo

MRS. W. S. BRACKEN, President

Ann Arbor, Michigan

Assisted by eminent faculty of SO ar¬
tists. Offers to prospective students
courses of study based upon the best mod¬
ern educational principles. Diplomas and
degrees conferred. Many free advantages.
Students may enter at any time
For particulars address Secretary Cosmopolitan
u School, Box 44
Auditorium Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Advanced courses are offered in all branches of
Music under a faculty of artist teachers.
“A GATHERING PLACE FOR
ADVANCED STUDENTS”

Fall Semester begins October 4

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY

/MUSIC

DUNNING SYSTEM ::
PROF. THEODOR LESCHETIZKY WROTE OF THIS WOR
• r

i S?rrc I*omse Dunning’s method seems to me mo

it

.ion is contemplated.

..

_

S.

• ,
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„
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NORMAL TRAINING CLASSES FOR 1916

rSf>ortlanch<(JregonUJulne^'6Ht
S/ NeW York
C,)
Mrs. Samuel Krof^h Wh?t/H' £h.lC**?’ Aug. 6th. New York. Sept. 2

THE MARY WOOD CHASE SCHOOL OF MUSICAL ARTS
r‘cui,VJuI“68thm H*"' Mu*i'*1 Ar»* BIS, . St. Loui., Mo

THE von ENDE SCHOOL of MUSIC
“The Foremost Musical Institution of America,,

n THE ETUDE v

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE FOR

PIANO—VOICE—VIOLIN—THEORY—PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

11 West 68th Street, NEW YORK

NEW YORK CITY

THOMAS NOBLE MacBURNEY
n addition to his regular artist and student classes, will conduct a

For Particular, address 5*<r*tary

\i IRGIL
"

THE COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Fo, catalog address registrar

Piano—Arthur Friedtieim, the Great Virtuoso; Liszt’s Greatest Pupil.
Voice—Ralfe Leech Sterner, Celebrated Vocal Teacher.
Violin—Clam, rD/laux R -.the
Eminent Violinist. ’Cello—Paulo Gruppe, World’s Greatest ’Cellist. Harriette Brower, Harold A. Fix, S. Reid Spencer, Frank Howard \\ a me r, ,.nd n;.ut> • •!!:«»
DORMITORIES IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND PROPER CHAPERONAGE. OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR.
PUPILS MAY ENTER ANY DAY.
TWO PUBLIC CONCERTS EVERY
SEND FOR BOOKLET AND BOOK OF VIEWS
WEEK. TERMS, INCLUDING TUITION, BOARD, PRACTICING, ETC., ON APPLICATION.

A HOME FOR YOUNG LADIES
UNDER PROPER CHAPERONAGE

FREDERIC WOODMAN ROOT

)Effa Ellis Perfield

Mr. Perlee V. Jervis

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

Address MRS. A. M. VIRGIL

CHICAGO AND WESTERN

-

-D’i'SRAEfj

MUSIC-EDUCATION
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SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET
n addressing our advertisers.

MARY
CHASE. DIRECTOR—Author of “Natural Laws in Piano Technic.”
MARY WOOD
W
STUDENTS MAY REGISTER AT ANY TIME
Complete Courses in all branches of music and dramatic art. Coaching students for
concert stage. Special Normal Course for Teachers.
For Year Book address the Secretary.
630 FINE ARTS BUILDING
...
...
CHICAGO

Non

Learn Harmony and Composition
Wilcox School of Composition
Boa E. 22S Fifth A**.. New York City, N. Y.

U.

FWW

A 1CU1V

Teacher of Artistic Piano Playing
Special Summer Course for Teachers
epertoire and Normal Work in Piano Technic
1527 High Street - - Denver, Colo.

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS

Special Low Rates for Beginners
ARTISTIC PIANOFORTE PLAYING
BROS>.nEPSTEI°NUe °
best Music School, in the United Slate, N. W. Cor. Taylor and Oils. S,...S,.L™U.Mo.
E ETUDE when addrei

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORY
&
_
0ne of the oldest

Fdward R

L*U W CXI U

VALUABLE COURSE IN MODERN PEDAGOGY
—it, Detroit Institute of Musical Art
■f»» ISavc-nport Street
Write for Booklet

THE
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Would You Waste a Whole Year?

GAINESVILLE, GA.

Present-Day Summer Opportunities

SUMMER TERM, JUNE 29th

Atlanta Conservatory

of

least six years.

.

,,

*

.

Mary Chontrelle Armstrong

NORMAL TEACHER
the dunning system *

Training School for Supermofi of Music
BOTH SEXES
Voice culture. •i*hi-iiniin*.ear-tr*inm*. harmony,
form. music-history, chonis-cooductm,.jneihodi,
.. Arad
53 MAIN ST.,

p
I
A
N
O

Indianapolis Six Weeks’ Course, Beginning March 20th
Teachers now being enrolled for Summer Class in New York
ADDRESS: 100 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
TELEPHONE CIRCLE 2634

most interested asking for terms, approximate rate of board
in the vicinity of the teacher, etc.
Teachers conducting

/fW% pr
Dfinv
1 LaDUL/ 1

he Univer.ity School of Music offer; courier in Plano, voicer *
Students may attend the Mus|ChCE.o^«d a ^

are

| Combs Broad Street Conservatory
you ample opportune yl£ PublS p/rS^m™"0"

York cuy.4th St‘

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD
The Original Musical Kindergarten and Simplex Method of America
Brought to America through the interest of the' New England Conservatory
eighteen years ago; and during that time taught to over 700 music teachers (every one
of whom could be employed in Boston alone); the demand is growing rapidly for
Fletcher Music Method teachers in spite of the many cheap copies of this system.
The next class opens in January, 1916. Applications should be made early.
Read, “What is the Fletcher Music Method?” price 32.00.
For full information regarding Normal classes and lectures for Educational,
Musical, and Mothers’ Clubs, apply directly to

*oa 50 "°,k

ftnt **iu * *

,

.
,
YOU MUST SUCCEED
Ic ircth0ods*inSfwtoyou’econlmS'laduLionf'flop tout talent qnahtirs Mo*ni ud
TORIeI.°A sSoda/TuTnTCoSJ^TlADIES' D0RM1j
zpiracion, /enthusiasm, Success aud Loxaitx.

ALBERT ROSS PARSONS
Ross Parsons, Ste,nWNew

glad

to

give

Training Music Teachers to Teach
A wonderful Course in Pedagogy for all Teachers
of Mufic, by mail. You may be a successful per¬
former but you need a ^safe, jeha^le guide U)^the

explicit

way to increase your income. Write Now—Today.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

A Summer Session in the Cool Ozarks
THOSE INTERESTED SHOULD WRITE AT ONCE FOR INFORMATION

Hahn Music School

3919 S. Junius St.

Session also in Dallas, Texas.

JIMS 53 rer,"d°d'rV« H^n^aBrown. Pre.ldeXor Oliver RKtaw.' vTce'pre.ident.
43RD YEAR-STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

CONSERVATORY of

MUSIC,

::

established 1867,

Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Sumn
too Teachers
SUMMER SCHOOL, JUNE 26th lo JULY 29th
Normal Training Courses for Piano and Yoc;
teachers, Public School Supervisors and Dramal
Art Pupils. Private lessons in all branches.
Summer Prospectus or complete catalog mailt

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Location and surroundings ideal for Summer study
- ■ Catalogue and Cir.

MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.

Dallas, Texas

Terms very reasonable

Faust School of Tuning
The standard school of America.
Piano, Player-Piano, Pipe and Reed
Organ Courses. Year book free.
OLIVER C. FAUST, Principal. .
7-29 Gain.boro St.,
Bo.ton, Ma»l
TEACHERS Your name should appear in
PIANISTS
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY
ORGANISTS
(See page 314)
SINGERS The cost ‘,s small. The advantage inestimable

Happy Pupils—Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes ara doubled by asa of tkU Bathed

AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

dwaSSS in L?pup!i»V“ *m1™ d£^Xbui
play with musical touch, skillful pedaling, repose and breadth of

always

Accredited
VALPARAISO, - INDIANA.
and Public School Music,
the University.
LOWEST

CINCINNATI

SffdSSSiiriSS^S^ appM'c&'o KATHARINE BURROWES
D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, or
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE.. HIGHLAND PARK.
DETROIT. MICH.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART

■
onlh‘

SYstf

Musical Kindergarten

m of
system show great skill in sightreadin C method °* *n«nicting children in malic. CliiVdrer. taught by this

M»s.

COURTRICHT CARD,

■ -

American Institute of Applied Music

Coi^est 59th Street
New York City
MRS. EVELYN FLETCHER-COPP
\
' * SS3
,PW- S^nxeri In-rw—ts, Publk
▼ Vy
30,h Sea.on 7 . x T*—»~I Historic klto
YORK TERRACE
BROOKLINE, MASS.
X. 3X
JOHN O
'»'*■
SnnJ for crrular, and cutalof
Please mention THE ETUDE ,*hen ad^r-TB~ CALVERT. D.D.. Pre.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN. Dn*
°
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Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction

Its endowment enables it to offer exceptional advantages in music culture In all grades and branches

Albert

this

BURR0WF.S COURSE OF MUSIC STUDY

CONSERVATORY

BALTIMORE, md.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

Students Qualified
as Concert Pianists
and Teachers : :

of

information.

EU Oratory, languages.
FALL SESSION BEGINS September 6th, 1915
Atlanta Conservatory of Muaie
PtachtrM and Brstd Streets,
•
Allanla, Geargi.

CARL D. KINSEY, Manager
628 So. Michigan Ave.
Chicag

ESTABLISHED 1857

A

Detroit, Michigan,
67-69 Davenport St., Box 22

The best way is to write to the teachers in whom you are

Ithaca Conservatory of Music
concert or educational work
'7^'
available in' America. Catalof. DuiinfuisM
(acuity. Addrcta
THE REGISTRAR.
1 DeWitt Park,
New York. Ithaca.

Address Secretary for catslog

Getting started is the thing which troubles most students.

Music

You cannot afford to mi

qhepard H
A
CYSTEMS
R
M
Wj Simplify
Training School for Teachers and Performers O
N
Courses Personally and by Mall
Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J. Y

Why not get started right for this

Summer?

VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY
Director of Ihe HEINZE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1714 Cheatnut St.
Philadelphia. Pa.
Will conduct a SPECIAL SUMMER COURSE
for PIANO TEACHERS and STUDENTS

He has then thrown away a whole year

of his precious time.

POTSDAM. NEW YORK

LOUIS G.HEINZE

Suppose he wastes two months every year

in Summer idleness.

courses

Crane Normal Institute of Music

Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin,
Organ, Public School Music, Diction,
1 ramatic Art, Languages, etc,. Diplomas
and Degrees. Located in finest residen¬
tial district. Excellent dormitory.

The average music student continues his studies for at

Standard College Courses-Special
fWs in Music, Oratory, Art, Domes•
Location, foot hills cf Blue
Rite near Atlanta. 7 National Sorori5?Atweti« social life. Non-sectarian.
27 States represented. Write for descripive book and catalogue.
BRENAU, Georgia, Gainesville, Box 07.

Young teachers who have an eye to their owriprogrjess^nowadays
opportunities to use the Summer to great advantage. They have cnance
now that were unheard of twenty-five years ago.
.
Hundreds of famous teachers have seen the desirability of conduc: g
Summer terms. With a fresh class and new interests .t very ^“happens
that the teacher does splendid work in a very short ^ime'
, P £ ereat
there for a definite purpose and know that they have to accomplish a g
deal in a few weeks.
.
The Master teachers of Europe have frequently had Summer-classes
the past, and many of the fine performers of the present owe rnuch to the
extra impetus given by a Summer saved instead of a Summer wasted.
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DETROIT INSTITUTE
OF MUSICAL ART

brenau
:ollege-conservatoio

J1N

Be a Teacher ol Music

Year Course

Teach music in the Public Schools.
The pay is
^
work pleasant.
We offer a complete and thorough course
in Public School Music that may be finished in ?ne year. we
also teach Drawing, Home Economics, Physical Training,
Manual Training, Industrial Arts, Penmanship.
Strong
faculty, beautiful location, unsurpassed equipment.
so
y
—
—course. Catalogue sent free.
For detailed information

Thomas Normal
Training School

address
THE SECRETARY
3029 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Mich.

THE COLLEGE OF MUSIC OF CINCINNATI
:d To the Students
Is NOT Conducted for Profit. ^ItsJEarnings Aii ---^

the exceptional FAciuTIEsTcOMPLETE ORGANIZATION and COMPREHENSIVE^COURSES idAKE THE

»
®,e™t!cuUy of Forty ‘•four”1 Kaclh depnrtn

^•u'p *

MICHIGAN]

Cincinnati, Ohio

THE DAILY LESSON SCHOOL
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE :: WARREN, OHIO
Forty-seventh year. Daily instruction in all branches of music. Chorus, Orchestra
and Military Band. Dormitories for ladies and gentlemen. Weekly Concerts.
Send for Catalogue and Blue Book.

M1CH1GconservatoryofAmusicLL

n of Increased

THE COLLEG^OF^MUSICOF'CINCINNATI
Elm St., opp. Washington Park

Minneapolis School of music, oratory and dramatic art
i;’
The Recognized L«- • g
.. BWUj, Oratory and Dramatic

ALL DEPARTMENTS OPEN THROUGHOUT ENTIRE YEAR.

SPECIAL SUMMER COURSES
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory and PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC.
FACULTY OF EXCEPTIONAL REPUTATION AND ABILITY.
DORMITORY FOR LADIES.
If you are really serious about a musical education and your own success in the profession yo
owe it to yourself to investigate this Institution.
I FREDERIC A. COWLES, Director
214 W. Bro

WINTER TERM OPENS NOVEMBER 22d

petroit Conservatory of Music

____ . .—
_dents may enter at any time
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Theory, Public
and theory. VCoy.r“’ ^,*”£12?of ?hrrUnfona'ld1ITota'Hving
School Music, etc. Academic Department. Send for Catalog.
UVif TuitionTndVifee. exceptionally low. Write for catalog.
Wn,M “«<i not exceed five dollars per' if Muaie, Box 9, Ypallanfii Michigan.
I JAMES H. BELL, SECRETARY. Box 7. 1013 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Miehism
Please mention fHB ETUDE when addressing our advertisers
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Musical Variety
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and as for your piano, it is a good
thing it is interrupted, for there is too
much of it.’

de GUICHARD"
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made
and so, for the time being, Coleridge-Taylor secured quiet. He learned
later that the organ-man had been
tipped by his neighbor to come and
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VIOLIN
he organ-man
d him in order
avoid work during his
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Mission Style Sectional 1

LICHTENSTEIN

the child,

THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES

BRYANT SSSS”;’SM:
CONVERSE COLLEGER
PEABODY
S.C.I.&BT".|.
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Miss Carolyn Alehin su^'<

APPLIED HARMONY of

THE SCHOMACKER PIANO CO.

Coleridge-Taylor refrained

The Etude
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When Grieg’s Teacher was in

Violin Strings
ETUDE Violin Strings offer

aSSaSS SSra^WffRJsl* ss
srere tars re as
■m*- Sectional
Music Room Furniture

The ETUDE Strings are
manufactured for our trade
and are as nearly perfect
as the highest grade imbut are much

Three

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS 555 ENGRAVERS

Send for Itemized Price Li.t
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.

length

E

Strings,

15c.

Two length A’s or D’s, each, 15c.
’ "protect the su rfa ci

G Strings, each,
30 Strings, E, A or D,

15c.
$3.00

<5._

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THEO. PRESSER CO.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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As it Happens in Opera Land
(After the title of the opera fill in the
blank spaces with the composer’s
name.)
Aida (.) was reading aloud
from The Tales of Hoffman (.)
when she was interrupted by Romeo and
Juliet (.) who had stopped in
on their way.to Parsifal (.) to
tell her that all The Huguenots (.)
were coming with The Girl of the Golden
West (.) to attend The Mar¬
riage of Figaro (.)•
The marriage was to be the event of
the season; the bride, called La Favorila
(.) and the groom, a wellknown club man, were to be married by
William Tell (.) in the famous
old church which contains The Chimes
of Normandy (.). The Mikado
(.) was to give away The Bar¬
tered Bride (.), as he laugh¬
ingly called her.
Madame Butterfly (.) was to
act as matron of honor.
Carmen
(.), Louise (.)i Thais
(.) and La Tosco (.)
were to be bridesmaids. Hansel and
Cretel (.) and the Koenigskinder (.) were to be the flower
children.
The Barber of Seville (.),
the bride’s uncle, had sent The Ring of
the Nibelungen (.) as the mar¬
riage ring. It was to be borne on a velvet
cushion by Martha (.), The
Bohemian Girl (.), cousin of
the groom.
Don Juan (.),
Faust (.), Othello (.)
and Falstaff (.) were to be the
ushers.
The Flying Dutchman (.)
had been dispatched to secure the serv¬
ices of The Meistcrsingers (.),
famous musicians from Nurnberg, who
were to furnish music on The Magic
Flute (.).

What Teacher Thinks
“I have almost to nail my son to the
piano stool.” Then nail him.
Music is the medium for making
other people happy.
If you would succeed in public ap¬
pearance your worst must be good
enough. Never rely on a previous best.
To know a composer’s love affair
and not know what he wrote is un¬
grateful.
Once there was a little boy who used
to run in the garden £nd bring his
rabbit indoors to get warm.
His
brother James would be practicing his
piano lesson meantime.
The little
furry bunny used always to go softly
into the other room and sit down close
by the piano, apparently listening with
pleasure to the musical sounds.
A musical missionary is anyone,
whether teacher, student or music lover,
who cares enough about good music to
prefer it to clap-trap rag time, and who
sets an example of good taste to those
about him.

THE

ETUDE

Let’s Play a New Game
“Let’s play a new game,” said Ethel’s
mother. “Let’s play that you are a
camera holding the precious sensitive
plates inside.”
“Is that a real game?” asked Ethel
doubtfully.
“It’s a really, truly game that I in¬
vented myself,” said the mother. “You
see, dear, sometimes we are more
serious over our games than we are
over real work.”
"Well, if it’s a really, truly game, I’ll
play it,” said Ethel, moving closer to
her mothers chair.
"We will play it on your next lesson
day, and this is what it is,” said Ethel's
mother as she patted her daughter’s
curly head. “When you go to Miss
Keith's you are to pretend that you
are on your way to the photographer’s
to have your picture taken; you are to
fix up a bit. Your music lesson is a
great occasion. When I was little I
did not have music lessons and that is
the reason I want yours to be good
lessons. When you enter Miss Keith’s
studio you must not have dirty hands,
long nails or a soiled dress; these would
look badly in a picture.”
“Is that part of the game?” inquired
Ethel.
“That is the first part: ‘fix up a bit.’
Be sure to remember,” said the mother.
Ethel looked at 'her long nails and
dirty hands and wondered if Miss
Keith had noticed them.
“Now the second part begins,” said
the mother with a smile. “Your mind,
dear, is the sensitive plate. Miss Keith
is really making a tone picture for you
when you take your lesson.
Your
mind, like the sensitive plate in the
photographer’s camera, is receiving the
impression of all the beautiful tone
poems of the masters.”
“Oh, is that it?” said Ethel excitedly.
“Miss Keith, like the photographer,
simply uncovers the lens and your
mind receives the impression of all the
wonderful beauties in tone-land,” said
.the mother, “so the lesson is quite an
important thing because Miss Keith
doesn’t like failures.”
“I never thought I was having a tone
picture made,” said Ethel in surprise.
“I guess I have made a number of
pretty bad failures lately,” she added.
“After this we will have fewer,” said
the mother, “because we will begin our
game to-day. Now I have heard that
Beth's tone pictures are coming out
wonderfully well, so you will have to
play the game very hard if you equal
Beth.”
“The third part of the game is dif¬
ferent,” said the .mother. “You have
to do your own developing; you cannot
send it out and Miss Keith cannot do
it for you. You do it all by yourself
at the practice hour. At that time you
bring out all the lights and shades, and
you try, as the photographer does, to
get a clear picture. That is the reason
the practice period is so important.”
The mother watched Ethel’s interested
little face.
“Oh, I never thought of that before,”
said the child wonderingly.
“Now, Ethel, what does the photog¬
rapher do after he takes your picture?”
asked the mother quietly.

“Why, he goes off by himself in a
dark room and develops it,” said Ethel
excitedly.
“Exactly,” said the mother, "he goes
off by himself in a quiet dark room and
there he sees what he can bring out of
the picture. In our game it is the same:
the practice period is the dark room
and by careful work in a quiet place
each little music student sees what he
can make out of the tone picture he
had taken at the lesson.”
“But the practice hour isn’t quiet,”
said Ethel.
“You can make it so if you wish,
my dear. The photographer simply
will not let himself be disturbed; he
knows too well that the picture will be
ruiqed if the door opens too soon; so
he hangs a sign on his door ’Private.
No admittance!' You can close your
practice period too; do not open your
mind to outside things; eyes and ears
must be shut, for you are in the 'dark
room of your practice hour.
It is
strictly ‘private,’ ” said the mother
earnestly.
“Can I have a really, truly sign?”
asked Ethel eagerly.
“Why, of course you may have a sign,
if you like.” she answered, laughingly.
“Go on,” said Ethel. “What comes
“The fourth part of the game come:
after the picture is developed.
Yoi
know the photographer puts his plat<
in a ‘fixing’ bath. This keeps the imag<
from fading away. Now if you have
done your work in a half dark roorr
and used dirty old developer you wil
not need to ‘fix’ the picture; it will b(
too smudgy to he pretty and you inigh
as well save your time, and try over.’
“Just like my first pictures were witl
my No. 2,” said Ethel excitedly.
“Yes, some tone pictures are just a:
smudgy as your No. 2 pictures were
Some pictures have to be taken over ;
number of times. When you see th<
word ‘review’ marked on your piece:
you may be quite sure that Miss Kcitl
thinks they are smudgy and not wort!
‘fixing,’ for the ‘fixing’ process is th<
most important part of the game,” saic
the mother.
“How do you mean?” asked Ethel.
'Millions of tone pictures fade awaj
every year, simply because they hav<
not been properly ‘fixed,’ as the pho
tographer says. This is it: every stu
dent must ‘fix’ them by repetition am
by memorizing; that’s the tonal T,xim
bath.’” And the mother smiled at tin
eager face.
And as pictures are nc
use to anyone when they fade in tin
light, so music is absolutely of no us<
to anyone in the community when yoi
cannot sing or play when asked.”
Ethel saw that her mother was ven
much in earnest and she remembere!
that only yesterday she could not plat
for Sunday-school because she couli
not remember anything to plav. Sh.
'n M!i" '*'•
“Come dear,” said the mother, “let’
miX-he-f8®me
th‘! year
withCan
a11 yoi
on
might
it is worth
trying.
remember it all?”
y

“You are the little camera holdingthe
sensitive plate. -Miss Keith uncovers the
lens and reveals to your mind the
beauty of the tone picture, you develop
this picture by yourself in the dark
room of your practice period. You 'fix’
it by repetition and by memorizing and
you print it by playing it in public.
Now isn’t that an interesting game?”
“Yes, it is, mother dear, and you in¬
vented it yourself!” Ethel gave her
mother a hearty kiss and said, ‘Tm
going to play it hard, hut I’ll have to
have a sign made right away, because
Jimmy Brooks will hurst right into my
dark room if I don’t!”

Who Can Name This
Composer?
1810 is the date inscribed on his tomb¬
stone in a foreign cemetery, though some
of you may know that 1809 is the real
birth year. He was born in a country
which has been torn by war and political
strife, and it so happened that the greater
part of his life was spent in his father’s
native land. He was hut nine years old
when he gave his first concert, and as he
was well trained and extremely talented
he received an ovation. People called him
“A second Mozart.” When he was about
sixteen he published his first opus, a
Rondo in C minor. Five years later he
began his career as a traveling virtuoso.
One critic said that “he appeared like a
meteor in the heavens, sending out lumin¬
ous splendor.”
It is rather sad to think that he never
saw the land of his birth again. He had
little money when he arrived in the city
of his adoption. It was a gay and fash¬
ionable capital, and the first part of his
residence there was not successful. He
became so discouraged that he was on
the point of returning home when Franz
Liszt invited him to accompany him to
the house of Baron Rothschild; there he
played and charmed every one and it is
little wonder that so fine a musician with
his clear cut profile and tender brown
eyes should he surrounded by friends and
admirers. Among his earliest acquaint¬
ances were Cherubini. Rerlioz, Meyerbeer
and Bellini.
The vogue of his music
spread to Germany and Robert Schumann
said “Hats off, gentlemen! A genius!”
Meanwhile he gave concerts, composed,
and many titled pupils gathered around
him, and he became a successful teacher.
He strongly advised his pupils to cultivate
ensemble playing. He "sang" at the piano
and he said. “Everything is to he read
cantahile, everything must be made to
sing—the bass, the inner parts." Many
musicians found the modulations in his
compositions forced. Moschcles said, "My
fingers stumble and fall over such pass¬
ages ; however much I may practice them
I cannot execute them without tripping."
He was never robust, though it was
only during the last ten years of his life
that he suffered ill health. He seemed to
lie in the deepest dejection of spirits after
a concert tour of Scotland: upon his re¬
turn he was completely tired out. He
died in October in his thirtv-ninth year.
His body lies between that of Cherubini
and Bellini in the cemetery of Fere la
Chaise.

Spanish Musical Influences in Italy
SorsA taught me, by example, of course, a
There are very few examples of painters,
few things in the art of pleasing people (as sculptors, or architects who have emigrated
was to be expected), and he taught me .many from Spain, while musicians to large numbgs
iCRIBE FOR CHRISTENSEN'S

ragtime
REVIEW
and Published by Axel Chrietenxen, tne
“Czar of Ragtim*.
^ __ new
popular music—lessons in
vaudeville, ragtime picture piano playing, review of
Tsai-*. dry. nothing classic, only that
happy, pulsating “rag” and1 thel aong. and melodiea
that mwe for happiness and delight •
_
”
t the “Ragtime Review for only SO
-sample copy for ten 1-cent aUmps—
*0 .cuu ..uaag your aubicription. It will be the
biggest money’* worth you ever received.
SO etntt a y«a»—aampU copy J 0 cmnta
CHRISTENSEN’S RAGTIME REVIEW
Room 930, 526 S. Weitem Are., Chicago, III.
Piano teachers write for ‘Teacher’s Proposition.”

“Musical Leader
Published Weekly, $2.50 a Year
sn weeks’ trial aubscription, fifty cents
he Recognized Authority on all Musical
Matters for the Central and Weetarn Statee
In conjunction with ETUDE, advantageous
CLUB OFFER.
Musical Leader, regular price \ Club Price
32.50 for year. '
rn
And ETUDE, regular price, i
31.50 for year.I FOR BOTH
Address THE MUSICAL LEADER
McCormick Building, Chicago

Caught 51 Rats One Week
98 high. Will
Weighs 7 pounds. 12 rats caught one day.
Cheese is uasd, doing away with poisons.
This trap does its work, never faile and ie
always ready for the next rat. When rets
'
they die. Rate are
catchers should be in every school building.
Ratcatcher sent prepaid on receipt of $3.
Mouse catcher. 10 inches high, *1. Money
hack if not satisfied.
H. D. SWARTS, Inventor and Manufacturer
Universal Rat and Mouse Traps
BOX 566
H
SCRANTON, PA.

The Master Key to Technique

Sec: 33 Orchard St., London, W., England.

Hugh A. Clarke.Mus. Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
to Harmony, Counterpoint
and Composition
4818 CHESTER AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

(whfch lnwaThatotmtohbebeexpScd “bllrvfn” fifteenT'and" ei^nfh"centurlefa'nd com^?t1C°>y5|f,*n*0'vas° a^mUHary^irganlz^ion jjgwaserT modern “smartness'', accoutrement
from bead to foot, discipline and demeanor.
It was presentable alike in a hot concertroom-or outside, great-coated, in a cold bandstand ; every member keen and responsive to
the conductor’s slightest hint. And all these
things, as well ns the thousand-and-cne other
thlngs that made for the success of “Sousa,
and his Band” were of Sousa himself. I have
never found a more complete illustration of
genius according to Carlyle’s detoition; for
Sousa's capacity for detail was Infinite.
Among his other qualities was that of being
a delightful companion when out of the
motley, being especially charming by reason
of his personal modesty.
Sousa was none the less a genius for not
being extraordinarily clever in an academical
sense. lie had written books of travel and
adventure, aud also (I believe) of fiction,

“i&sW
rid ig74). The learned writer tells us that
during the lifetime of Lorenzo de Medici, a
professor of music of the University of Salamanea, called BartolomS Ramos de Pareja.
went to Italy and .founded at Bologna a musical professorship; he printed in 184^ a aiaactic work in which hedevelopedhls jew^theory
of femperatowto,
* J??8*
portant revolution in the art of music,
Spanish composer Cristobal Morales
belan„e(i fn the first half of the sixteenth cent
f0 the gigtine Chapel; the Italian author
Adaml da Bolsena says he was a marvel of
art> He COmposed a number of musical works
before the time of Palestrina, which must
have been very popular, for in Italy alone
thirteen editions appeared in the same century. There are six editions of the »me
century of the works of another Spanisn com

He tVdote°V nXt%be6rar,& wo^ds3and music,
staged and stage-managed it, produced and
toured it, and all without claiming to be a
Gilbert, a Sullivan, or a George Edwardes
(The spirit of El Capitan still romps and
frolicB in the “revue” of to-day). Nor did
he claim to be a great conductor; and the
fact of his stage tricks being taken seriously
was as good a joke to Sousa the musician as
it was to other musicians. The chief merit
in his celebrated marches lay In their

&{d to the same Chapel-Tom^ Luis de
victoria.
DB Tapia a Spanish musician, by beg* from door to door> collected a sufficient
lo found in Naples in 1537 the Conservatori0 della Madonna di Loreto the first
SChool of music, which has been the mode
0f all similar institutions since created in
Europe. Upwards of thirty Spanish composers
flourished in Italy during the sixteenth century, as Adami da Bolsena ^nMa'pontifica)

The Cupid Grand
The first small grand piano ever made was the
product of Sohmer. That was over twentynine years ago. In this over a quarter of a
century we have been constantly striving to
perfect this type of instrument. The result is
a piano without an equal among diminutive
grands in which tone is in no manner sacrificed
to architectural requirements. Length 5ft. 4 .
width 4ft. S"—price $675. Terms arranged.
Send for illustrated catalog and full information.

315 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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THE GEORGIAN COMPANY, Inc.
Jewelers and Silversmiths
SALEM, MASS.

Kindergarten SKI™
Secures and holds the child’s interest
Color Bird Scale, Stall Peg Board, Folding Music
Boards, Keyboard Diagram and many other
tractive things. Send for Catalog.
DANIEL BATCHELLOR & SONS
R. F. D. No. 1
Chester, *
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THE ETUDE
ALWAYS ALERT FOR HELPS TO MUSICIANS
for the i

I«n VOICE TEACHER desires °« one sme, tnen on the other,
A.B. C.. care of Etude. •
rarely right in the .middle. I dec
^^^T^d^ng. Beautiful was the cause of the poor results attained.

r rate of $1.50 eac

INDISPENSABLE MUSIC WORKS
hTteacher of piano,
gir experience. °.

finger tip, as well as the side of the thumb,
-y -reful^on
key,, paying

"lluslc, MLlm keys" iThen^layerthTfilu^sl'owly1!'^
_serving if the finger tip touched the same

S0Hoffnian, Vineland, N. J.

that if the contact on the black keys was

afflKtrtr
SV?"
W00‘er' COmPOSer' B

gratifying I added this point to my les-
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From the first time black keys are in¬
troduced, the pupil is told to “get the
feel” of the black keys in the finger tip and
then insist that the same spot is touched,
and the same feeling in the tip revived
each time the finger plays the black key.

. prising accuracy is thus assured. A pupil,

VALUABLE MUSICAL NECESSITIES AT^ COST

i

IMPORTED DICKENS SETS
Pastime, a home e
The Mother’s Magazine
cash in Sll prizes is offered tc
The game is played by looking at the
pictures, glancing through an alphabetical
list of song and poem titles, and selecting
from this list the titles .that are the best
names or titles for the pictures. Those doing
this best will be awarded the cash prizes.
First prize is $1,000 cash. Second
prize is $750 cash. Third prize is $500
cash. And so on. In the event of ties for
any prize, the full reward tied for will be
paid each tieing contestant.
Can you think of a song or poem title
hat is a suitable title for the above picture ?
t’s really immaterial whether you can or
an’t, for you probably could find a suitable
title simply by looking through the official
list of titles, available freely to everyone.
Those who best use their common sense in
fitting titles in the list to the pictures
"n the prizes.

a-3S3l“
ft"^K°nCeifyOU8endin
There is no work in the Pastime; it
is only an evening-hour game for the family
circle, a test of matching titles to fit
pictures. At least learn about it—our illus¬
trated explanations will tell you just how
to play and everything else you need to
know. Send in the Inquiry Coupon below,
and do it at once, so that you can start
without delay.
$4,000 CASH INQUIRY COUPON
The Mother’s Magazine, Elgin, Illinois.
Gentlemen t-Please send me at once full Rules
and all details of your S4.000 cash Picture-Play

TWO THOUSAND sets direct from European Pub
lishers offered THE ETUDE readers Vt an
astoundingly low figure
market’destroys! by the presint^1'^!? ’ f°UnJ t,ieir Europea
for buyers which h Jc ^ prejen^ War> and turned to this counti
presented YOU.
PCned the way for this great opportunil

m '• nr » 'i
ii.ti'idr i c-f. ..l tnc
I Popular Music Herald. Send for them now
V andtrythem. Money back if not satisfied.
~he Geo. Jaberg Music Co.,
pgSLlNC’S TEACHING

to numbers, butn^uccessfullvIy °f

PIECES

wc were United

last they are offered The ETuDEreaded ?°°° -etS’ and whUc the
subscription (new or renewsll at th
m conjunction with a year
all delivery charges Jrep Jd
Unheard of price of
4
». IMS Gates Are., Brooklyn, NX

TODA Y.

tu

,Wc„ht
northwestern ohio school

The Etude
Jtheo. Presser Co., Publishers

PKil.delphia, P

PIANO TUNING
^ BETZ, Director”' ,
ri«!e m(

Considering the tremendous amount of
work involved in writing a large orches¬
tral work, opera or oratorio, some as¬
tonishing feats have been accomplished
by the great masters. Handel wrote The
Messiah in twenty-three days; Mozart
completed the orchestral score of the
overture to Don Giovanni in one night,
it took Mendelssohn only two days to
produce in full orchestral form the Ruy
Bias Overture—moreover he wrote it
measure by measure complete, instead of
writing out the string parts and filling
in” the rest of it afterward. Rosstniproduced the score of his opera, The Barber
of Seville in eighteen days. The expla
nation of this rapidity is that the com¬
posers had their works fully planned m
their minds before setting them out on

A WEDDING SONG OF UNUSUAL EFFECTIVENESS

“O PERFECT LOVE”
By H. T. BURLEIGH

PRICE 60 CENTS

THEODORE PRESSER CO.
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

IMPORTANT RECENT PUBLICATIONS

11111
PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

'ursery
To make Baby happy by
making him comfortable.
For its gentle absorbent ac¬
tion and its judicious anti¬
sepsis insist on

To add a daintier touch to
an already dainty toilette.
For fineness and purity no
powder can be superior to
the standard of

To sooth and refresh faces
and hands parched and irri¬
tated by exposure to sun or
wind.
Its sanative ingre¬
dients alone are reason
enough for the regular use
after any form of exercise.

To give the widest choice of
perfumes: Eclat, Cashmere
Bouquet, Violet, Dactylis,
La France Rose, Monad
Violet, Baby Talc. Tinted
and Unscented Powders
also. Florient (Flowers of
the Orient) is
Colgate’s
latest—a superfine Tala

%radeliphfful
‘Perfume^_

COLGATE'S
TALC POWDER

> remove hot weather
ckiness and make dressing
mfortable.
After either
't or fresh water bathing,
ere s refreshment with

To bring comfort to man
as well. After exercise and
as the finish to a perfect
shave with Colgate’s Shaving Stick use

SOLGATEL’S COLGATE’S

rALC POWDER

TALC POWDER

All Talcums are not alike—be sure that you get
Colgate’s “safest and best for you and.your children.”
Sold everywhere—or a dainty trial box
sent on receipt of 4c in stamps.

COLGATE & CO.,

Dept. 57. 199 Fulton Street. New York
Makers of Cashmere Bouquet Soap—luxurious, lasting, refined

m

OLGATFS
k ftlNTtD TALC

pACTyq^

dndthemen
(ike it too

